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Abstract
In realistic reactor scenarios, high temIperature plasmas will be composed of not only
the fusion reactants and products, but also inpurities introduced purposefully or unini-
tentionally from plasma facing materials. In tokamaks it is often assumed, sometimes
erroneously, that surfaces of constant main ion pressure are also surfaces of constant
impurity pressure. Although the same underlying physics determinie impurity mio-
mentum balance along closed magnetic field lines, the increased mass and charge of
high-Z impurities weights terms differently. Their large mass enhances inertial ef-
fects like the centrifugal force from toroidal rotation, and( can lead to accumulation of
heavy impurities on the outboard side of a flux surface. Their high charge enhances
ion-impurity friction and makes impurities sensitive to small poloidal variations in
the electrostatic potential.
In Alcator C-Mod, 2D (R,Z) measurements of photon emission from high-Z im-
purities reveal significant variations of impurity density on a flux surface. Poloidal
variations, normalized to the flux surface average, I 2/(n ) , have been measured up
to ~ 1/3, and separate cases of impurities accumulating on the inhoard and out-
board side of a flux surface are observed, depending on local plasmas conditions.
Experiments demonstrate that these asymmetries are due to a combination of iner-
tia., poloidal electric fields and ion-impurity friction, and measurements are compared
to existing neoclassical parallel impurity transport theory. This is the first time cen-
trifugal force has been observed to cause a substantial asynnnetry in a plasma with no
external monmentumn input and where the flow is entirely self-generated. Magnetically
trapped fast ions, sustained by ion cyclotron waves, create a poloidally varying elec-
trostatic potential which causes high-Z impurities to accunmulate on the inboard side.
Existing theory is extended to include this effect by incorporating a species that has
an anisotropic pressure tensor. Experimental measurements in plasmas where the
minority resonance layer is scanned show good qualitative and quantitative agree-
inent with this extended theory. The sensitivity of 51/(nz) to fast-ions demstrates
the opportunity for the impurity asymmetry to be used as a novel diagnpostic tool
and calls into question prior work on in/out asymmetries in neutral beam heated
3
plasinas. M\easured up/down asymmetries in the banana regime are unable to be
explained by ion/nipurity friction in the trace limit, nZZ 2 /n < 1. The sensitivity
of such asymeinetries to imain ion poloidal rotation, which depends on impurity den-
sity when nZ 2 /n ~ 1, suggests explaining up/down asymmetries requires a more
complex model which couples the parallel force balance of main ions and multiple
impurity species. Additionally, the conniection between impurity poloidal flow and
poloidal density variation is highlighted. Since they are the result of the same paral-
lel transport equation, predictions for both inced to match measurements in order to
validate friction-based asynmnetry theory.
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Title: Professor
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On November 21st., 2006, officials from China. the European Union, India, Japan,
Korea, Russia and the United States gathered at the Elysee Palace in Paris to sign the
ITER Agreement [1]. This act represented the culmination of decades of research in
phlsia physics anl fusion science necessary to develop a magnetically coufined plasma
where power generated from fusion reactions exceeds the input power. ITER, designed
to reach this break-even level and beyond, should provide much of the physics basis
necessary to move onward to a denonstration reactor and, eventually, commercial
generation of power iroi therionuiclear fusion. It is clear that significant physics
and engineering work still needs to be done to insure the success of ITER and future
reactors, motivating research efforts around the world. including experiments on the
Alcator C-Mod tokamnak at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The core of a plasma used in generation of net power from fusion will contain
deuteriim and tritium fuel sources with temperatures reaching 10-20 keV or approx-
imnately 100-200 million degrees Kelvin. This represents the ideal conditions for the
D-T fusion reaction,
D + T =4 He + n + 17.6MeV, (1.1)
to take place. The 17.6 MeV is split between the 4 He and n. products according to
collservation of moientuim, with 3.5 MeV going to 41He and(l 14.1 MeV going to the
neutron [2]. The energy given to the neutron leaves the plasma, deposits its energy in
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blanket materials around the reactor and will be used to generate electricity. The "He
product, coninonly called ash, is confined in the plasma, transferring its energy to
the electrons andl hydrogenic ions allowing the next fusion reaction to occur. This is
referred to as the burning plasma state, where the reaction is self-sustaining, requiring
external input power only to maintain stability and control.
Another class of particles likely to be present are impurities, which can refer to
any ion besides the fusion reactants and products, and exist in fractions ranging from
a few percent to a few parts per million. These can be introduced into the plasna
deliberately or come from the surrounding structures. The presence of significant im-
purities represents a fundamental limitation to the efficiency of a reactor. Too many
light impurity ions will dilute the plasma of hydrogenic fuel, and too many heavy
impurities will increase poxer losses via photon radiation, removing energy from the
core plasma necessary to maintain high temperatures. Conversely, impurities can also
be used as tracers to gain insight into the plhaslma state, and their radiative proper-
ties are used to form boundary layers which help to maintain engineering limits by
spreading out exhaust power. The capacity exists for impurities to be both beneficial
and harmful to a fusion reactor and a, thorough understanding of how they interact
with high-temperature plasmas is an ongoing investigation. This thesis strives to val-
idate and extend existing theoretical Imodels that; describe how impurities maintain
equilibrium along closed magnetic field lines in a tokamak plasma.
1.1 Confining a Plasma Inside a Torus: the Toka-
mak
Confining the plasma energy long enough and at densities high enough for fusion
power generation has been explored for over half a century. The method proven most
effective is referred to as a tokamak, a transliteration of a Russian phrase meaning
"toroidal clianber witi axial magnetic field" [3]. Although modern tokainaks can
confine heat and particles much better than their early predecessors [4], the basic
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design of the device remains unchanged [5]. Its major components can be understood
as correcting for various ways heat and particles can escape from magnetic fields.
The Lorentz force acting oi a charged particle causes it to gyrate around a mag-
netic field line but allows unhindered movement along the field line. When trying to
confine charged particles with a simple Helmholtz coil configuration any energy given
to the particles quickly escapes out of the ends (along with the particles). This cylin-
drical geometry can then be wrapped into a torus, seemingly allowing the heat and
particles to be confined indefinitely. But, the act of bending the magnetic field lines
creates gradients and curvature in the magnetic field. As a charged particle gyrates
around the magnetic field line, it samples regions of different magnetic field strength.
Evaluating the kinematics of this process shows that the particles drift vertically off
the field lines, deconfining the charged particles. If current is driven toroidally in the
plasma a poloidal field is produced. making the field lines wrap helically around the
torus. Now., as a, particle ioves along the field tie vertical drifts are directed both
radially inward and outward and the net motion is eliminated. This toroidal current
loop is unstable, wanting to expand to larger radii, and so a vertical magnetic field is
usel to provide an inward J x B force. Figure 1-1 shows, schematically, these major
components of a tokanak.
This combination of currents driven in the plasia and externally imposed fields
results in the axisymnmetric magnetic field, B, of the form,
B = I( )V 4+ Vrl x V76= Bt + B (1.2)
where V6 = Rc> and VY - 1/27 f B, dA the poloidal flux [6]. The first term in (1.2)
is the toroidal magnetic field, Bt, directed the long way around the torus. and the
second is the poloidal field, B, directed the shorter way. These fields ad together to
form the helical magnetic field lines that can be shown to lie on surfaces of constant
poloidal flux, referred to as flux surfaces. In a tokamak, the toroidal field is stronger
than ithe poloidal field and so the magiitiide of B on a flux surface is determined
mostly by Bt, which varies like 1/R. This introduces the concept of the high-field
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Figure 1-1: Schematic
(http://www1.cfi.lu.lv/teor/main.html)
of basic tokamak components
side (HFS) of a tokamak at small major radii and a low-field side (LFS) of a tokamak
at large major radii.
The structure of flux surfaces, '. (R, Z) is found from the macroscopic force balance
between the plasma pressure and the confining magnetic fields, and is known as the
Grad-Shafranov equation [6].
a 1) 8 + 82 j 2P 
_p 8[R +Z 2 = -poR - I-- (1.3)OR R OR aZ2 alp
Both p (Vi), the plasma pressure, and I ($) are free functions that are constant on a
flux surface. These surfaces are also commonly assumed to be contours of constant
impurity pressure, but, as will be discussed throughout this work, variation of the
impurity density on a flux surface is both predicted theoretically and observed exper-
irmentally. The goal of this thesis is determine if existing theories accurately predict
the poloidal distribution of high-Z impurities.
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1.2 The Alcator C-Mod Tokamak
Alcator C-Mod is a compact, high-field tokamak [7] built to study a variety of plasma
physics and fusion engineering topics in support of the world-wide research effort to
develop magnetic confinement fusion as an energy source. Figure 1-2 shows a cross-
section of the entire tokanak with a typical last plasma boundary shown in magenta.
Major and minor radii of typical plasm1as are 0.68 im and 0.21 in, respectively. wit11
plasina volunes -1 n and surface areas of ~7 in 2 . Figure 1-3a shows details of the
vacuum chamber and plasma facing components, as well as contours of constant '
found by solving (1.3) constrained by magnetics measurements. The thicker red line
is the boundary between closed and open field lines and is referred to as the last closed
flux surface (LCFS) or separatrix. Also shown in 1-3a are the magnetics diagnostics
used to constrain the equilibrium reconstruction. the green dots being flux loops
sensitive to B,, and the cyan bars being poloidal field coils [8] sensitive to B_. Figure
1-3b is a image of the same plasma captured using a video camera sensitive only to
visible light, viewing radially into vacuum chamber. The intense emission in the lower
part of the chiamber, the divertor region, is actually coming from the colder part of the
plasima where hydrogenic atoms are emitting visible radiation during reconibination.
The core of the plasma is so hot that photon emission is in the ultraviolet and soft
x-ray range, 1-100 nm, and requires custom-built instrumnentation to measure.
On-axis toroidal magnetic fields from 2.7 < B1, < 8.0 T can be orientated, look-
ing from the top down, in both the clockwise (normal-field) or counter-clockwise
(reversed-field) direction. This has the effect of changing the direction of the cross-
field particle drifts. When the toroidal field is in the normal direction, the ion B x VB
drift, the so-called VB drift, is pointed downward, while the opposite is true for re-
versed field. Plasma current, I,, is always aligned with the magnetic field to maintain
the same helicity, and ranges from 300 kA to 2.0 MA. Typical pulses last approxi-
nately 2 seconds with ~1 second of constant current, also referred to as "flattop".
Both i hydrogen, deuterium and helium can all used as the main-ion species. Line-
averaged electron densities of 0.3 < 5, < 6.0 1021 im- and core electron temperatures,
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Figure 1-2: Engineering cross-section of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak
Te,0, up to 9 keV have been achieved in deuterium plasmas.
The primary mechanism to heat the plasma is to drive current inductively using
the Ohmic transformer. Auxiliary heating is provided by electromagnetic waves in the
ion-cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF), and both minority and mode-conversion
heating schemes can be used. In minority heating, cyclotron waves travel through
the plasma and damp on a small, < 10 %, fraction of a minority ion which then
transfers energy via Coulomb collisions to both electrons and ions. Both D(H) and
D( 3 He) majority(minority) have been explored in C-Mod. A single four-strap antenna
operates at frequencies from 50-78 MHz and powers up to 3 MW, and two dipole
antennas at 80 and 80.5 MHz each provide up to 1.5 MW of input power, for a total
of ~6 MW [9].
Heat and particles exhausted from the plasma are directed to molybdenum plasma
facing components (PFCs) in both limited and diverted geometries. Small, -1 inch
tiles miake up the armor of the (livertor, inner wall and outer limiters as seen in
Figure 1-3. The plasma flux causes sputtering and an intrinsic molybdenum impurity
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Figure 1-3: Cross-section of the vacuum chamber showing flux surfaces (a) and a
visible camera view of C-Mod during a plasia (b)
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is present in all C-Mod plasmas, with n7A!O/nc from 10- -+10-:. The use of ICRF
is correlated with anl increase in Mo concentration. Deposition of a thin boron layer
on the surfaces, via a low-temperature cyclotron discharge seeded with diborane,
D 2B6 , is used to temporarily reduce the level of molybdenun and leads to intrinsic
B impurity estimated to be at the 1% level. More comprehensive information on the
design, operation, diagnostics and research of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak can be
found in [7],[10] and [11].
1.3 The Impact of Impurities in Fusion Plasmas
Production and transport of impurities have been studied both experimentally and
theoretically since the beginning of tokaimak research. Early tokanaks observed con-
tamnination of plasmas from PFCs [12] [13], and it was observed that operating regimes
which are good at confining energy also tend to be good at confining high-Z impuri-
ties [14] [15]. Impurities are not simply an efficiency issue for future reactors to worry
about, but represent a. day-to-day challenge in performing controlled experiments on
modern tokamaks.
Low-Z ions, typically thought of as ions with atomic mass Z < 10 are fully ionized
in the core of most tokamnak plasmas. In a fusion plasma, low-Z ions dilute the core
and reduce the DT reaction rate, starving the plasma of heat. The effective charge of
the plasma, Zefr = n /n, is increased along with the power loss due inelastic
electron-ion collisions, also referred to as bremsstrahhng. High-Z impurities, Z > 10,
tend to remain only partially ionized. In these cases, electron-ion collisions elevate
bound electrons to excited states which quickly decay, releasing the collision energy
as photon emission which, in most cases, promptly leaves the plasma. Refractory
metals such as molybdenum and tungsten are used as PFCs due to their high mlting
temperatures, but since ionization energies scale as Z 2. these atons will remain only
partially ionized for all DT burning plasmas. Small influxes of high-Z impurities such
as tungsten quickly convert plasnia theriual energy into radiation, and, in some cases
the large radiative losses can change pressure profiles enough to destabilize the plasma
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and terminate the discharge.
Examining 0-D power balance, it is straightforward to estimate the typical frac-
tions of each type of impurity that will impact the operation of the tokamak fusion
reactor. In steady state,
= P, + PFri - P,.na (1.4)
where P, is the power supplied to the plasma )y a particles from fusion reactions, P..
is the power provided by external heatin1g imechanisimis ald Prad is the Power lost due
to radiation. The total fusion power, Puss, is the sun of the a heating and the power
going to the neutrons. Modeling of the Te-dependent radiation physics for impurities
is taken from [16]. Wth is the thernial stored energy density, 3/2(niTi + neT, + nT2),
integrated over the plasma volume, and TE is energy confinement time which char-
acterizes the energy loss through radial heat conduction. Both Q = Prfs/Pc, = 10
and Te = T are assuoned, reasolale estimates for an ITER-like burning plasmia. Re-
organizing (1.4) allows for the nTE re(qliired to niaintain steady-state to be plotted
versus T for different levels of impurities. In Figure 1-4a, this relationship is plot-
ted for tungsten and Figure 1-4h for carbon, another connon PFC material. Very
small fractions of tungsten, from 10- to 10~-4, quickly raise neTE, while nmuch larger
aiouits of carboni, 4-8%<, are needed to have the saume effect. Increasing both nETL
and T are serious chiallanges for tokamaks, and can be overcome by increasing the
size of the device and thus the cost, or by moving closer to stability limits, risking the
integrity of the reactor. The required n,TE will be pushed even higher when including
a realistic anount of lie ash. To ensure tlie best, chance of success for ITER and other
burning phismas, an empirical, if not a comprehensive theoretical, understanding of
impurities in tokamaks is necessary.
1.4 Impurity Transport in Tokamaks
The global picture of impurities in tokanmaks involves a variety of physical processes
over a wide range of densities, teiperattures., lengthi and time scales. For intrinsic
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Figure 1-4: ne-rE required at Q=10 for non-zero high-Z (a) and low-Z (b) impurity
fraction
atomic level to erode and sputter impurities into the plasma. For both intrinsic and
deliberately introduced impurities, it then becomes the study of how the impurities
are ionized and transported along and across open field lines in the plasma scrape-
off layer and divertor. Once inside the confined plasma, the focus is on how the
impurities reach equilibrium along the field and what influences their transport across
flux surfaces. All of these topics are part of on-going investigations at both Alcator
C-Mod and most of the world's tokamak facilities, but the focus of this research is
transport inside the confined plasma.
The neoclassical theory of radial impurity transport is well developed [17] but
decades of experimental measurements on many tokamaks have shown cross-field im-
purity fluxes to be significantly higher than this theory would predict [18] [19][20] [21] [22].
Historically referred to as anomalous transport, this is thought to be due to plasma
turbulence and is still an area of active research.
Theories describing parallel impurity transport predict that the impurity density
can vary along the magnetic field in situations where the ions can still be assumed
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to be evenly distributed (see Table 2.1). This poloidal variation is attributed to the
impurity's high charge and large mass. The large mass enhances inertial effects like
the centrifugal force arising from toroidal rotation, and( can lead to accumulation of
heavy impurities on the outboard side of a flux surface. The high charge enhances
ion-impurity friction and makes impurities sensitive to small poloidal variations in
the electrostatic potential. While experimental measurements have observed poloidal
asymnetries in impurity density on a number of tokamaks (see Table 2.2). a validation
[23] effort of the most comprehensive theoretical work [24] has not been completed.
In this research, measurements of poloidal impurity density variation in Alcator C-
.Mod plasmas are compared to existing theories of neoclassical transport along closed
imiagietic field lines.
1.5 Motivation for Studying Parallel Impurity Trans-
port
While significant attention has been devoted to radial impurity transport over the
past decades, a coiparatively small amount of effort has been devoted to the study
of parallel impurity transport. This can understood by the relative success and failure
of neoclassical theory describing the two processes. While radial impurity transport
is much higher than theoretical predictions., early efforts at examining the direction
and magnitude of poloidal asymmetries of impurities [25] seemed to be in nuch better
agreement and thus. justifiably, attention was diverted to empirical characterization
of anomalous radial impurity transport. Recently, turbulent impurity transport has
been computed using linear [26][27] and non-linear gyro-kinetic codes [28], and when
compared to measurements, much closer agreement is found relative to neoclassical
predictions. In the effort to demonstrate our understanding of impurity transport in
tokamaks we should revisit the topic of parallel impurity transport as discrepancies
between gyro-kinetic nmodeling and experiment are reduced to levels where accurately
including poloidal asymmetries can be quantitatively important.
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1.5.1 Influence on Radial Impurity Transport
The impurity force balance along the field determines the poloidal variation of n.,
which in turn is used to compute the flux-surface averaged radial particle flux, (V4 .
Fz) for both neoclassical and anomnalous pirocesses. Knowing t he physics that cont rols
the impurity flux. F= n= .2, will help to confidently explore burning plasma scenarios
that can avoid an inpurity-driven deilse.
The neoclassical effects of n, asymmetries on radial flux can be qualitatively ex-
plained by looking at the orientation of cross-field drifts. The VB drift always points
in one direction and, for the toroidal field in the clockwise direction, viewed from
above, the ionis will tend to drift towards the core whien above the nagnetic axis, and
away from the core when below it. If a poloidal variation of the density has a sin 9
term., then more particles will drift in than out, creating a pinch effect.
Heuristic descriptions of neoclassical particle diffusion explain radial transport
driven by unlike particle collisions with D±.a ~ip,. If, for example, the impurities
accumulate on the outboard side, more ion-inpurity (a = i, b = :) collisions will occur
where the magnetic field is weaker aid pi is larger, increasing D1,j [29]. In cases where
the radial electron flux is small, the non-ambipolar nature of radial particle transport
in tokanaks can lead to 13 = -Z'-. and the impurity transport influence the ion
transport when Zn2/ni ~ 1.
Vong explored the effect of spatial asymmetries in impurity density for the col-
lisionless main-ion regime, deriving the sensitivity of the impurity particle transport
in a rotating plasma where centrifiigal force moves heavy impurities to the outboard
side of a flux surface [30]. The neoclassical radial impurity particle flux (1.5) is pro-
portional to gradients in particle density and teimj)erature, and the coefficients Cr
and C12 are shown to be sensitive to toroidal rotation.
Z = Cn 1 1) + C1 (1.5)
Zi ni Z n1, T
Figure 1-5 from [30] shows the change in C11 and C12 for a trace aniount of Ar






FIG. 5. The transport coefficients C,,,C12 for a trace amount (0.1%) of
Ar*"ions in a hydrogen plasma, measured in units of n,dpW/r,.
Figure 1-5: Neoclassical impurity flux coefficients versus main ion rotation (from [30])
Significant changes in both constants are seen even for moderate changes in U/ i.
Fil6p and Helander examined the impact of poloidal asynnetries driven Iy ion-
impurity friction on the radial impurity flux [24]. Illustrated in Figure 1-6, (VI/ - Fd
is nonlinear in the parameter y, proportional to a combination of the radial gradients
in the main-ion temperature and deiisity. A flux-gradient relationship like this which
exhiibits local maxima and minima implies the possibility of bifurcation between states
with equal flux but. steep or weak gradients [31].
For anomalous transport, the impact of poloidal impurity asymnmetries on radial
transport is only starting to be explored. The electrostatic potential fluctuations and
the resulting E x B particle flux have been predicted to be poloidally asynunetric
with a larger intensity on the outboard side [32]. consistent with ballooning-type
instabilities in the bad magnetic curvature region. In/out [33] and up/down [34]
asymmetries of these types of fluctuations have also been observed experimentally.
In turbulent transport, the zero flux gradient scale length, L' is the impurity density
gradieit calculated to make the radial particle flux equal to zero., implying a steady
state. Initial calculations show L(, sensitive to the orientation ani magnitude of
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FIG. 3. Ion particle fluxes versus normalized gradient g in a large-aspect-
ratio tokamak with circular cross section, e< 1, a= 0.5, q = 3. The dashed
line is the classical flux, the dotted lines are neoclassical fluxes, and the solid
lines represent the sum of classical and neoclassical fluxes. The lower pair
of dotted and solid lines are for vanishing toroidal rotation, M2=0, and the
upper pair for impurity Mach number M = 1. Note that the neoclassical
fluxes are enhanced by finite rotation and suppressed by large gradients.
Figure 1-6: Neoclassical iunlpirity flux coefficients driven by friction (from [24])
the poloidal asyninetry. Figure 1-7, reproduced from [35] models the variation as
n (O)/(re) = (cos[(O - 6 )/ 2])2" and plots the change in Lo for various values of n
and 6. For 6 = 7r, impurities accumulate on the inboard side of a, flux surface, and the
zero flux density scale length decreases as n increases, imuplying flatter radial iliplurity
density profiles. For 6 = 0, impurities accumulate is on the out)oard side. and L"
increases with n, iiplying imore peaked iinpurity density profile., an undesirable result
for a reactor.
These examlples denmonstrate a sensitivity of radial impurity transport to the de-
tails of the flux surface distribution of the impurities. In order to confirm our un-
derstanding of cross-field transport, nleoclassical or anominaloius, the effects of parallel














Figure 1-7: Zero flux impurity density scale length sensitivity to magnitude and type








1.5.2 Impact on Diagnostic Interpretation
The accuracy of modern plasma diagnostics also benefits from a predictive under-
standing of parallel impurity transport. Tools that, measure radiation from inpurities
typically do so by integrating through a volumetric emitter that varies as a function
of space. These projections, or line-integrated measurements. are typically inverted
to find local plasma quantities using standard tomographic techniques. The restricted
diagnostic access in a tokamak often means the inversion is done with less information
than desired and a variety of techniques are used to constrain the results. Qualitative
understanding of parallel impurity transport can reduce the complexity of the inver-
sion problem and motivate design choices to avoid sensitivity to asymnmetries. If the
theory can be shown to get the poloidal scale length correct, then this can be added
as a p o inforiation to help constrain the inversion. These diagnostic tools are
usually the same ones that are used for radial impurity transport studies, and sys-
tematic errors in transport coefficients can come from ignoring poloidal structure. If
not properly accounted for, this will limit the accuracy of experimental measurements
used to validate anomalous impurity transport models.
A relevant example of this is shown for calculations of the volume-averaged radi-
ated power, PRAf, in Alcator C-Mod. The radiated power density profile, [M\IW/m 3],
is found on the outboard mnidplane [36] and assumed to be constant on a flux sur-
face when determining PRAD. Figure 1-8 shows the consequence of having an in/out
asymmetry, E = (c) +E cos 0, using a typical H-mode enissivity profile, and assuming
an asynuetry similar to those dominated by tle centrifugal force at levels relevant
for C-Mod. As the peak Ec/ (F) increases, the calculated radiated power is above the
actual PRAD due to impurities accumulating on the outboard nidplane. If parallel
theory is shown to be accurate, and inertia is all that determines n (0), then by
measuring the rotation profile the celitrifugal force can be calculated and the error in
PA) reduced without going through the effort an( expense of measuring the full 2D
radliation profile.
In cases where quantitative accuracy can be demonstrated it reduces the complex-
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Figure 1-8: Overestimation of radiated power due to an in/out asymmetry
ity of the problem back to 1-D with the poloidal variation predicted from background
plasma profiles. For some diagnostics, like soft x-ray tomography, the cost to add
more detectors is relatively low and systems with extensive coverage are common to
most tokamaks. For other tools, like soft x-ray Doppler tomography [37] used to nea-
sure flows and ion temperature, the ability to reduce a 2-D tomography problem to
1-D presents significant cost savings. If poloidal variation is simply left unaccounted
for, errors in the calculated profiles can occur and estimates show that even an unac-
counted for ~10% variation in the impurity density can significantly alter the derived
density and temperature profiles. Details on this topic are discussed in Section 7.3.
It is very difficult to measure the flow and temperature profiles of the main ions
because they are fully ionized and so measurements of these quantities in the impurity
species are done using charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) and soft
x-ray Doppler spectroscopy. When impurities are used in this manner as tracers to
measure properties of the plasma, the underlying physics describing the coupling of
the impurities to the ions becomes important. In fusion-grade plasmas, the difference
between the ion ai(l impurity temperature is usually negligible due to strong colli-
sional energy transfer between the two species, and T = T, is a valid assumption. For
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flows, there are important differences in both diamagnetic flow and poloidal rotation,
vO. In fact, it is the solution of the parallel impurity transport equation under investi-
gation in this research that allows the ion velocity to be predicted from the impurity
velocity. Section 6.5 describes in more detail the important coupling between parallel
flow and flux surface asymmetries of density.
1.6 Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, the evolution and current state of parallel impurity transport theory are
reviewed, and a comprehensive overview of previous experimental measurements of
poloidal impurity density asynmetries., both on Alcator C-Mod and other tokamaks,
is presented. Chapter 3 describes the tools and analysis nmethods used to infer poloidal
variation of impurity density, as well as those necessary to compare mea surenlelits to
the theories discussed in Chapter 2. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 present the experimental
results with each chapter focusing on the influence of specific physical mechanism in
parallel force balance. Chapter 4 deals with in/out asymmetries driven by centrifugal
force inl collisionless phlsmas, and shows how this force cannot fully explain C-Mod
measurements. Chapter 5 discusses how the in/out asymmetry is modified by the
poloidal electric field from ion cyclotron heated minority ions. Th(.ory. discussed in
Chapter 2 is extended to include this effect, which compares well with experimental
data. Chapter 6 explores up/down and in/out asymmetries driven by ion-impurity
friction, showing disagreement between measured up/down asymnmetries and predic-
tions from theory in the trace impurity limit. Chapter 7 discusses the implications of
this research for the tokamak community and suggests topics for future investigations
into parallel impurity transport. Choosing to err "on the side of comprehensiveness
rather then brevity" [38]. Appendices A, B and C are included to discuss in grue-
some detail some of the diagnostic and code verification efforts completed as part of
this research, while Appendix D presents initial results on an up/down asymumetry
possibly linked to anomalous transport.
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1.7 Summary of Primary Results
The following are the most significant contributions this research has made, both to
the Alcator C-M\Iod group and the )lasia physics comnmunity as a whole.
1. Demonstrating a large h/(n2) - 0.3 in/out asymmetry due to intrinsic
rotation on Alcator C-Mod
Previously, in/out asynunetries due to the centrifugal force have only been ob-
served in neutral beam-heated plasnas using significant external torque. This
research shows that flux surface asymmetries in high-Z impurity density can
develop in cases of self-generated flows. For Alcator C-Mod, these asynne-
tries are robustly produced ill all high confieinent plasimas, but, have reiained
undiagnosed until now.
2. Establishing the impact of fast ion pressure anisotropy on parallel
impurity transport
Ion cyclotron heating is known to create poloidal variations in minority density
)v increasing iagnetic trapping, but the influeiice this has on parallel iipurity
transport has not been firmly established experimentally or thoroughly inves-
tigated analytically. Existing parallel transport theory is extended to include
effects from particle distributions exhibiting a pressure anisotropy. Measure-
ments on C-Mod conclusively show a link between ICRH and inboard accumu-
lation of impurities. and initial calculations using the extended theory agree well
with experinental results. The sensitivity of the impurity asymmetry to small
poloidal potential variations also demonstrates its effectiveness as a measure of
the poloidal electric field., E0, and/or a siinple fast-ion diagnostic.
3. Defining a more rigorous experimental test of ion/impurity friction,
linking asymmetries and poloidal rotation
Measurements of up/down asymmetries driven by ion/impurity friction are
shown to disagree with theory inl the trace impurity limit, n Z,2 /i < 1. In
practice, background inpurities and/or the imnpurity whose asyinmetries are
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being measured can have nZ 2 /ni ~ 1, where ion/impurity friction will begin
to affect the main ions. Unlike when inertial or electrostatic forces dominate,
this cannot be handled by including a Zefj term. and finding the impurity asym-
metry requires solving a coupled set of differential equations for the main-ions
and all impurity species. The friction also plays a role in defining the inpu-
rity poloidal rotation, vo,, found by solving the 1-D parallel transport problem.
Thus, to fully validate parallel impurity transport theory when friction is in-
volved, the flux surface asymmnetries and voz must be correctly predicted.
4. Reviewing impurity asymmetry theory
When reviewing the published works on neoclassical parallel impurity transport
it is clear that there is not an authoritative reference as for radial imipurity
transport in Hirschnan and Sigmar [17]. In some instances, similar results had
been derived by multiple authors, decades apart without any apparent reference
or knowledge. The overview and comparison of these theories should serve as a
useful contribution to tie plasia physics coiiiiunity.
5. Expanding the use of spatially-resolved soft x-ray crystal spectroscopy
for Tj and w. profiles
In order to compare the ineasured asynunetries with theory, accurate ion temii-
perature and rotation profiles were necessary. Significant effort was spent on
advancing the quality of the spectral fitting and Doppler tomography codes used
to analyze data from the inaging x-ray crystal spectrometer diagnostic. These
contributions have elabled the use of this instronient, the first. of its kind, in a




This chapter discusses prior theoretical and experimental investigations into parallel
impurity transport in tokamak plasmas. The first experimental measurements were
done in 1977 on Alcator-A and since then there has been infrequent, albeit continual,
production of measurements and advancements in analytical theory. In Section 2.2,
the historical development of asynmnetry theory will be briefly discussed, and details
of the most comprehensive parallel transport theories will be presented, focusing on
predictions for the impurity density variation on a flux surface in the low collision-
ality regime. The most, current t heories have vet to be validated bIy experimeItal
results and are a central focus of this research. Section 2.3 briefly discusses compu-
tational implementation of parallel impurity transport. In Section 2.4. experimental
measurements of both up/down and in/out asynunetries are reviewed, organized by
experimental facility, with important. previously published results included. Table
2.1 and 2.2 provide a comprehensive overview of the theoretical and experiental
research on parallel impurity impurity transport published over the last 30+ years.
2.1 Neoclassical Transport Theory
Classical transport, reviewed in [39] [40], deals with the transport of heat, momentum
and particles parallel and perpend~licular to straiglit magnetic field lines. Neoclassical
transport theory [39] [41] expands classical transport to include the effects of curved
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magnetic field lines. For an axisynunetric system like the tokanak, this is driven
primarily by the inhomogeneity of the iagnetic field, but spatial derivatives of unit
vectors also play a role, creating effects such as the centrifugal force due to toroidal
rotation.
In order to understand changes in the macroscopic plasma properties, neoclassi-
cal theory applies simplifying assumptions to the underlying Fokker-Planck equation
governing the evolution of each particle's distribution function. These are referred to
as traiisport orderings or drift-kinetic or(leriiigs. Collisional frequencies are assumied
to be much smaller than the gyro frequency, < Q. allowing this motion to be aver-
aged over. The macroscopic scale lengths, L, are assuneid to be small large relative to
the Larmor radius, 3 = p/L, making the particle sample a homogeneous plasma over
the gryo mnot ion. This has the significant inpact of making the particle (list ribition
functions Maxwellian to lowest order in 6. In most regions of the plasma this is valid
but in edge transport barriers of typical H-mode plasmas, 3 ~ 1 has been observed
[42]. Analytical theory is just beginning to probe this region [43].
Assuminig an axisynunetric system, these simuplifications and knowledge of the
cross-field particle drifts it can be used to show that in order for the particle flux to
be divergence free, the velocity of each particle species must have the form,
V = , RO + B (2.1)
where <D is the electrostatic potential and K,, is a flux-function specified by solving
the parallel force balance equation. This is also commnonly written in the form,
Va = w0 (') i R + n0 (0) B (2.2)
where w, can be thought of as the solid-body toroidal rotation frequency, and u, is
related to purely poloidal rotation, vo = n1Bo.
Another simplification that is often used to make further progress is the small
inverse aspect ratio approxinatioi, ( < 1. This cani hold in the core as r/a -4 0 but
closer to the edge of conventional tokamaks, e = r/R ~ 1/3. Since it is not employed
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universally and( can be violated in C-Mod experiments, it will be noted when e < 1 is
used. When this is assuimed. the p/L < 1 assumption must be imade inore stringent
and a small poloidal Larmor radius, 6 = po/L < 1, is required [39].
Neoclassical theory is broken down further into different regimes depending upon
the frequeney of charged particle collisions, v, relative to the their transit frequency,
we, = vtl,/qR,, around the tokanak. There is the Pfirsch-SchliIter regime, also referred
to as collisional or short mean-free path regime, where v/At, >> 1, the plateau-regime
where c3 /2 < v/wt,, < 1 and the banana regime, also referred to as collisionless or
long imean-free path regime, where v/Wt, < t/0. In the Pfirsch-Sclilnter regime
the charge(I particles sample only local condlitions. As the collisions become more
infrequent, a particle experiences more of the inhomogeneity of the tokamak and
can become trapped in the magnetic well on the outboard side rather than move
completely around the torms. Each collisionality regime requires a differeit approach
in solving the underlying kinetic equation to take these effects into account.
Although there have been observat ions of radial impurity transport consistent withIi
neoclassical theory in edge [44] and internal [45] transport barriers, the regions of the
plasma that are studied in this work exhibit significantly larger cross-field inipurity
flux, often referred to as anomalous transport. This is worth noting in the context
of the current research because the theory that will be discussed in the next section
assumes that equilibrium is reached along the field much faster than that across
the field, T, < r_. This is certainly consistent with the drift-kinetic orderings, but
experimental observations show radial flux to be >10 times higher than is assuined
in the derivations. The prospect of violating this assumption is discussed in section
2.2.6.
2.2 Parallel Impurity Transport Theory
Often it is assumed, sometines incorrectly, that transport along the magnetic field is
strong enough to make the (leisity and temperature of all species flux-functions to
first order in 6. But, as has been pointed out by several authors (see Table 2.1). it is
possible to sustain gradients in impurity pressure along the field, even while retaining
the nominal flux-surface synunetry of the main-ion and electron species. Although
the basic parallel momentmn balance equations are the same for ions and impurities,
the charge and mass of the impurities weight terms differently. The large impurity
mass enhances inertial effects like the centrifugal force, tending to push impurities
to the low-field side of a flux surface in cases of significant toroidal rotation, w. The
high charge of the impurity amplifies any small poloidal variation of the electrostatic
potential and the impurities respond in a Boltzmann-like manner to <b (9) along the
field. When the impurity density is small, n2Z 2 /nj < 1, self-collisions are negligible
and collisional processes with the main-ion species dominate, and may lead to to an
ilmlpurity density asynuinetry that is driven by the poloidally varying ion-impurity
friction.
Examining the body of work as whole there are common themes that are observed.
The starting equations are esseitially the same aid tlie differences lie nmainly in the
simplifying assumptions and solution methods. To determine the poloidal variation
of the impurity density, their source free, steady-state particle conservation (2.3) and
miomentumi balance (2.4) equations for are used. Due to their higher charge and mass,
impurities are assuned to be in the collisional regime, and the fluid equations for the
impurities are employed nearly universally throughout the literature.
V- (nzVz) = 0 (2.3)
nzmz (Vz -V) V. + Vpz + V -7rz + ZnzV b + Znz (Vz x B) = Rz (2.4)
Here, Rz is the sum of the friction forces and rz is the viscosity tensor. The energy
conservation can be ignored if the impurity-ion equilibration tinescale. ri, is signifi-
cantly less than the parallel momentum equilibration timescale, r11 making T i T.
12 7r3/2 m?1 T,/22
Tji = ' 0 (2.5)fjI, nZJC eI n A
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TZ= iT (2.6)
In order to decouple the parallel and perpendicular transport to simplify the problem,
Tj < T is assmned to be valid and explored further in Section 2.2.6. For trace
impurity species, n ZZ 2 /n < 1. the ion and electron dynamics are independent of
the impurities and requires a solution of the two species' coupled fluid or kinetic
equations, depending on the assumed collisionality. The electron and ion density
are used to determine the poloidal potential variation, b Vb and the ion-inipurity
collisional terms, b - R- and > - (V .7r,). The electron-impurity collisional effects are
ignored as they are l/meie smaller. As the impurity density increases, ion-inplurity
collisions can infhieice the ion equatlion, and the impurity density imust he included in
the electrostatic potential when solving for quasi-neutrality. This couples all species
together, increasing the coImplexity of the asymnietry physics.
Table 2.1 outlines nearly all of the theoretical work done on parallel impurity
transport, (lisplaying which terms in (2.4) are included and what main-ion collision-
ality and impurity strength paraneter, (I' - nZ 2/ni, are assumled. The next sect ions
describe the theoretical development of parallel impurity transport theory, focusing
on the physics behind the asynnnetries driven by inertia (2.2.1). ion-impurity friction
(2.2.2) and externally sustained potential variations (2.2.3). Comprehensive theories
that include a balance of imultiple forces are discussed in 2.2.1 and will be used for
comparison to experimental data.
2.2.1 Asymmetry due to Centrifugal Force
The effect of strong toroidal rotation on ion density profiles has been known since
early work on transport theory [41]. In Hazeltine and Ware [46] the effect on the
impurity density was first explored, acknowledging that the impurity's large mass
enhances the centrifugal force. An explicit equation for n (11', 0) was not presented as
their focus was on the response of the main-ions to the poloidal potential variation
generated by the asynnuetric iipuIrities. Wong [30] derived the first expression for
n (0), a result that was rediscovered in the next decade by Wesson [56] and Helander
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SOURCE YEAR nz FORCE MA,,ifp/Ljj (1
inertia fric. visc. > 1 ~ 1 < 1
Hazeltine and Ware [46] 76 X X Z
Burrell and XWong [25] 79 _____X_____ X ~< 1
Tendler [47] 80 X X > 1
Chang and Hazeltine [48] 80 X X > 1
Burrell, Ohkawa & Wong [49] 81 X X X X X < 1
Bran, Suckewer& Wong [50] 83 X X X X < 1
Stacey [51] 86 X X X X X X arb
WNong [30] 87 X X arb
Feneberg [52] 89 X X X X X X < 1
Hsu and Sigmar [53] 90 X X X X arb
Stacey [54] 92 X X X X X X arb
Rozhansky and Tendler [55] 96 X X ~1
Wesson [56] 97 X X arb
Helander [29] 98 X X < 1
Romanelli and Ottaviani [57] 98 X X X <1
Helander [31] 98 X X ~1
Fi6p and Helander [24] 99 X X X arb
Finldp and Helander [58] 01 X X arb
Stacey [59] 02 X X X X X X arb
Landreman [60] 11 X X arb
Table 2.1: Theoretical work on parallel impurity transport, organized chronologically.
[29]. There are actually two terms at work for the asymmetry driven by centrifugal
force, the inertial and electrostatic forces. In a pure plasma, the inertia will effect the
main-ions and electrons differently, and a small poloidal electric field is necessary to
maintain quasineutrality. The large charge of the impurities amplifies this variation
and for highly ionized, heavy impurities, Z/mz ~ 2, making both terms the same
order.
Taking the parallel (lot product of the momentum equation (2.4) and keeping the
inertia, self-pressure and electric field terms, the poloidal variation of nz is straight-
forward to compute since the only ion-impurity coupling is through quasi-neutrality.
Assuming that the rotation is dominated by E x B flow and the poloidally varying
pressure is due to density, i.e. p), = Tz,, the parallel component of 2.4 becomes,
±2 VI 2 + ZnieVb114 + TzVjjfnz = 0
2 (2.7)
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where V1t b V . By assuming subsonic main-ion flow, M,' = (vi/va) 2 < 1. anld
ignoring inertial effects for electrons as me/ni < 1, quasineutrailit. Zn - ne - P= 0
can be used to find the parallel gradient of the electrostatic potential,
eV114b T(28
= (ne~o + nTho+) V (Zn + ni 0 M2 ) (2.8)
Te Ti
For a snall impurity level, Zn.. < ii, using (2.8) equation (2.7) is simplified to
=1__ exp 1 1 I(J? - Zri" 7 (2.9)
nz,0 [ 2T R m Te T,
where n, is the impurity density at a reference mnajor radius R = Rjl. In the circular.
small inverse-aspect ratio limit, the lowest order Fourier expansion of (2.9) results in
an in/out. asymmetry of nz/(n ) = 2eAJ2 cos 0, where
ma_2_R 2 Zmin T,
2 = (2.10)10 2T T±T2T, ng  + T)
Wessoi [56] also includes useful extensions to (2.7) for a plasma with multiple
inpurities, one trace impurity of interest and another non-trace. In this case, the
centrifugal force acting on the non-trace iIpurity will increase the poloidal potential
at the outboard side, reducing the in/out asymmetry for the trace impurity. Assuming
Z/m ~ 1/2 for the non-trace imipurity,
n- mT;W [R2 R2 Zmi Zeyfe ~
=exp 2  ( 1) - Z ;2 (2.11)
-____ C i) 1
2.2.2 Asymmetry due to Ion-Impurity Friction
The first derivation of a poloidal variation of impurity density due to friction was
from Burrell and Wong [25] which sought to explain the up/down asvnmmnetry inea-
surements from PLT aid Alcator-A. Brau [50] expande(d oi this analysis to include
all collisionality regimes. The self-pressure, electric field and friction terms are kept
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from the general parallel impurity force balance equation (2.4).
T2Vjnu + nZcVj4 = R 11  (2.12)
A trace level of impurities with T = Ti was assumed and in the circular, low in-
verse aspect. ratio limit. the impurity density can be expressed as nt, (0, r) = n;.o(r) (1 +
17qf sin 0). The asymmetry term rlqf., is
2x/2Rmiq 2 Z 2 [nI'1 T T!
1qf = ' + - - Aqpi-'- (2.13)eBtm n7i Z Ti Te + T T
with ( and A dependent upon collisionality [50]. In the collisional. plateau and
collisionless regimes, ( is 1. -0.75 and 1.5, respectively while,
1.3 Pfirsch-Sliter) WtrTti
A = l plateau (2.14)
1.28v4 bIiana
where v, = vij/(Wi,.i6e2). Tendler [47] was the first to demonstrate that the friction
would also lead to an in/out asynunetry, with a build-up of impurit ies on the high-
field side. Hsu and Sigmar [53] described this in more detail for a circular, collisional,
isothermal plasma defining an ordering parameter.
60.1Z2,,,V1
A = ~(2.15)
A distinction was made 1)etween the weak ordering., A ~ 60,i and strong ordering,
A ~ 1. It was argued that while earlier theories identified the correct physics, the
nonlinear consequences of A ~1 were not identified [61]. For example, the up/down
asymmetry in (2.13) increases monotonically as the radial gradients or the Z of the
impurity increases, while Hlsiu and Sigmar showed the asynnetry would eventually
decrease back to zero and in/out asymmetry would develop.
The work of Helander [31], Fi615p [58] and Landrelnan [60] extended the analysis in
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[53 to include ion temperature gradients and describe all three collisionality regimes.
Helander showed that viscosity, V - r, could be ignored relative to friction [31]. For
the collisional [58] and collisionless [311 regimes, an identical 1-D differential equation
for n =n-/(n) as a function of poloidal angle is derived with,
(1 + -1n) n g [n - b2 + y (n - (nb2)) b2] (2.16)
where b2 = B 2 /(B2) and the g and y values are dependent on the collisionality regime
and a- = Z 2 (fz)/(Ti/Te+ni/n,). The poloidal variable d is referred to as the modified
poloidal angle and is related to the conventional 0 via,
d- -. ) (2.17)d10 B -VO
For the Pfirsch-Schliter regime [58],
m7-',Z2I I
g = -1 (2.18)
era ( B -VO) n 07i.
nI OT. / 01/2.8-- (2.19)
' Ti Onji /(2.1
where I(@) is the flux function described in the toroidal field in (1.2). For the banana
regime [31],
m1 Z 2I 1 On, 1 aT(g = - 0.5 (2.20)Cr (B -VO) n at) T, D7
mi Z 2Ife 1 T
lg = (-- (2.21)3erii (B - VO) T 08@
where fc is the fraction of circulating ions and the proluct of g and - sp ecified in
(2.21) for clarity. Note that this value of - is for the trace limit,(z 0, while more
general expressions can be found in [24].
In the liniit of g > 1, (2.16) describes an in/out asymmetry with n varying like
the magnetic field strength squared.
b2
b (2.22)
1 - ((1 + 7b2)-1) 1 + yb2
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In the trace, small inverse aspect ratio circular limit, n can be Fourier expanded and
(2.16) used to find the n= 1 components describing the up/down (ni,) and in/out
(nc) asynnmetry.
2eq
S 1 + y (2.23)
2 (1 +7)g 2
ne = - (2.24)
1+ (1+ Y) 2g2
For small values of g an up/down asymmetry develops with the direction depending
upon the sign of g but diminishes as q increases as described in [53]. For colli-
sional plasmas (2.18), g can only change sign when the magnetic field configuration
is changed, but for collisionless plasmas (2.20), g can switch sign depending on the
relative magnitude of the density and temperature scale lengths.
For the plateau regime [60], Landreman follows a similar path, but an additional
term describing the poloidal variation of the main ions miust be included. The details
of this derivation are not included here, in part due to theory being published very
recently. Results in the plateau regime will be discussed only qualitatively in Section
6.2, where the relevant detail is that the g term becomes,
miZ 2 I 1 ap,
CTy(.V=p l'(2.25 )erii (B -V6) pi 8
inl the plateau regime.
2.2.3 Asymmetry due to Externally Sustained Poloidal Elec-
tric Field
The parallel gradient of the electrostatic potential is included in all theories where
the forces that impact the impurities also impact the electrons and ions, and quasi-
neutrality is needed to solve for <b (0). The electrons will have a Boltzmann response
and the poloidal variation of the ions comes from its parallel force balance equation.
Although very small, (4>/7' < c. this poloi(hil potential variation is amil )ified by the
high charge of the impurity.
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External input of energy via waves [621.,[63] and neutral particle beanis [64] are
also expected to sustain poloidal electric fields. Changes in the distribution function
can alter the trapped/passing fractions, creating a simall poloidal density variation
which must be taken into account. For cyclotron heating, the perpendicular velocity
of a particle is increased and the fraction of that particle species that is trapped
on the low-field side (LFS) magnetic well increases. In electron cyclotron heating,
this creates a negative charge accumulation on the outboard side, increasing the
LFS abundance of high-Z impurities. When using ion-cyclotron waves, the power
is typically absorbed in a minority species, f. < 10%, creating a positive outboard
charge accumulation, pushing the high-Z impurities to the high-field side (HFS) [62].
Neutral beams inject high energy, 10-500 keV. particles and their geometry relative
to the tokamak determines their impact on <Z. Beams aligned to be tangent to the
magnetic axis, used to drive toroidal rotation and plasma current, inject particles
with a large vil into passing orbits, but have a small, but non-negligable., impact on
the poloidal electric field. Perpendicular beais inject particles with a large ii aIand a
substantial fraction will be introduced directly into trapped orbits [64]. Pondermotive
forces due to the electric field of the waves themselves have also been. discussed [65]
but this effect is not considered here. It has also been noted in [66] that the parallel
electric field due to Ohmic heating is a smaller force than electron-ion friction, which
itself is smaller than ion-impurity friction and therefore is ignored as well.
Parallel impurity transport theory due to <b(O) from wave or beani heating is
essentially non-existent. Only a lab technical report exists [51] on this subject where
a poloidal potential variation <I ~ ( was inserted artificially, with the motivation
that cyclotron heating could cause such an effect. For cases of practical interest, the
neutral beam ions or particles absorbing the cyclotron wave energy can be assumned
to not interact directly with the impurity species. Thus, the task of including the
poloidal electric field effect only comes in when using quasi-neutrality to solve for
< (0). This is outlined in Section 5.1 in an effort to explain experimental Alcator
C-MIod measurements in plasmas heated with ion cyclotron waves.
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2.2.4 Combined Impurity Momentum Balance in Collision-
less Plasmas
A few authors have solved the parallel force balance equations for ions and impuri-
ties including both friction and inertial forces in the banana regime which describes
the core of C-Mod and other fusion plasmas. As shown in Table 2.1, Hsu [53] and
Roianelli [57] included friction but only assumed collisional main-ions with [57] dra-
matically oversimplifying the ion-impurity friction.
From Table 2.1, the work of Stacey [54][59] seems promising and also included the
ability to specify external momentum and particle sources. But, in [59] the radial
electric field is calculated from theory using neoclassical gyro-viscous stress which
has been proven to be incorrect [67][68]. Earlier work [54] left the E, to be specified,
but presented the reader with a series of coupled, nonlinear differential equations for
the ion, iimpurity and electron density variation. Little to no sinplification from the
starting equations is offered and the complexity of deriving solutions is immense. In
addition results discussed in [54] show what appear to be unphysical solutions to the
rotation-induced in/out asynnetry for impurity and ion density, 5' and h5<. For a
non-trace, n = 1 .8 carbon impurity, as v/ Vt1 is increased to 0.7., , increases to
-0.6 and 57 decreases to -1.1. indicating an accumulation of impurities on the inboard
side. This is in contrast to every other theory which predicts LFS accumulation of
impurities due to toroidal rotation of order V'r!/vlth,[ -1. For these reasons, [54] and
[59] are omitted from the current validation exercise discussed in this thesis.
Burrell [49] was the first to combine friction and inertia, deriving relations for
both the in/out and up/down asymm etries assuming a, small inverse aspect ratio and
circular geometry. Feneberg [52] also developed a parallel impurity transport theory
including viscosity along with inertia and friction forces. although the poloidal ion
flow was not constrained using neoclassical theory. The basic form of the velocity
in (2.1) was used to derive the difference between ion and impurity flows for use in
the friction, but left vO and Ao to be specified. In both cases, poloidal electric field
effects were ignored recognizing, correctly, that e/Te is small but failing to realize
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that Ze<//T is what enters into the inipurity force balance. As shown in Section
2.2.1, this is an inportant piece of the asynnetry driven by the centrifugal force.
The work by Fiilp and Helander [24] conbined the results derived in [29] and
[31]. The circular, s < 1 limit is derived, but a general differential equation for
use with shaped tokanaks is also given. This represents the most conprehensive
parallel impurity transport theory for collisionless main ions, and will be used to model
asymmetries for conparisons to experimental data on Alcator C-Mod. Important
points are sumnarized here. but the reader is strongly encouraged to review [24] for
details of the derivation. As expected from discussion in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the
starting momentuim balance equation is.
~V 1 R2 + ZnzeV11 b + TVjn, - Rz, (2.26)
This leads to a 1-D differential equation describing tlie poloidal density variation,
n = n/(n,) as a function of modified poloidal angle (2.17),
on [ / K \ ~ BMf2
(1+ cn) =g n+[ n- ~ b2 + n (2.27)
where K, is determnined from the constraint that n(0) = n(27r), g and -yg are (2.20)
and (2.21), respectively, and l 2 - M' R12 /R' with A, the same as in (2.10). The
variable ui is related to the ion poloidal flow, and in the trace (aV < 1) and c < I
limit is,
- I= OT, (2.28)
3c(B 2 ) &'
The basic structure of the poloidal asymmnetries canl be found by expanding n in
a low-order Fourier series, assuming a circular cross-section, to find the leading order
(in e r/R?) in 1 terms with n I + nc cos 0 + n, sin 0.
r (1+ a2 ) MI-(1+)g 2
=2 (2.29)
R I (+2) + (+ _)22
r (1a)+(1 +7-)MN,(
n, 2g- (2.30)
Ro (1 + a")2 + (1+ 7)2_ 92
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Note that setting a, = 0 and either 1M,2 = 0 or g = 0 recovers the respective friction
or inertia dominated limits discussed earlier.
The equations for n. and n, reveal an asynmetry structure with a complicated
dependence on the background plasma profiles. The in/out asymnmnetry now becomes
a competition betweell cenitrifigal force pushing high-Z impurities to the outboard
side of a flux surface and friction pushing them to the inboard side. The magnitude
of the up/down asynnmetry now also has a component driven by the centrifugal force,
M , et the direction is still determined by g. Both terms decreases to zero for large
values of -.
2.2.5 Form of Solution in the Trace Limit
The above derivations for nc. and n, are done for a low inverse aspect ratio, circular
plasima where the poloidal variation can be expanded in a Fourier series. In order to
compare to experiments that use shaped plasmas, a numerical solution to the parallel
force balance equation must be found. For the trace himit, (2.27) from [24] shows the
poloidal density variation. n = n/(7n), to be of the form,
01n (6)
+( ±6X (9)n+ K Y () =0 (2.31)
where K- is found from the requirement that i is periodic, n (0) = n (27r). The
solution to this 1-D inhomogeneous linear differential equation can be determined by
using an integrating factor, exp (p) = exp (f, X (9) dO). This allows (2.31) to be
written as.,
a
8 [exp (p (9)) ni (9)] = -K2Y (9) exp (p (9)) (2.32)
Integrating and applying the periodic boundary condition allows n (9) to be expressed
as,
( exp (-p (9)) 1 - 1 , Y (9) exp (p, (9)) d (2.33)(0) 3
where (a = exp (-p (2wr)) and = 7 Y (0) exp (p, (0)) dO. A code has been written in
the Interactive Data Language (IDL) that solves (2.33) using experimental magnetic
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reconstructions and kinetic profiles to calculate X(O) and Y(O). The details of the
verification of this code is outlined in Appendix A. where numerical solutions are
compared to various analytical limits.
2.2.6 Impact of Anomalous Radial Transport on Parallel Trans-
port
In reality, radial transport is larger then the neoclassical levels assumied in the above
derivations, raising the possibility of turbulent radial transport affecting parallel
transport. There are two measures of the parallel transport time for the impuri-
ties. If they are assumed to be in the Pfirsch-Schliter reginie, the mean free path
is small and there is no streaming along the field at the thermal velocity. Instead
perturbations along the field are relaxed diffusively with D, = vt/v , assuming
that ion-impurity collisions dominate over self or impurity-impurity collisions. This
results in a parallel impurity relaxation time, r1 , of,
1 (qR 2
rii v2;(2.34)
where v2 = 2VTr/(4TI). If there is solidbody rotation, then convection can work to
synnetrize isolated particle sources introduced in the lab frame such as an injection,
but this does work to symmetrize transport which occurs in the rest frame of the
plasima like the VB drift. Parallel equilibration can also be driven by convection due
to flow which does occur the rest frame like the poloidal rotation. This results in
parallel difflsion time of T11 L /i.uB, although in practice this is difficult to calculate
since vq is generally not measured with sufficient accuracy.
The parallel transport. theory developed in the Section 2.2 assumes that r1 is uinchi




This allows the parallel transport problem to be solved independent of radial trans-
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port, keeping it a 1-D problen. While this ansatz is consistent with the derivations
as pointed out by [31], the neoclassical restriction should in reality be a bit more
stringent. Although the combination of the VB and curvature drift, a1dr, does not
produce a net radial flow when averaged over the flux surface, Tr must be sufficiently
small to symmetrize this poloidally varying source.
vC L1  2ZeRBjL 1  (2.36)
In addition, the observed perpendicular transport is much faster than neoclassical
predictions, with the radial particle flux conimonly expressed as F- = D""Vn2+v""nz.
Empirical measures of these transport coefficients can be used to determine anomalous





In order for experimental asymmetry ineasurements to be properly used to verify the
theory discussed in this section, 1, must be much faster than all the perpendicular time
scales. In addition, if significant disagreements between theory and experiment arise
in situations when - ~ r 11, this is an indication that the parallel transport problem
may becoming 2-D. When computing outputs of the code discussed in Section 2.2.4.
these TS will also be (Ietermiied using experimental data.
2.3 Computational Impurity Transport
Computational tools have been developed to numerically solve the coupled multi-
species heat and particle transport equations. lany of these have simplifying as-
sumnptions in the ordering of the parallel impurity momentum balance and it remains
unclear what plhysics is retained. Certainly for the NCLASS code [69], conunonly
used to calculate neoclassical poloidal flows, the impurity density is forced to be a
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flux function. The NEO [70] and GTC-NEO [71] codes solve the drift-kinetic equation
for ions and impurities up to second order in pi/a where ion-impurity collisional effects
are not included in the highest order impurity momentum balance. This ordering for
the impurities is similar to the weak ordering discussed by Hsu and Sigmnar, thus, it's
unclear if such codes could accurately produce asymmetries driven by friction. While
NEO accounts for the centrifugal force, allowing for in/out asymmnetries, no poloidal
electric fields due to cyclotron or beam heating are included. A verification effort of
these codes in the circular low-aspect ratio limit is suggested as future work,while the
focus of this research is on validation of analytical theory against experiments.
2.4 Experimental Observations of Impurity Asym-
metries
The experimental observation of poloidal impurity density variation is extremely ro-
bust, having been demonstrated on a wide range of tokamnaks (see Table 2.2) starting
with Alcator-A in 1977. Although theory can selectively include physics which drives
different asynnnetries, experimlents miieasure their sum. If differeit I teris in the par-
allel force balance are to be experimentally tested, the plasmas must be tailored to
accentuate the desired physics. Additionally, diagnostic access is commnonly limited
to views from the outboard. top or bottom of the tokamak. This results in two
generic classes of observations; the up/down asymmetry, where n, above and below
the midplane are compared, and the in/out asymmetry where n, on the low-field
side and high-field side are compared. These asymmnetries have been observed for
a wide range of impurities using spectroscopy, SXR tomography and bolometry. In
many cases, experimental ion flow or temperature profiles were not available, thus
preventing quantitative comparisons to the neoclassical theory. Table 2.2 outlines
the observations made, the type of asynmetry (I/O - in/out, U/D - up/down) stud-
ied, the impurity observed and diagnostic technique utilized. Ini the next sections,
the up/down (2.4.1) and in/out (2.4.2) observations are described for other tokamaks
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and the history of asymmetry experiments at Alcator C-Mod is reviewed (2.4.3).
Experiment
AUTHOR YEAR ASYIM1 Z DIAGNOSTIC
Alcator A
Terry [72] 77 U/D O,N VUV Spec
Alcator C-Mod
Borras [73] 96 U/D,I/O SXR SXR Toiiio
Graiietz [74] 97 U/D.I/O SXR SXR Tomo
Rice [75] 97 U/D Ar SXR Spec
Pedersen [76][77] 00,02 U/DI/O SXR SXR Tono
Marr [78] 10 1/0 B Visible Spec
ASDEX
Sieiculders [79] 86 U/DI/O Fe SXR Toio
ASDEX-Upgrade
Dux [80] 99 I/O Ar, Kr SXR Toino
COMPASS-C
Durst [81] 92 U/D BC SXR Tonio
JET
Fenebctrg [82] 86 U/D Ni Bolometry
Giainella [83] 92 1/0 Ni SXR Toio
Alper [84] 96 I/O Ni SXR Tonio
Ingesson [85][86] 98,00 U/DI/O Ni SXR Tomo
Chen [87] 00 I/O Ni SXR Tomo
PDX
Brau [50] 83 U/D C, 0 UV Spec
Phaedrus-T
Regan [88] 95 U/D C, 0 VUV Spec
PLT
Suckewer [89] 78 U/D CO UV Spec
TdeV
Condrea [90] 1 U/D,I/O B, C Visible Spec
TEXT
Wenzel [91] 89 U/D Ti SXR Tono
TFTR
Schivell [92][93] 86,87 U/D, I/O PRAD Bolonetry




The up/down asymmetry has been observed more often than the in/out likely due
to diagnostic access in tokanaks where wide-angle poloidal views from the LFS are
easier to accomidate than those from the top the bottom. In most cases line-integrated
profiles are not inverted to find local emissivity and the asymmetry is characterized
by the peak brightness above and below the midplane.
The first observation of die up/dowi asymmlllietry was seen on Alcator-A [72] us-
ing VUV spectroscopy, scanning poloidally over a number of shots to form vertical
brightness profiles of O VI and 0 V line emission. The brightness was observed to
be higher on the side away from where the ion VB drift direction and was larger
at higher densities. Separate poloidal scanis were done with the BT ill both toroidal
directions, thus reversing the sense of the VB drift direction. The asymmetry was
observed to flip directions, helping to eliminate systematic errors in spatial alignment.
Scans of line-averaged electron density over the range 5.0 x 10 to 5.0 x 101" n-
and safety factor from 2.4 < q < 4.6 showed the brightness ratio to scale like neq2
increasing from unity to a factor of 4.
Using a poloidally scanning UV spectrometer, PLT [89] ieasulred vertical profiles
of main-ion (H I, He I and He II) and impurity (C II, C III. C V, 0 II and 0 V) line
emission. Profiles ranged fromi syrnmetric to having brightness ratios of ~ 2, with the
main-ion species asynmietry typically opposite to that of the impurity, and a smaller
asymmetry for higher impurity charge states. In contrast to the Alcator-A results, the
asymmetry did not change when the VB direction was reversed. Instead, it was ob-
served to change seise for similar releat ed plasmas as well as during some discharges.
The asymmetry was correlated to the position of the limiter and increased with higher
edge temperature, and the conclusion was that localized plasma-wall interaction was
creating a poloidally localized impurity source that was not yet symnieterized for low
ionization states. The comparison of the Alcator-A and PLT results demonstrate
the difficulty of interpreting imeasured asyninnetries, due to tle sensitivity to both
localized sources and neoclassical transport.
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On PDX [50], a poloidally scanning UV spectrometer measured profiles of C III,
C V. 0 III and 0 V in circular, linitc(l plasmas. Changes in the plasna positioning
relative to the limiters resulted in dramatic changes to the C III asymmetry. even
reversing its direction, with only minor changes in the magnitude of the C V asym-
metry. Both the C V and 0 V were shown to only change orientation when the
VB drift direction was reversed. The line-integrated profiles were used to constrain
a 2-D emissivity reconstruction. E ('r,) = (r) (1 + 71sin 9), for 600 scans in Ohmic
plasmas. The experimental asyrunetries for C V, 17exp, were compared to (2.13) in
the plateau and banana regime with better agreement for collisionless main-ions as
shown in Figure 2-1 reproduced from [50]. Ion temperature profiles were not available
and so I and V7. important drivers of the asynnnetry, were held constant across
the data set. A 2-D impurity transport code was written to evaluate the effect of neu-
tral carbon and hydrogen source asynimetries on the asymmetry of C V . A neutral
carbon asymmetry was shown to couple to H-like and He-like carbon, but only when
the ion-ion collisionality was forced to be 10-100 timies higher than the experiment,
increasing T1j. An assumed neutral hydrogen asymmetry did not couple to highly
ionized carbon unless no/nc ~ 5% inside the confined plasna, an order of magnitude
above that seen in the experiment. Anamalous radial diffusion was also included in
the model and shown to have little effect on the asymmetry, < 2%, unless it was
increased to five times that observed in the experiment.
In the COMPASS-C tokamak [81]. profiles from a toroidally viewing camera in-
vestigated up/down asynunetries in SXR emission from intrinsic boron and carbon in
Ohmic plasmas. Characterizing the intensity profile as I, (r, ) = If) (r) + P (r) sin 9,
the asynnnetry factor, I!/I1, was shown to increase with collisionality up to the level
of the inverse aspect ratio, -, = 0.36 for COMPASS-C, and reversed in orientation
when the VB drift direction was changed. The data compared favorably to estimates
using Feneberg [52] and Hsu and Sigmuar [53], but lacked the accuracy to distinguish
between the two. The absence of ion temperature and density profiles were cited as
factors restricting further conclusions.
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FIG. 7. Experimentally observed values of 71 for C V plotted
versus different quantities. (a) Quasi-neoclassical fluid theory
scaling, main ions assumed to be in plateau regime: LT= 10 cm,
L = 12 cm. (b) same as above, but main ions in banana regime.
Figure 2-1: Measurements of up/(Iown asymmetries done on PDX (from [50]) showing







during Al injections into Ohmic plasmas. The asymmetry, A, = (I+ - I-) / (I+ I-),
was determined to be oi the order of the inverse aspect ratio and increased approxi-
inately linearly over the minor radius. Comparing the asynnetry in hydrogen, deu-
terium and helium main-ion plasmas, the level of the asymietry was shown to scale
like \/mh /Z,. This is contrast to theory which shows the up/down asynunetry should
scale with Z7/fi-il (2.13). For a decrease in plasma current at fixed Bt, A, decreased,
in contrast to the q2 dependence found in prior experimental and theoretical work.
No in/out asymmetry was observed during these experiments.
At Phaedrus-T [88], a nultilayer-nirror spectrometer was used to neasure the
poloidal profiles of VUV He-like and H-like carbon lines in Ohmic and biased H-
lode plaslImas. Brightness profiles constrained an inversion to find the 2-D emissivity,
- (r, ) = Lo (1 + -1 sin ). The asymmetric term, E1 was observed to reverse with VB
drift direction, was always higher in the direction oriented away from the drift and
increased with electron density. According to Thomson scattering, n, approximately
doubled across the H-mode transition with little change in the T profile. The C'+
asymmetry was nearly invariant, Ei ~ 0.2, between these two regimes in contrast to
the C'+ which rose from zero to &,i ~ 0.15 at mid radius. Comparison were made
between Feneberg and Brau, and while there was no qualtitative agreement between
theory aind experiment, the order of magnitude and orientation of the asymmetry was
consistent.
Visible spectroscopy was used to measure poloidal variation of H-like boroll using
both a toroidally and poloidally viewing camera in TdeV [90]. At r/a ~ 0.85, ratios
of reconstructed B V enissivity at the top and bottom, I[1/b., were measured in L-
and H-mode plasmas to be from 1.4 < It/lIb < 2.3. Changing the VB drift, direction
reduced the asymmetry, and in some cases reversed its direction with 0.66 < It/b <
1.5. Emissivity also peaked at the poloidal location of the X-point, independent of the
VB drift direction. The conclusion was that both a source asymmetry and neoclassical
transport effects were at work. Despite having localized flow and tenmlperature data
simultaneously from B V Doppler spectroscopy. no attempt was made to compare
these results quantitatively to theory.
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At JET, 2D boloinetry was used measure in/out and up/down asyrunetries in the
radiation profile for Ohmic plasmas [82] . Early JET discharges, prior to carboniza-
tion, were dominated by nickel and the intensity asymmetry, Avjo = (IfL - II ) / (IL + Iv)
scaled with = n Bne/IJ and grew to AUD ~ 0.4. As 7' increased further, AUD re-
turned to zero. This is the only empirical demonstration of the nonlinear nature of
the up/down asymmnetry discussed in Section 2.2.2, although this result is from a
time-evolving I, and n, discharge. After carbonization, an up/down asymmetry in
the radiation due to low-Z impurities was also shown to scale with y, shown in Fig-
ure 2-2. This light impurity up/down asymimetry was shown to be strongly reduced
and/or eliminated during NBI and ICRF-heated H-modes.
The presence of an up/down iulirity asyniiuetry has been denlonstrated across
a number of tokamaks and in many cases observed to be consistent with neoclassical
transport described in Section 2.2. In other instances, the asymmetry is driven by
a poloidally asiymmetric impurity source, highlighting the lifficulty of designing a
validation experiment. The work iii PDX and JET have shown trends in up/dowi
asymmetries which are qualitatively consistent with theory and what remains is a
quantitative comparison using experimental ion flow and temperature measurienments,
an observation shared by a number of authors.
2.4.2 In/Out
The first experimental observation of an in/out asymmetry in impurity emission was
seen on ASDEX [79] using SXR tomography to view the 2-D. (R,Z), emissivity due
to a of a mix of brensstrahlung and iron line emission. The reconstructions during
a, neutral beam heated ELM-free H-mode from [79] are shown in Figure 2-3. In the
core, T, =1.65 keV and rv =200 km/s or Mi ~ 0.5 which for the Fe impurity results
in V4/Vth,z ~ 4. The asymmetries in the emnissivity are claimed to be qualitatively
explained by centrifugal force, and during ELNy 11-modes, the ELMs were shown to
promptly reduce the magnitude, but not eliminate, the in/out asymmetry.
On TFTR, strong emission irregularities in ihe holometry brightness profiles were
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Fig.4.7 Normalised neoclassical prediction of UD
asymmetry (uo: see text) and respective experimental data.
R(86)07
Figure 2-2: Measurements of up/down asymietries in carbon found on JET, where
= neiBt|I. (from [82]
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Figure 2-3: Reconstructions of soft x-ray emissivity from ASDEX (from [79]), the
first measurement of in/out asymmetry due to centrifugal force
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Figure 2-4: Soft x-ray emissivity profiles in ASDEX-U (from [80]), showing an asym-
netry for Kr (right) but not for Ar (left)
HFS of the plasma. Despite having sufficient bolometric diagnostics and neutral beam
heating to drive strong rotation, there is no record of in/out emissivity asymmetries
being attributed to the centrifugal force.
An in/out asymmetry in SXR emission was shown in ASDEX-U (AUG) neutral
beam heated ELMy H-mode discharges seeded with Kr. But, this asymmetry was
not when seeding with Ar [80]. Although the explanation for the difference was the
variation in centrifugal force, these results from do not agree with theory outlined in
Section 2.2.1. Figure 2-4 from [80] shows that for Kr, the LFS emissivity is about 50%
higher than that of the HFS, while for Ar, the emissivity on the LFS is, at most, a
few percent above the HFS. The approximate symmetry for argon occurs even though
VO/VAr,th 1.
The form of the emissivity in (2.9) has a exponential dependence on the ratio of
the impurity to ion mass. For two trace high-Z impurities, which caii be assumed to
have the same temperature and toroidal rotation frequency, the mass scaling of the
asymmetry, 52, can be estimated by expanding the exponential,
1Ar - ZArmi
___ 2mAr ) TtAr
Kr r (i - <A (2.39)B thKr mere ZKrmi r (Kr
M~r 2m'Kr
assuming T = T,. Based on the measured Kr results, (2.39) predicts that the LFS
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argon eissivity should be about 20% above the HFS, nuch larger than observed in
Figure 2-4.
JET has also used SXR tomography to investigate in/out asymnnetries in impurity
emission during beam-heated ELM-free [83] and hot-ion H-modes [84], as well as in
optimized shear (OS) plasnas [87][85]. In ELM-free H-modes with 2 < h, < 5 x 10"
ma and 3 < T, 0 < 5 keV, Ni was injected using laser blow off (LBO), and viewed
with a two-camera, 100 channel tomography system. Prior to the injection. the soft
x-ray emissivity. dominated by bremsstrahlung from deuterium and low-Z impurities.
was observed to be nominally flux-surface symmetric. After the Ni injection, the
SXR emissivity showed a strong in/out asymmetry with the LFS emissivity higher
then that on HFS of the same flux surface. For plasmas with counter-current nen-
tral beam injection (NBI), the nickel asymnetry was shown to increase non-linearly
with toroidal velocity, but roughly as ~ M?, as shown in Figure 2-5 from [83],
where X = (rnIt/T. The poloidal variation normalized to the flux surface aver-
age, ?/(E), reached ~0.25 for toroidal velocities exceeding the Ni thermal velocity,
v/0 ~t;- 2.2. For co-current NBI, the asymmetry scaled differently with rotation,
and ?/ (E) ~ 0.1 was achieved for v,/vust ~ 2.8. nearly twice the rotation neces-
sary for the same asynnetry during counter-current injection. Additionally, at lower
velocities, v6/'tIz ~ 1.6, the asynunetry reversed. ?/(e) < 0 for both Ni and Fe in-
jections. This observation of a HFS abundance, shows that centrifugal force cannot
be exclusively responsible for the JET in/out asymmetries.
Experiments at JET continued with an upgraded, six-camera, 210 channel soft
x-ray tomography system, again utilizing Ni LBO but this time exploring hot-ion
H-modes [84]. Strong, co-current neutral-beam heating in a low density H-mode
predominately heats the ions, driving strong toroidal rotation and pushing T to
over twice 7. Line-integrated T2 an(d , fron x-ray spectroscopy of Ni 6  showed
T ~ 11 keV and vq /vj, ~ 3.1. An in/out asymmnetry of ?/(E) between 0.5 and 0.66
was measured, roughly consistent witi earlier counter-current heating experi ments,
extrapolated to higher Mach numbers.






Fig. 4 Relative in/out modulation of the soft
X-ray emissivity perturbation after metal
injection in beam heated plasmas. Ni,
ctr.-inj.; [] Ni, co-inj.; @ Fe, co-inj. The
straight lines represent the prediction of
eq.(1) for different v4lues of Zeff in D plasma.
Figure 2-5: Initial measurements of in/out asymmetry for Ni and Fe injection into
ELM-free H-modes (from [83])
minority ICRH in a low-density plasma, while the plasma current is slowly increasing,
changing the magnetic shear, pushing q0 > 1 and. in some cases, exhibiting reversed
shear. These plasmas have an L-mode edge and flat. n, profles for r/a < 0.5, with
large ion-temperature and rotation gradients. Core ion temperatures up to Ti ~ 30
keV with V7'/7' ~ 5 m-1 and core rotation rates of ~ 35 kIIz are measured using
carbon charge-exchange spectroscopy, shown to be consistent with line-integrated x-
ray spectroscopy of le-like Ni. These radlial profiles are shown in Figure 2-6 and the
reconstructed nmidplane Ni density profile is shown in Figure 2-7, both from [87].
At r/a ~ 0.25, the toroidal velocity is approximately three tinmes the Ni thermal
velocity and, ?/(c) ~ 0.6. Prior to the Ni injection, the x-ray emissivity still shows an
in/out asynnetry attributed to poloidal variation of C, Ne and Cl, all of which have
toroidal rotation speeds exceeding their respective thermal velocities. Reconstructions
of Ni injection in OS plasias witi a wevak ITB show synmnetric einssivity profiles
despite similar inpiut of external torque [85].
JET has also observed tlie asyminetries in highly-ionized Ni enission to be larger
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FIG. 3. Ion temperature and angular rotation profile measured by charge-
exchange diagnostics for carbon ions. The measurements show good con-
sistency with the crystal spectrometer measurement of nickel ions, shown as
crosses. 'he Mach number of nickel ions is well above I across most of the
plasma radius.
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FIG. 4. Ni density derived from the soft x-ray cmissivity at t=6.72 s (cross)
and calculated Ni density at the same time (line).
Figure 2-7: Midplane enissivity from a JET optimized shear














Fig. 10: Soft X-ray emissivity in the middle plane, and
the grey area represents the uncertainty from the
tomographic reconstruction.
Figure 2-8: Midplane emissivity from a JET D(H) minority heated optimized shear
plasna (from [86]) showing HFS abundance of Ni emission
3 MW of hydrogen minority heating. An example of this is shown in Figure 2-8 from
[86]. Ion-impurity collisional effects are claimed to be insufficient, and the authors
suggest a parallel electric field driven by a poloidal asymmetry of the minority ions
as the cause. Initial modeling in [86] showed the amount of minority ion trapping is
qualitatively consistent with this hypothesis, but detailed parallel transport analysis
including inertial effects from self-generated flows was not included.
The experiments conducted on JET represent the most extensive tests of asym-
metries driven by the centrifugal force and, prior to the research in this thesis, the
only observation of a HFS impurity accumulation attributed to the use of ICRH.
Still, there are internal inconsistencies in the data set as a whole indicating an in-
complete picture of parallel impurity transport. The initial tests in [83] demonstrated
both LFS and HFS abundance of Ni in ELM-free H-mode plasmas with NBI and no
in/out asymmetry in SXR emission due to low-Z impurities. Later H-mode studies
only reported a LFS abundance and described emission from low-Z elements to be
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noticeablv asymmetric. Ni injection into optimized shear plasmas have shown both
asynmnetric [87] (17 MW NBI. 6 MW ICRH) and symnnetric (17 MW NBI, 8 MW
ICRH) [85] distributions despite very similar momentum input. Additionally, the
OS plasmas violate the ordering in which the parallel transport theory is derived,
o= pog/L-L < 1. Estimates from [87] reveal that 6o 2 close to the core, where
the poloidal field is weak along with a strong ion thermal transport barrier. It is also
unclear if any background impurities were included, thereby acknowledging the Zef
dependency discussed in Section 2.2.1.
It is also worth noting that in addition to observed in/out asymmetries in impurity
density, an asymnnmetry in electron density has been observed on the NSTX [94] and
MAST [95] spherical tokamaks (iuc to the centrifugal force. The case of liagnostic
access on these devices allows Thomson scattering measurements to be made across
the entire midplane, and ne(r,0 0) profiles can be compared to nc(r,0 = 7r).
Rotation profiles for neutral beam driven plasmas in MAST with M; ~ 1 show n,
greater on the LFS than the HFS. Similarly for NSTX Mi ~ 1 plasmas, the elect ron
density is shown to be asymmetric while the electron temperature shows no in/out
asyninet ry. Despite carbon fractions of a few percent, no information on poloidal
impurity asymmetries have been reported for either experiments.
2.4.3 Alcator C-Mod
Flux surface asymmetries in impurity density have previously been observed on Al-
cator C-Mod, but a thorough comparison to theory has not been completed. The
first asymmetry observations were made using the soft x-ray tomography diagnostic
[73] [74]. At that time. four 38 channel arrays viewed the core plasma and were used to
construct 2-D (R,Z) contours of constant emissivity. The shape of these contours were
then compared to flux surfaces derived from EFIT reconstructions and the discrep-
ancies cataloged. The nost dramatic was an over-prediction of K, for 0.3 < r/a < 0.7,
as shown in Figure 2-9. Detailed analysis of the calibration errors in the tomography
(liaglnostics and the uncertainty in the EFIT reconstructions concluded that the (if-
ferences were (lue to one or more of Te,. ne, n, or excitation physics not being constant
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Figure 2-9: Disagreement between
reconstructions on Alcator C-Mod
SXR-derived flux-surface elongation and EFIT
on a flux surface.
A set of five, individually spatially scanning soft x-ray von Hamos spectrometers
was used to examine the up/down asymmetry of lines in the He-like Ar spectrum.
Repeatable plasmas were required to measure the spatial profile so only a single
profile in forward (ion VB drift direction in the -Z direction) and reversed field were
ieasured for the Arl6 + 1S2-1s2s transition as shown in Figure 2-10. The abundance
of Ar was observed to be opposite of the VB drift direction as has been seen on most
devices [75]. Measured 2/ (n 2 ) rose to ~0.8 near the edge of plasmas and neither
theory comparisons using [50] or [53] reproduced this result as shown in Figure 2-11.
Observations of poloidal impurity density asymmetries on Alcator C-Mod were
also observed in the pedestal region of high confinement plasmas. Two of the soft
x-ray tomography arrays, modified to look at K-shell emission from Ne and F, exam-
ined the emissivity profile in the pedestal of EDA H-mode plasmas at two different
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FIG. 6. Vertical brightness profiles for the forbidden line
with the ion B x VIB| drift downward (asterisks) and
upward (boxes).
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FIG. 13. Calculated fii/n from the treatment of Ref. [2]
(solid curve) and the treatment of Ref. [8] (dotted curve),
compared with the inferred impurity density perturbation
(chain curve) of Fig. 10.
Figure 2-11: Comparison neasuredi up/down asynmmetry to theory showing disagree-
merit (from [75])
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than at the same flux surface on the outboard side., independent of the VB drift
direction. Recent measurements of tle in/out asynnnetry of boron inferred from ve-
locity imeasurements [78] indicate an abundance of boron on the high-field side, in
qualitative agreement with [31]. For experiments examining the H-mode pedestal re-
gion, gradient scale lengths become short and the 6) ~ 1, violating the drift ordering
In addition, uncertainties in EFIT, driven by unaccounted for bootstrap current, are
larger, and using equilibrium reconstructions constrained by kinetic profiles is likely
required.
2.5 Conclusions
The theoretical understanding and experimental demonstration of parallel impurity
transport has nade considerable advancements over the last few declades. The com-
munitv has identified the fundamental forces at work: electrostatic, inertia and fric-
tion. In the limit where friction or inertia dominants, theory can predict direction and
order of magnitude of the asymnimetry, as well as match trends in important plasma
parameters. For asymmetries driven by poloidal electric field the Picture is not as
clear and there exists room for advancemeit of both theory and experiimeit. When
multiple forces are at work, a quantitative validation of the theory has not yet been
completed. If a predictive capability can be demonstrated, then the 2-D impurity
transport problem can be reduced back down to 1-D, assuming kinetic profiles are






A number of diagnostics are utilized to study the poloidal variation of impurity den-
sity and compare measurements to theory. The 2-D structure of the local p)hoton
power loss density, conunonly referred to as emissivity with units of power per unit
volune, is found using a set of pilole canieras. Those diagnostics to which signifi-
cant contributions were made by the author during the completion of this work are
described in detail in Sections 3.1 to 3.3. A brief overview of other diagnostic tools
used is given in Section 3.4, anl the reader is referred to more detailed sources for
further information. Analysis and calibratioii routines thbat were developed during
these investigations are also described in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 and expanled upon in
Appendix B and C.
3.1 AXUV Tomography
3.1.1 Basic Design
The majority of the radiative power loss from C-Mod plasmas occurs in the vacumin
ultraviolet (VUV) and soft x-ray (SXR) range, below the MgF 2 limit A ~- 12ni
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of the pinhole camera concept
(http://www.wesjones.com/pinhole.htm)
makes the siniple pinhole camera the most viable option for imaging the 2-D radiation
structure. The basic design of this type of camera is shown in Figure 3-1, where a
small aperture allows points in the image plane to be related to points in object
plane. In such an instrument, the throughput and the resolution are linked and both
increasing the size of the aperture or moving the film towards the pinhole degrade the
spatial resolution. When using a pinhole camera to view a volumetric light emitter
like a plasma, tomographic inversion techniques must be used to obtain local emission
data and this is discussed in Section 3.1.4 and Appendix C.
For the C-Mod pinhole cameras, photodiodes are used in place of film as the
detector and must operate remotely in the C-Mod vacuum chamber. Photocurrents
generated by the diodes are carried to ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) feedthroughs using
Microtech LN-3-30 coaxial cable [96], a 0.06 inch diameter Teflon jacketed/insulated
cable with silver plated copper shield and center conductor. In order to reduce the
amount of flange space needed to bring these signals out of the C-Mod vacuum vessel,
Accu-Glass 25-pin D-SUB connectors [97] are used rather than conventional coaxial
outputs, such as SMA connectors. This increases the noise while allowing for more
channels and thus better spatial coverage of the plasma. Standard transimpedance
amplifiers [98] are located within a few feet of the vacuum feedthroughs and utilize
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gains on the order of 10' V/A, and have a 3 d1B )andwidth of -100 kHz. Voltage
time histories are digitized using 96-channel, 250 kHz, 16-bit D-tAcq ACQ196CPCI
digitizers [99] supported by MDSPlus [100].
These cameras use Absolute eXtreme UltraViolet (AXUV) diodes fron Interna-
tional Radiation Detectors [101] (IRD) which have been used on a number of tokanaks
[102][103][104], incliding C-Mod [105], for measuring radiation in high-temperature
plasmas. The AXUV-22EL, a standard 22-channel model, is used in all pinhole cam-
eras, with photos and a schematic of this array shown in Figure 3-2. In most C-Mod
plasmas, a substantial fraction of the radiated power is emitted in the vacuum ultra-
violet and soft x-ray wavelength range where the non-grazing incidence reflectivity is
several orders of magnitude below unity. To reduce the reflectivity in the visible, a
black passivisation layer is applied to the stainless-steel camiera housing and internal
components. This adds a uniform, dull black finish maintaining vacuum compatibility
while reducing coherent scattering.
The number of photodiodes deployed on C-Mod was substantially increased during
the course of this research. Prior to the FY07 campaign, a single, 16-channel AXUV
diode array viewed liorizontally on the low-field side midplane. Over the FY07-
FY10 campaigns, the number of photodiodes viewing the core increased to 132 in
six, 22-channel arrays viewing on 5 different horizontal planes in 5 distinct enclosures
[36]. Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show the in-vessel placement of the diagnostic enclosures
containing the AXUV pinhole canieras.
The AXUV diode arrays viewing on the midplane, actually Z=1.25 cm, are inside
the limiter enclosure located at the K horizontal port (KLIM) shown in Figure 3-3.
Figure 3-5 shows the enclosure with the front limiter plate removed, revealing the
three instrument plates full of detectors. The middle instrument plate has two AXUV-
22EL arrays looking in different toroidal directions. AXJ looks fromi K towards J port,
and AXA looks from K towards A port. The AXJ array views from the inner wall to
the outer limiter, while AXA views just past the imagnetic axis, its view restricted by
a mirror incorporated into the KLINI enclosure used by the visible breisstrahltung
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Figure 3-2: AXUV-22EL array installed in a wall box (a) and zoomed to show detail

















Figure 3-4: Views of the toroidally-viewing wall box enclosures inside Alcator C-Mod
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Figure 3-5: Internal view of the KLIM showing the midplane AXUV diode arrays
AXJ (left) and AXA (right) on the middle instrument plate
instrument plate, and on the bottom, an AXUV-20EL array looks into the divertor,
with another views Lyman-a emission from the edge.
Located to the K-side of the A horizontal port, there are four diagnostic enclo-
sures referred to as the wall boxes, shown in Figure 3-4. In each box are two distinct
pinhole cameras, a 22-channel AXUV diode array for core radiation and a 20-chaimel
AXUV diode array for edge Lyman-a measurements. Figure 3-6 shows the internal
construction of the lower wall box, WB4, typical of all four units. The 22-channel
arrays are refereed to as WB1AX, WB2AX, WB3AX and WB4AX from top to bot-
tom, viewing approximately on horizontal planes at Z,=0.20, 0.125, -0.125 and -0.20
m, respectively. All wall box arrays view from the inner wall to the outer limiter.
Although the detectors measure radiation over a range of plasma volume and
thus are not spatially localized, a useful characterization of the chords in each camera
is the tangency radius, RTANG or RT. This refers to the major radius of closest
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Figure 3-6: Internal view of WB4AX showing the AXUV-22EL and Lyman-a filter
covering the AXUV-20EL detector
approach for the chord and identifies the region of the plasma which generally makes
the largest geometric contribution to the line-integrated brightness. The tangency
points, (RT, Z.) of the horizontally viewing arrays are shown in Figure 3-7 along
with the flux surface contours of a typical diverted discharge. Noticeable gaps in the
wall box coverage are due to the removal of broken/unused channels, and the AXA
array has been offset from AXJ for clarity. Figure 3-8 shows a top-down view of the
diagnostic layout, only showing a single wall box view (WB4AX) for clarity.
During the FY10 and FY11 campaigns (7/10-4/11), where all results from this
thesis are derived, WB1AX was not functioning due to degradation of its in-vessel
cabling. It is included here for completeness and was operational and calibrated,
along with WB2AX, WB3AX and WB4AX, during the FY08 and FY09 campaigns,
allowing future data mining. No calibrations or results from WB1AX will be discussed















Figure 3-7: The tangency radii of the KLIM and wall box plotted over an H-mode
equilibrium reconstruction; AXA (e), AXJ (o), WB1AX (A).WB2AX (M), WB3AX
(n) and W34AX (A)
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Figure 3-9: Sensitivity [A/W] of the AXUV photodiode versus input photon energy
3.1.2 Detectors
Although their operational principles are the same as a standard photodiode, the
physical construction of AXUV diodes makes them well suited to studying plasma
radiation. Photodiodes typically have a SiO 2 passivated layer of sufficient thickness
so that weakly penetrating VUV photons are absorbed in the inactive region of the
semiconductor. In AXUV diodes, this layer thickness is 3-7 nm compared to -100 nm
found in other diodes such as those used in the C-Mod SXR tomography diagnostic.
Figure 3-9 shows the sensitivity, the photocurrent generated per unit input power as
a function of photon energy.
It is also known that these diodes may not perform exactly as specified, with neu-
tron and photon induced damage reducing their spectral sensitivity [107][108][109].
Experiments in C-Mod have not demonstrated any significant, long-term degradation
in the diodes that would impact the measurement of core radiation. The midplane
emnissivity profiles from the AXUV (liode arrays are regularly compared to the emuis-
sivity derived from the resistive bolometers that have a flat spectral sensitivity and
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are absolutely calibrated every campaign. In the plasma core, where the high electron
teiperatires lead to spectral eiissivities weighted to the soft x-ray range, the AXUV
diode and bolometer profiles agree for SajOj,=0.28 (defined below). This indicates the
diodes are resistant to degradation at photon energies where high-Z impurities tend to
radiate. Additionally, the midplane emissivity profile is measured by both the AXA
and AXJ arrays and a consistent result is obtained for most discharges. Due to the
smaller aperture/detector distance for AXJ, photon fluxes are more than twice that
of AXA, suggesting photon damage is negligible. The wall box arrays were not added
at the same time as the nidplane arrays yet they still produce emissivity profiles
consistent with each other and the KLIM arrays, suggesting time integrated neutron
danage is negligible. For these reasons, the effects of AXUV diode degradation are
assumed to have no significant impact on this research.
3.1.3 Calibration
The line-integrated brightness, B [W/m 2], is determined from the measured voltage,
Vm, and a variety of calibration constants by the relation.
47tVm
B = 4 -x , (3.1)GampSdiodcUc(
where Gam, is the transimpedance gain in [V/A], SiCa, is the average sensitivity of
the diode [A/W], and Uc, is the etendlue of the view [m2 -str].
Techniques for calibrating the spatial position (RT) and throughput (Uch) of the
pinhole cameras chords were developed as part of this research. Details of the tech-
niques used for bench-top and in-vessel calibration are described in Appendix B along
with the results of such calibrations for the FY10 and FY11 Alcator C-Mod cam-
paigns. Two of the diode arrays. AXA and AXJ, both view the sane (RT, Z,) points
at different toroidal positions, allowing the quantitative accuracy of these calibra-
tions to be demonstrated using steady-state phinas where toroidal symmetry can be
safely assumed. The results of these calibrations show that, within an array, the rela-
tive throughput is known extremely well and channel-to-channel brightnesses should
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be known to within 1-2%.
While this is sufficient to utilize an individual array to measure an in/out asyin-
metry, in order to constrain the 2-D radiation (list ribution, the relative calibration
of one pinhole camera to another must be completed. Uncertainties in the manufac-
tured size of the apertures or differences in the efficiency of the diode arrays must
be accounted for b y cross-calibrating each pinhole camera against a standard light
source. Complications due to internal scattering of visible light, not an issue for VUV
and SXR photons viewed from the plasma, limited the accuracy of the array-to-array
calibration to ~5%. This imparts a systematic uncertainty when studying up/down
asymnmetries.
3.1.4 Inversion
The AXUV diode arrays view toroidally on distinct horizontal planes, and by as-
suming toroidal symmetry, a discretized Abel inversion can be used to invert line-
integrated brightness as a function tangency radius, B(RT), to find emissivity versus
major radius. -(R). This is accomplished by breaking the plasma into concentric
annuli, as shown in the top-down sketch in Figure 3-10, where E is assumed to be
constant in each layer.
Each of the chords is sensitive to the emission from layers whose outer boundary
is greater then the tangency radius, R ;> RT, with the increase in brightness fromi a
layer depending on the length of inside that layer, 6Bj = Ljss. In this manner. the
total brightness on the i-th channel can be expressed in terms of the lengths and the
unknown emissivity in each hyer.
B, = LiFj (3.2)
The elements of the so-called length matrix, L j, can be determined geometrically as
shown in Figure 3-10. For all layers except the inner-most,
Lij = 2 R2-R - R-R ) (3.3)
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Figure 3-10: Sketch showing the the process in calculating the length matrix elements,
Lij for the discretized Abel inversion
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while, the length in the inner most layer is simply 2 R- R. This results in the
matrix equation relating the brightness and the emissivity,
S = L -"f (3.4)
Solving this equation for 6 can be done in a variety of ways. One common method
is to define the radii of the emissive layers around the tangency radii. This makes
L a triangular matrix, allowing it to be directly inverted to calculate the emnissivity
profile, ?= L - B. If the nunber of layers is less then the inumber of chords, then
(3.4) can be inverted in a least squares sense. The number of layers can be specified to
be larger then the number of chords if regularization is included which adkis a-priori
information about the smoothness of the profile. This is done for the C-Mod arrays,
where the regularization matrix, D, works to minimize the second derivative of the
radial profile. This acts to smooth the data concurrently with the inversion (3.5).
The weighting of this matrix, e, is set to 0.05 for the wall box arrays and 0.01 for the
KLIM arrays, on the order of the elements of the length matrix.
=(LT-L+,EDTD) -L. (3.5)
The error propagation in this process can be calculated using a standard sensitivity
analysis, allowing the uncertainties in derived eissivity profile to be found from those
of the brightnesses, ignoring sensitivity due to e assumptions. The SHELLINVERT
procedure was written to imipleineiit this in IDL. The emissivity profile found using
(3.5) is calculated in a least squares sense, including regularization, and can be rein-
serted into (3.4) to find the brightness profile that is consistent with the derived c
profile. This is refereed to as the brightness check or BRCHK profile, and is plotted
along with measured brightness data as an indication of a reliable inversion.
This analysis make the assumption that views can be approximated by discrete
chords when in reality they view a finiite volune of the plasma. As part of a set of
GENeric Impurity Emission (GENIE) analysis tools, a package of ray-tracing and
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inversion codes, GENPOS, was developed in IDL, and is used to examine the impact
of violating the so-called line-integral approximation. The specifics of how GENPOS
handles ray-tracing is discussed in more detail in Section 3.5 and Appendix C.
To test the limits of the inversion algorithm, a poloidally symmetric emissivity
profile is assumed, and GENPOS is used to determine the line-integrated brightnesses
using the actual detector geometry, including finite sized apertures and detectors.
Then., the SHELLINVERT procedure is used to determine the emissivity profile which
can be compared to the assumed profile. In Figure 3-11 for AXA and 3-12 for AXJ,
this is shown for three test emissivity profiles with an increasingly narrow feature
size. In the right panels. '"measured" data output from GENPOS (symbols) are
plotted along with the BRCIK profile discussed above (dash-dot). In the left paniels.
the emissivity profiles calculated using SHELLINVERT (symbols plus dashed line),
along with the assumed enissivity (green solid line). AXA is able to resolve features
down to A(r/a) ~ 0.1., while AXJ, due to larger magnification, can only resolve
features to A(r/a) ~ 0.2. Although not shown. this process is repeated for the wall
box AXUV diode arrays with similar results.
In the left panels, the emissivity for the HFS (blue) and the LFS (black) are
shown, mapped to minor radius. Despite the inboard/outboard degradation of spatial
resolution for the AXJ array, no systematic in/out asymmetry is introduced by the
inversion analysis in an otherwise symmetric plasma when using AXJ by itself. When
combining AXJ profiles with data from the wall boxes and AXA in plasmas with
narrow emnissivity features, an in/out asymmetry would be found in an otherwise
symmetric plasma due to the differences in spatial resolution. This sets lower limit
on radial size of the emnissive feature to be ~ 0.2 of r/a when all arrays are included.
3.1.5 Example Data
The AXUV diode pinhole canieras are a passive instrumnent that require no other
diagnostic data to calculate E(R. ZL,). Only equilibrium reconstructions are needed
to estimate the 2-D radiation profiles. Outside of isolated data acquisition probleis,
the KLIM profiles are available on every plasna shot. The availability of the wall
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Figure 3-11: Comparison of assumed and reeonstructed emissivity (left) and bright-
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Figure 3-12: Comparison of assumeid and reconstructed emnissivity (left) and bright-
ness (right) profiles for the AXJ array
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box profiles is more limited due to pickup during ICRF operation, likely caused by
their longer in-vessel cable runs. The wide variety of observations made using this
diagnostic shows the emissivity profiles in C-Mod can exhibit flux surface symmetry
(Figure 3-13), poloidal asymmetry with a significant in/out variation (Figure 3-14
and 3-15) and isolated, pathological cases of toroidal asymmetry (Figure 3-16).
In Ohmic plasmas, the emissivity profiles measured by the AXJ array are generally
observed to be in out symnnetric. |h,/(n2)| < 0.05. The steady-state emissivity level is
typically low, 100 kW/m, compared to > 1 MW/m3 in auxiliary heated plasmas, so
to increase signal and accentuate any asymmetry, impurity injections are used. Figure
3-13 shows the line-integrated brightness (a) and inverted emissivity (b) profile just
after a natural molybdenum injection in a 7.0 T, 1.05 MA. 'nc=1.0X 1020 m1-3 Ohmic
plasia. The AXA and AXJ agree with one another, and when the equilibriumu
reconstruction is used to map the ,(R, Z,) profiles to minor radius (c), the inboard
(orange) and outboard (purple) profiles overlap.
In contrast to Ohmic plasinas, H-modes often exhibit a substantial in/out asym-
metry with radiation higher on the outboard side of a flux surface. In Figure 3-14,
the AXA and AXJ profiles are shown for an EDA H-mode plasima, and when imapped
to r/a, the LFS emissivity is shown to be up to twice that calculated for the HFS.
The radial emissivity profile is hollow, but the estimates from Section 3.1.4 show that
AXJ should be able to accurately reconstruct the in/out asymmetry. The details of
similar HI-iodes plasmuas are explored in Chapter 4, where it is shown that this is
due, primarily, to the centrifugal force.
In ion cyclotron resonance heated (ICRHI) phlsmas that do not transition into I-
mode, an in/out asymmetry with increased radiation on the high field side of the flux
surface can be observed. In most of these cases, the HFS abundance is localized to the
core, r/a < 0.3 but in cases like that shown in Figure 3-15, this asymmetry extends
over the inner half of the plasma. This discharge is a low density, ac=-0.6x 1021 m-
plasia heated with 2 MW of ICRH power, where the resonance layer located off-axis
at. R=0.75 mi. The physics of these types of plasias are explored in more detail
in Chapter 5, where it is shown that poloidal electric fields sustained by trapped
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Figure 3-13: Measured brightness (a) profiles and inversions (b) for an Ohmic plasma
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Figure 3-14: Measured brightness (a) profiles and inversions (b) for an EDA H-mode
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Figure 3-15: Measured brightness (a) profiles and inversions (b) for an ICRF-heated
L-mode showing an inboard abundance of radiation (c)
minority ions drive the asymmetry.
In cases with substantial ICRH at low density and current, significant localized
radiation is observed at or near the outboard limiters. Although the cause has yet
to be proved conclusively, it is thought to be driven by losses of high energy fast
ions at the outboard midplane. This radiative event, referred to as a TARFE (for
Toroidally Asymnmetric Radiation From the Edge), is troubling as the chords from
middle of the AXJ array terminate on the G/H limiter as shown in Figure 3-8. Figure
3-16 shows the G/H limiter video camera view during the Ohmic (3-16a) and ICRF-
heated (3-16c) parts of shot 1101202005, a 600 kA, ne ~ 1.Ox10201 m- plasma with
3 MW of on-axis heating from the J-Port ICRF Antenna. The brightness profiles
for the AXA and AXJ array are shown in Figure 3-16b where toroidal symmetry is
seen during the Ohmic phase, but (luring the rf heating, a substantial difference of
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-200 kW/n 2 is observed for views that terminate near the G/H limiter. Since this
emission is toroidally localized, it breaks the axisvninetry assmnption necessary for
Abel inversion, and makes the resulting emissivity profile from AXJ unreliable. By
comparing the AX.J and AXA brightness profiles, and viewing the G/H limiter video,
TARFE cases can be avoided when investigating in/out asymmetries.
3.1.6 Other Applications
The upgraded AXUV diode diagnostic suite has also been used for research outside
ie scope of this thesis. Radiationi near t'he active X-poiit during impurity seeded 11-
mode plasmas has been examined [110], and toroidally localized impurity injections
from laser blow-off or vessel limiter and antenimna structures have been identified.
These diodes have also been utilized to investigate the 3-D nature of radiation during
disruptions mitigated by massive gas illjection (MGI), coltribltilng to the physical
understanding of disruption mitigation, and helping to constrain the design of the
MGI system on ITER [111][112].
3.2 X-Ray Crystal Imaging Spectrometer: HIREXSR
A key tool used in these investigations is the HIgh REsolution X-ray spectrometer
with Spatial Resolut ion (HIREXS3), which provides iinmpurity flow and temperature
profiles [37]. This instrument uses a spherically-bent crystal to reflect and focus soft x-
ray radiation of a specific wavelength that satisfies the Bragg condition, mA = 2d sin 0,
where d is the spacing of layers in the crystal. Quartz crystals with 2d 4.56216 A
are used to view line emission from He-like and H-like argon, and its large resolving
power, -10000, enables the Doppler shift and broadening to be measured. While the
initial hardware was deployed prior to this thesis work [113], significant contributions
were made to the calibration of the instrument and its analysis. A ray-tracing code
was developed to recommend changes to the spectronieter layout to avoid vignetting,
also allowing for iore accurate spatfial calibrat ion anid calculation of instrumiental
effects for finite sized, imperfect crystals. Spectral line fitting codes were upgraded
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Figure 3-16: Comparison of AXA and AXJ during a TARFE, demonstrating a
toroidal asymmetry due to emission from G/H limiter
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to dramatically increase speed, and the accuracy was imnproved through the use of
experimentally validated rest wavelengths. The Doppler tomography code used to
invert line-integrated data was modified to include error propagation and enable time-
evolving binning and inversion setup. This suite of codes, written in IDL and kept
in a Mercurial database, is referred to as The HIREXSR Analysis COde (THACO),
and has enabledI measurements from HIREXSR to be used in a variety of transport
experiments. The spatial coverage of the He-like and H-like views are shown in
Figures 3-17a and 3-17b, respectively. In-depth details of the design, operation and
validation of IREXSR and THACO is beyond the scope of this research, but has
been presented in the past [114][115], and will )y included in the to-be-completed
manual on THACO [116].
3.3 Impurity Spectroscopy
The AXUV and SXR diodes are sensitive over a wide range photon energies, but
camnot determine the type of impurity respoisible for the radiation. In order to
interpret the calculated 2-D emnissivity structures as poloidal variations of impurity
density, other diagnostics must be used to identify strongly radiating impurities and to
estimate their concentrations in the plasma. Spectroscopy in the VUV and SXR range
over 1-15 inm is used to measured liie-emissioni from incomipletely ionized low-Z and
high-Z impurities. Two instruments. along with the previously discussed HIREXSR
spectroscopy are ittilized.
3.3.1 Rowland Circle Spectrometer: McP
A 2.2 neter, grazing-incidence Rowland circle spectrometer, a McPherson Model 247,
uses a (600 lines/mm grating to disperse VUV radiation in the 90-1030 A range. The
McPherson (McP) spectrometer is a mature diagnostic and is described in more detail
in [117] [118]. Contributions were mnade to data analysis for this diagnostic and effort
was speit to improve the understanding of metallic impurities iii C-Mod plasmas























Figure 3-18: Chordal view of the XEUS flat field spectrometer
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Figure 3-19: McPherson spectrum dominated by Mo during an 1-node plasma
and provide brightness time histories for a number of commonly observed impurity
lines. This instrument is primarily responsible for measuring the amount of mid and
high-Z elements in C-Mod plasmas and is critical in this research for determining
when plasma radiation is dominated by molybdenum. It is also used to measure
titanium, iron, nickel and copper injections from the vacuum vessel and ICRF antenna,
structures. While the McP line of sight can be scanned over the poloidal cross-section,
a fixed core line of sight is used in this research, shown in Figure 3-201). A typical
molybdenum dominated spectrum is shown for an I-mode plasmas in Figure 3-19,
with lines from various molybdenum charge states identified. The Mg-like (Mo XXXI,
115.9 A) and Na-like (Mo XXXII 127.8 A) charge states are used to characterize the
molybdenum fraction.
3.3.2 Flat-Field Spectrometer: XEUS
A collaboration with LLNL was initiated giving C-Mod access to a flat-field X-ray
Extended Ultraviolet Spectrometer (XEUS) [121] which was installed on C-Mod dur-
ing the FY10 run campaign [118]. This instrument uses a 2400 lines/mm grating with
varied line spacing (VLS), designed to focus the spectrum, normally on around the
Rowland circle, onto a flat plane. The XEUS sensor was upgraded with a Princeton
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Instruments PIXIS-XO 100B camera [122] which uses a 1340x100 back-illuminated
charge-coupled device (CCD) desigied to measure low-energy soft x-rays. VLS grat-
ings have a nonlinear dispersion and to calibrate the wavelength scale, a second order
polynomial is fit to pixel locations of known lines. The small height of the CCD, 33
kHz row shift rate and 2 MHz digitization rates allow spectra to be routinely collected
with time resolution of ~2.5 ins. The diagnostic line of sight is very similar to that of
the McP spectrometer and is shown in Figure 3-20a. Example spectra from Ar and
low-Z ions is shown in Figure 3-20.
3.3.3 Transfer Calibration Technique
Due to the lack of intense, portable sources in the 1-15 nm range it is difficult to
photonmetrically calibrate either the McP or XEUS in order to use their data to
find absolute impurity deisities. The branching ratio tecinique [123] can be used
at certain wavelengths, but this also requires the diagnostic to have an equivalent,
calibrated visible view, which XEUS does not have. Instead, an in-situ calibration
method was developed to transfer the absolute calibration from diagnostics such as
resistive bolometry, soft x-ray tomography and Zeff to the VUV and SXR spectrom-
eters. For plasmas where a single impurity is so abundant that it doininates the total
radiated power and the dilution, the absolute density (an be estimated from these
non-spectroscopic diagnostics. In plasnas when the impurity fraction is smaller, the
density can be found by comparing the ratio of the brightness neasured to that of
the severely polluted plasma. This technique is presented in more detail in [124].
3.4 Other Diagnostics
In order to demonstrate the poloidal variation of impurity density from AXUV mea-
surements, the spatial contours of magnetic flux surfaces have to be determined. This
is done using the EFIT cole [125] constrained by external magnetic mneasurenments.
The estimated iincertai nt ies in the location of the inagnet ic axis is 6R, ~ 6 mui,
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Figure 3-20: XEUS spectrum dominated by neon in an EDA H-mode plasma (a) and
argon in an Ohmnic plasma (b)
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surements are based on wide radial emissivity features, making quoted 6R, of minor
importance. In high performance plasmnas, EFIT can be constrained further with
experimental pressure profiles, which is explored in Section 4.3.2.
The time-dependent. radial electron density and temperature profiles arc measured
using proven diagnostic techniques. The local electron density and temperature are
measured using Thomson scattering (TS) at various vertical points along a major
radius chord at R= 0.68 in. Two-color interferomnetry (TCI) measures line-integrated
electron density along 10 vertical chords from 0.675 < R < 0.810 ni. A number of
electroin cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostics measure ', from blackbody eiissioi
along the outboard major radius. Information regarding these and other general
C-Mod diagnostics can lbe found in [127]
Impurities can be intentionally added to the plasima using laser blow-off (LBO)
[128] and neutral gas puffs. Non-recycling impurities such as Ca, Mo and W arc
injected using LBO while recycling impurities, Ne, Ar. Kr and Xe are introduced
using mai chiamber gas puffing. Both systenis are localized at B-PORT and the
AXUV diode system canl be used to demonstrate when the emission has become
toroidally synmmetric.
3.5 2-D Tomography Tools
A novel tomography code was developed for use in design and interpretation of diag-
nostics used in these investigations. Previous tomography tools at C-Mod operated on
a poloidal (SXR tomography. divertor bolonetry) or horizontal planes (core bolom-
etry, AXUV diodes), using this viewing geometry to simiplify the inversion. When
viewing oi a horizontal plane and assuming the plasma has toroidal symmetry, the
line-integrated brightness is only a function of tangency radius, B(RT). The local
emissivity can be expressed as an integral transformation of the brightness profile us-
ing the well known Abel inversion. On a poloidal plane a general 2-D emissivity profile
can be found similarly using the Radon transforiation. A generic line of sight does
not meet either of these criteria. Instead of parameterizing an arbitrary line of sight
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through the tokamak and performing ray-tracing through a 3-D emitter, the toroidal
symmetry is assulned which reduces the problei to tracing a hyperbola through a
2-D radiation distribution. The normal six degrees of freedom necessary for 3-D ray-
tracing, (R, Z)1 ald (R, e, Z) 2.. can be reduced to four parameters (R 1 , Z 1 , RT, ')
where R is the tangency radiis and t4. is the declination angle of the line of sight.
This way, when performing a line-integral through the tokamak, the emissivity only
needs to be interpolated in two varial)les rather then three. Unfortunately, there is no
known analogous method like the Abel or Radon transformations to expand the 2-D
emnissivity in terms of hyperbolic paths. The GENPOS codes allow arbitrary sets of
views (horizontal, poloidal or nixed), to be grouped together to calculate emissivity
profiles from line-integrated data.
The impact of violating the line-integral approximation can also be studied using
the GENPOS tools. The aperture and detect or area are both divided into sub arrays
and each pair forms a discrete pinhole camera combination. As the density of the
gridding is increased, the sum of the elements converges to an exact description. A
more detailed explanation is outlined in Appendix C.
3.6 Calculating the Impurity Density Asymmetry
In the subsequent chapters the 2-D AXUV diode based emnissivity mieasurenments are
used to infer poloidal variation of the high-Z impurity density. Two techniques are
used, one which uses only the milidplane arrays and the other which uses all horizon-
tally viewing arrays. Both assume that the radiation is primarily from a single high-Z
impurity species so that poloidal variations in emiissivity, d/(c), irectly correspond
to poloidal variations in impurity density, hz/(n2 ). Since s = nenf (Te), this assumes
that the parallel heat transport forces poloidal symmnetry in the electron tempera-
ture and electron density is relatively constant on the flux surfaces, an approximation
valid for low main-ion \Iach numiber plasmuas, AI < 0.1. In practice, a fraction of
the emiissivity will be due to continium radiation and/or line eIlissioni fromim other,
more synnetric impurities. and a correction for this is shown.
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3.6.1 In/Out Asymmetry Using KLIM Arrays
The AXA and AXJ arrays view close to the midplane., Z, = 1.25 cm, and can be used
to explore the in/out asymmetry independent of any up/down asymmetry. Using
EFIT, the E(R, Z)) data output from the inversion can be mapped to a connon
radial coordinate, either normalized minor radius, r/a, or the outboard rmidplane
major radius, RM[D. With AXA, results are only available on both sides of the
magnetic axis near the core, while using AXJ measures full IIFS and LFS emissivity
profiles. The poloidally varying component of the impurity density, 52/(nz), is found
using.
LFS - S (36)
(n) ILFVS + H FS
where 'LFS and EHFS refers to the enissivity determined to be the outboard and
inboard side of the same flux surface. If the impurity density varies like nz - (nz) +
1c., cos 0 then using (3.6) with the KLIM arrays will be a measure of nc0e/(nz), the
amplitute of the rn = 1 impurity density variation. Figure 3-21 shows the result of
applying (3.6) to the AXJ data shown above in Figure 3-14.
In reality, the nimeasured enissivity will not be due exclusively to the high-Z im-
purity. A correction to (3.6) can be estimated by assuming the total emissivity,
-tot ± + o to be comprised of a poloidally varying component due to the high-Z
impurities, Ez, and a more poloidally symmetric termi due to main-ion bremnsstrahlung
and low-Z line emission, . The asymmetry in the measured emissivity, f/(S), is
Z zL FS -- £z.HFS (3.7)(E) Ez.LFS + Ez,HIFS + 2(0
where 2E0 + (sZ,LFS + Ez.HFS) f 2Etot when exploring in/out asymnetries.
Z z CEz,LFS ~~ Ez HFS
-L =--S(3.8)(S) Ths kez,LFS + ez,HFS
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Figure 3-21: Poloidally varying component of the impurity density calculated from
the AXJ data
purity assumption.
h, Eot L5 FS(3.9)
(n,) Zr uwS + EHFS
3.6.2 2-D Profiles Using KLIM and Wall Box Arrays
When data are available from the wvall boxes and the KLIM arrays, they can be
used together to derive the 2-D emissivity profile. Ihe discretized Abel-inversions are
completed, as described in Section 3.1.4, to find E(R, Z,) on the various horizontal
planes. The EFIT equilibrium reconstruction is then used to map the profiles to minor
radius, determining E(r/a). The output of the default (ANALYSIS) EFIT gives the
(R, Z) points of each flux surface for 33 r/a locations evenly spaced in norlLalized
poloidal flux, @,. At each EFIT radial location, the inverted profile and the error bar
are interpolated to find (0,, -) points from each array. The cmissivity on each flux
surface is expanded in a low order Fourier series,
- (0) = ao + ai cos 0 + a 2 sin 0 + a3 cos 20 + a4 sin 20 (3.10)
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where 0 is defined in the geometrical sense relative to the magnetic axis. The co-
efficients ao-a4 are determined by a linear-least squares fit of (3.10) to experimiental
(00,, ) data. In regions of the plasma where only AXA and AXJ are available, only
ao and a, are used. When both W1B2 and W33 are available, ao-a 2 are used, with
the inclusion of the m = 2 terms being optional.
This process is first completed on test data to determine if an assuined asnymme-
try can be accurately reconstructed from the coribination of AXA, AXJ,. WB2AX,
WB3AX and WB4AX data. As described in Section 3.5, the GENPOS tools can
be used to find the line-integrated brightness for any defined f(R, Z) profile us-
ing using finite-sized detectors and apertures. The enissivity is defined to lie =
C +c C cos0+- sin 0. both peaked and hollow &0(r/) profiles are assuImed, as showin
in Figures 3-22a and 3-22a, while the c and e./sE profiles are remain the same
for both. Contour plots of the 2-D cinissivity profiles are shown in Figure 3-23 along
with EFIT flux surfaces. The eq/E, profile monotonically increases towards the edge
while -c/fo profile is negative in the core, positive at larger r/a and returns to zero at
the edge. A 3% uncertainty in the )rightness in each channel is assumed and used in
error propagation analysis to demonstrate the anticipated accuracy. The flux surface
geonetry of an actual USN plasiiia is used, and the SHELLINVERT code inverts the
calculated brightness profiles in all cases.
Looking within one flux surface at a time, Figure 3-24 shows the results of fitting
an in = 1 component to (3.10) for the peaked emissivity profile case, at various r/a.
Poloidal profiles are normalized to the value at 0 =- 0 in order to compare results from
the output of the parallel transport code discussed in Chapter 2 and Appendix A. The
black dotted lines represent the calculated uncertainties in the coefficients. In the core
(3-24a), both AXA and AXJ are available and only the in/out asymmetry is fit. The
data from WB2 and WB3 enter at mid radius (3-24b), allowing the small up/down
asymmetry to be deteriniied. Nloving outward, the WB2 and W1B3 data points imove
apart, and WB4 is included in the fit (3-24c). In this region., the i = 1 components
are well comstrainled by having data at 8 different poloidal locations, making outliers
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Figure 3-22: Peaked (a) and hollow (b) E,(T/a) eiissivity profiles used to test 2-D
inversion code
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Figure 3-23: 2-D emissivity contour plots for peaked (a) and hollow (b) profiles with
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Figure 3-24: Plots of test emissivities and fit poloidal variation at various r/a us-
ing KLIM and wall box arrays; AXA (e), AXJ (o),WB2AX (M), WB3AX (0) and
WBIAX (A)
radii (3-24d), the uncertainties in the data for 0.5 < 0/7r < 1.5 become large due to
propagation of error through the Abel inversion, and a slight difference in the AXA
and AXJ data at 0 ~ 0 is apparent.
Figure 3-25 shows the reconstruction of the E./co and Ec/O profiles (EXP-black),
demonstrating good agreement to the defined profiles (THEORY-green), independent
of the peaked or hollow nature of the m = 0 profile. This is consistent with results
from Section 3.1.4 that showed for relatively broad radial features, the diagnostics can
accurately reconstruct the 2-D emissivity profile. Looking closer at the two up/down
asymmetry profiles, there are noticeable discontinuities for the hollow emissivity case
that are less pronounced or absent for the peaked enissivity reconstruction. When
new wall box data is first included at r/a = 0.52 (WB2 added) and r-/a = 0.71 (WB4
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Figure 3-25: Comparison of defined (dashed green - labeled theory) and reconstructed
(solid black) asymmetry profiles for the peaked (a) and hollow (b) radial profiles
added), there is a noticeable break in slope. In contrast, the in/out asymmetry profiles
change smoothly with respect to minor radius. Sharp changes at r/a =0.20 and 0.75
are not captured, but such features are unlikely to be present in experiments.
This analysis technique is applied to the EDA H-mode shot shown in 3-14, also
analyzed using the method in Section 3.6.1. The AXA, AXJ, WB2AX, WB3AX and
WB4AX are all used to find the m = I profiles, and in Figure 3-26, measured and
fit profiles of n()/n,(0) are shown in at several minor radii. At mid-radius, 3-26a
and 3-26b show that the strong in/out asymmetry seen by the AXJ array is also seen
by the wall box arrays. Moving farther out, at r/a = 0.8 in 3-26c, AXJ starts to
become an outlier with the wall boxes showing a smaller in/out asymmetry. This
disagreement increases at r/a = 0.9, shown in 3-26c, and despite small error bars on
the emissivity, no apparent low-order Fourier-type variation is evident. The fit n = 1
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Figure 3-26: Plots of measured emissivities and fits of poloidal variation at various
r/a; AXA (.), AXJ (o),WB2AX (U), VB3AX (0) and \VB4AX (A)
much smaller up/down asymmetry is calculated.
In Figure 3-28, the output of the 2-D reconstruction is compared with the results
using only AXJ, plotted in 3-21. For r/a < 0.45 only AXA and AXJ data are con-
straining the fit and the good agreement is not surprising. Between 0.45 < r/a <0.7,
WB2AX and WB3AX are also included, and both techniques find the same asym-
metry within error bars. For r/a > 0.7, WB4AX is added, and the two techniques
begin to disagree. But as plots in 3-26 showed, this is a disagreement between all the
wall boxes and the AXJ (Lata, and so for large minor radii r/a above 0.80-0.85, better
asymmetry profiles can be found by removing AXJ.
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Figure 3-27: Up/down (top) and in/out (bottom) asynmetry profiles found from an
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Figure 3-28: Comparison of methods to find the in/out asymmetry from AXUV
measurements
3.7 Summary
This chapter discussed the design and calibration of set of diagnostic tools for mea-
suring the poloidal variation of iimpurity density, as well as those necessary to com-
pare such results to parallel impurity transport theory. Using the GENPOS codes,
test brightness profiles were calculated, taking into account the finite resolution of
the pinhole cameras, and the inversion tools demonstrated an ability to accurately
reconstruct 1-D (Section 3.1.4) and 2-D (Section 3.6) emissivity profiles. Example
diagnostic data demonstrate that both symmetric and asyrunetric emissivity pro-
files have been observed in C-Mod. Additionally, in/out asymmetries with LFS and
HFS accumulation have both been shown, foreshadowing the variety of forces will be
explored in the next three chapters.
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Chapter 4
Asymmetry Driven by Centrifugal
Force
The most widely known cause of poloidal variation of impurity density is centrifugal
force die to toroidal rotation. On the JET and ASDEX-U tokamaks. it has been
shown to be responsible for observed enhancenient of soft x-ray emission on the out-
board side of a flux surface. These experiments utilized heating from neutral beams
which also applies torque, driving toroidal rotation to speeds of i) to 600 kin/s on
axis. Although there is no input of external momentum in the C-Mod plasma1s ex-
plored in this research. so-called intrinsic rotation has been routinely observed, and
speeds of H-like Ar have been ineasured up to -100 km/s. While the origin of this
flow is not completely understood, the effect is easily reproducible and changes in
rotation from Ohmic to both H-mode [129] and I-mode [130] are well characterized.
allowing experiments that vary Mach number to be designied and executed.
In this chapter, the in/out asinuetry will be explored in Olmic and ICRF-
heated C-Mod plasnas over a range of densities, temperatures and currents. It will
be demonstrated that the centrifugal force plays a primary, but by no means exclu-
sive role in determining the in/out asymmetry of nolybdeniumn density on Alcator
C-Mod. While Chapter 5 will go on to show how some of these discrepancies can be
explained by poloidal electric fields (ue to ion cyclotron heating, the large amount
of data presented here is required to challenge the conventional wisdom that ini/out
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asynnetries of high-Z impurities are simply due to inertial effects. In Section 4.1,
asymninetry measurements are explored, qualitatively highlighting the range of obscr-
vations on C-Mod. In section 4.2 a detailed comparison between measurement and
modeling is completed for an example Ohnic plasma and trends in the entire data
set are analyzed. This is repeated for EDA Hi-modes and I/L-mnodes in Sections 4.3
and 4.4, respectively.
4.1 Demonstration of the In/Out Asymmetry
A collection of plasmas is analyzed in detail to examine trends in impurity asymme-
tries. This data set consists of 10 Ohmic plasmas with Mo LBO injection (1110204),
7 Enhanced D-Alpha (EDA) HI-modes (11110201) and 7 L/I-mode plasmas (1101209),
all with Bt in the forward field direction (ion BxVB drift pointing down). The spe-
cific H-mode and L/I-mode plasmnas were chosen to avoid shots with neon or nitrogen
seeding, which has recently seen widespread use in rf-heated C-Mod plasmas.
In Section 3.6, two techniques for finding the in/out asyninetry were discussed.
one using only the midplane AXUV diode array, AXJ, the other incorporating ad-
ditional data from the wall boxes to find the in = I in/out (nlces) and up/down
(n,si) variations in nz/(n2). In Figure 4-1, the in/out asymmetries calculated from
these two techniques are compared. demnonstrating good agreement, with the AXJ-
only imethod predicting marginally enhanced outboard accumulation. When a choice
is available, the asymmnetry derived from both the KLIM and wall box arrays will be
the preferred method since it incorporates the most diagnostic information. Already,
it is obvious that centrifugal effects cannot be completely responsible for parallel im-
purity transport on C-Mod since significant high-field accumulation, n /(nt) < 0,
is regularly observed by both methods.
The inclusion of the wall box data also allows the up/down asymmetry to be
captured for r/a > 0.5. The character of the 2-D radiation asymmetry can be seen
by examining scatter plots of nco/(ne) versus ) shown in Figure 4-2. In
Ohmic plasnmas, 4-2a, the plasmma is nominally symmetric within large error bars.
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Figure 4-1: Comparison of the in/out asymmetry, nz,cos/(nz), calculated using all













For rf-heated plasmas, both EDA H-modes, 4-2b. and L/I-modes, 4-2c, a systematic
outboard impurity accunulation is observed. This stands in contrast to Figure 4-
1 which showed -0.2 < n./(n) < 0.3, indicating that inboard accumulation
is localized to the inner half of the plasma. In all plasmas analyzed, an up/down
asynnetry between -0.05 < n2,,/(n2) < 0.10 is seen, the details of which will be
explored in Chapter 6.
For quantitative comparisons to theory, x-ray crystal spectroscopy is used to imea-
sure velocity and temperature profiles to find the radial variation of the Mach number.
Even without that information, the order of magnitude of the ieasured asynrnetries
can be shown to be consistent with historical 0-D rotation measurements on C-Mod.
In an Ohmic plasma, imolybdenurm was injected into the plasma, and the asymn-
metry determined during the decay phase, as explained in further detail in Section
4.2. Figure 4-3 shows the miIdplane emissivity profiles, demonstrating good agreement
between AXA and AXJ and the presence of a small low field side abundance. The
i,/(n.) calculated from the AXJ data is shown in Figure 4-4 along with a simple
estimate of the in/out asymnmetry in the trace impurity limit with no ion-impurity
friction (see Section 2.2.1), nc/(n2) = 2cAI. For 7 = T., A ~ 2/3m_ 1,2/2Ti. and
the small Mo asynmnetry, 0.1 < nc1.s/(nz) < 0.2, is consistent with |v0l < 20 km/s
routiiely observed in C-Mod Ohmic plasmas [131].
For an EDA H-nmode plasma, the in/out asynnetry is calculated from the steady-
state emissivity profile which can be shown to be dominated by molybdenum. Figure
4-5 shows the midplane emissivity profiles, clearly demonstrating enhanced radiation
on the outboard side, indicating a region of impurity accumlulation. Figure 4-6 dis-
plays the h/(n-) profile where for the outer half of the plasma this variation becomes
of order the inverse aspect ratio. ~1/3. This level of asymmetry is consistent with AI
between 0.50 and 0.75. indicating a core rotation of 60-75 km/s, in reasonable agree-
nient with historical observations. For this shot, the sawtooth precursor oscillation is
clearly visible on the magnetics at approximately 16 kHz, indicating a toroidal rota-
tion speed of -70 kiim/s, assunming an n- i mode. Inside r/a ~ 0.4 the asymmetry
drops faster than e, inconsistent with modeling based only on the centrifugal force.
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Figure 4-2: Plots of measured up/down (nz,sin) and in/out (n,cs) asymmetries found
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Figure 4-3: Measured nidplane emissivity profiles during a Mo LBO injection into
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Figure 4-4: In/out asymmetry calculated from the Ohmic data (black) in Figure 4-3
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Figure 4-5: Measured steady-state Inidplane einssivity profiles during an EDA H-
mode plasma showing a large in/out asymmetry
Inside of r/a ~ 0.2 the asymmetry reverses direction, which according to present
theories [24] should only be possible for strong ion-impurity friction.
In the next three sections, the Ohnic, EDA H-mode and L/I-mode data displayed
in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 are compared with centrifugal force impurity transport mod-
eling using experimental profile and equilibrium data.
4.2 Ohmic Plasmas
The first set of experiments demonstrates that in cases of small toroidal rotation,
u < 5 kHz, the impurity density has a small asymmetry, h,/(n1) < 0.1, in reason-
able agreement with parallel transport modeling including only inertial forces. For
plasmas with a range of currents, toroidal fields and electron densities, molybdenum
is introduced via laser blow-off into Ohmically-heated plasmas, also seeded with a
small amount of argon to enable the measurement of rotation and ion temperature
profiles. The LBO presents a transient, toroidally localized particle source at the
plasma edge and a few milliseconds are required to allow for the radiation source to
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Figure 4-6: In/out asymmetry calculated from the H-mode data (black) shown in
Figure 4-5 shown to be consistent with large impurity flow (dashed red)
earlier Figure 3-8, the AXA views terminate near B-port, the location of the LBO
system, and can see the injection enter the plasma while AXJ view away from this
region. By comparing the brightness between AXA and AXJ for chords with the
same tangency radius, shown in Figure 4-7, this transient period can be identified
and avoided. An even longer time is used in practice and the asymmetry is calculated
during the decay phase of the injection, shown in the highlighted portion. In this
time period, the radial profile of the emission does not change shape in contrast to
the accumulating stage. The emissivity prior to the injection is not subtracted off
before characterizing the asynnetry since there is no steady-state profile, due to the
presence of sawteeth.
In Figure 4-8, the time evolving in/out asymmetry at two minor radii (f) are
plotted over the time surrounding the injection at t = 1.15 seconds. In this shot,
there is no ICRF power (a) and the density (b) and temperature (c) remain constant.
Molybdenum is introduced via LBO, and an increase is seen in both the Na-like (Mo
XXXII) line-brightness (e) and the radiated power calculated by voluming integrating
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of AXA and AXJ chords at the same tangency radius after
a Mo injection, showing timnescale to establish parallel equlilibrium
the AXA-based emissivity profile (d). Large changes in the in/out asymmetry are
observed from 1.15 < t < 1.16 when the radiation is toroidally asymmetric, and the
radial profile is still hollow as the molybdenum density works its way into the core.
There is a small, yet noticeable difference in the asynuinetry prior to the injection,
t = 1.14, and just after the injection, t = 1.17, that is assumed to be due the increase
in the fraction of radiation due to molybdenum. Over 1.17 < t < 1.23, the measured
asymmetry decays slowly towards its pre-injection level as the molybdenum density
drops on an impurity confinement time. Such changes are consistent with the smaller
fractional increase in PRA D,D relative to the Mo XXXII line brightness, but is not
significant relative to the error bars or modification in the core asymmetry across
the sawtooth crash. While the LBO moves the radiation towards being dominated
by molybdenum, it is likely that only 60-70% is due to Mo. But, this makes little
difference in the interpretation since even after applying the correction discussed in
Section 3.6.1, the result would remain within error bars. For simplicity, subsequent
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Ohmic data are not corrected for a niolybdenuin fraction that is <100%.
4.2.1 Comparison to Theory
The in/out asymmetry driven by the centrifugal force is sensitive to the electron and
ion temperature, as well as the toroidal rotation. Figure 4-9 shows the ion temperature
(b) and toroidal rotation (c) profiles averaged over 120 is, several sawtooth cycles
for the 1.4 MA, 7.5 T plasma. Electron temperature (b) and density profiles (a) are
taken near the peak of a sawtooth just prior to the Mo injection at 1.15 seconds. The
parallel and perpendicular tniescales discussed in Section 2.2.6 are shown in Figure
4-9d. The ion-impurity coupling timescale, zi (2.6)(dotted line), is the shortest,
indicating good collisional coupling between the ions and the impurities. The parallel
diffusion timescale, TIID (2.34)(dashed line), is much shorter then all cross-field time
scales out to i/a ~ 0.9. verifying that the approach in Chapter 2.2 of separated radial
and parallel transport is valid. The neoclassical perpeiidicular timie scales (solid lines)
differ greatly ranging from the neoclassical diffusion time, r1 ,J) (2.35), on order of the
length of a C-Mod shot, to the time for cross-field drift. TI.d (2.36), being from 1-10
ins. Here, as in subsequent plots. the anomalous timescales (dash-dot) are calculated
assuing an impurity diffusivity of 1.0 m12/s (2.37) and a convective velocity of 10
ni/s (2.38), both on the order of empirical measurements [28]. All Li are calculated
from the ion pressure profile.
The data fron the nmidplane AXA and AXJ arrays are plotted in Figure 4-10
showing good agreement between the two measured brightness profiles (a) and a
broad emnissive feature (b) during the Mo injection. When mapped to minor radius
(c), the high-field side and low-field side AXJ profiles overlap., indicating little inl/out
asynnetry. Including data from the wall box arrays, the up/down (n,j,/(n)) and
in/out (nco/(n2)) asynunetry profiles are calculated as described in Section 3.6.2
and plotted in Figure 4-11 (black solid). Here, as in the rest of Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, the nj 1/(n2) profile is included for completeness despite the focus being
on understanding the neos/(n2) data. Also included are the asymmetries predicted
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Figure 4-10: Example midplane AXUV diode profiles demonstrating the near sym-










friction, hence the absence of any predicted up/down asynnetry. It is worth noting
that the shape of the measured and predicted asynunetries are very similar, yet are
vertically offset from each other by -0.03. Although the two disagree outside the
estimated error bars. both predict a small absolute magnitude of no0 /(n2).
This analysis procedure was repeated for all 9 laser blow off shots, and Figure 4-12
shows the comparison between measurement and modeling taken at 0.05 intervals in
minor radius from 0.15 < r/a < 0.75. The distribution of the data is more elongated
vertically, indicating a wider variation of observed asymnmetries than expected fromi
inertial effects. A collection of measuremnts with n O/(n2) < 0 are found which
cannot be explained by the centrifugal force. Regardless, no significant, systematic
discrepancy between umeasurement and theory is observed.
4.3 ICRF Heated EDA H-Mode Plasmas
In Alcator C-Muod, the most commonly explored high-confinement regime [132] is
the Enhanced D-Alpha or EDA Hl-mode [133]. Steady state is typically umaintained
for the duration of ailxiliary heating, and the edge transport barrier is continually
regulated via the quasi-coherent mode [134], in contrast to discrete edge localized
modes (ELMs). While C-Mod is capable of running the so-called ELMy H-mode, the
high-confinemnent regimie common to most tokaniaks. the operating space is severely
limited in C-Mod [135]. The ELM-free Hl-miode can also be investigated, but the
transient nature of the rotation and temperature profiles is difficult to capture with
the HIREXSR diagnostic. On 1110201, a series of EDA H-mode plasmas was run
to obtain detailed pedestal and core profiles for transport modeling. Plasma current
and density were scanned shot-to-shot an(l a diagnostic level of argon was added to
allow for core rotation an(d ion temuperature profiles.
In Figure 4-13, the same tine-evolving plots as shown in Figure 4-8 are shown for
anl EDA H-mode with a natural molybdenumm injection at t ~ 1.08. In this plasna,
the steady-state Mo level is already high., typical of all shots used froi 1110201.
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Figure 4-11: Comparison of measured (solid green) and modeled (broken black) radial
asymimetry profiles for an Ohmic discharge, both showing small asymmetries
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Figure 4-12: Comparison of measured in/out asymmetries to modeling using only
inertia for Mo injections into Ohmic plasmas
increase in PRADD, slightly lower (d). A prompt change in the asymmetry (f) on the
~10 ms timescale is once again observed. When comparing t = 1.07 and t = 1.10,
the increase in molybdenum due to the injection does not change the asymmetry
outside of error bars. A larger change is seen as the ICRF power (a) increases over
1.10 < t < 1.11 seconds. Note the other abrupt changes in the core asymmetry at
1.05 and 1.12 seconds are correlated with incomplete sawtooth crashes as seen on the
ECE temperature trace (c). This analysis indicates that the steady-state radiation
asymmetries are already strongly dominated by imolybdenum, and that corrections
due to <100% Mo radiation are smaller then stated uncertainties. Thus, steady-state
radiation profiles are used for EDA H-modes analysis.
4.3.1 Comparison to Theory
As in Section 4.2.1, detailed examples are shown before trends in the entire data set
are analyzed. Two shots are examined, one which demonstrates reasonable agreeient

















Figure 4-13: The time-evolving in/out asymmetry in an EDA H-mode plasma over a
natural Mo injection
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observed (1110201026). The relevant kinetic profiles are shown in Figure 4-14a-c,
with the lower current, lower density shot (026) shown in teal and the higher current.
higher density shot (017) shown in gold. The T profiles are plotted for times just
prior to the sawtooth crash., while the Ti profiles are averaged over 40 is. Measured
rotation profiles are significantly higher than in Ohmic plasmas, and core rotation
rates of 10-15 kHz are consistent with the frequency of the (assumed) n = 1 sawtooth
precursor mode, observed using the soft x-ray diodes. As in the Ohmic plasma,
the transport time scales are ordered such that parallel diffusion is faster than any
cross-field transport inside of r/a < 0.80.
The midplane emissivity profiles for AXA and AXJ are plotted for shot 017 in
Figure 4-15, and for shot 026 in Figure 4-16, averaging over a 20 ins time window
during the time of peak Iolybdenunl line brighltlness. The lower current shot (4-16)
has a peaked radial profile with outboard accumulation for r-/a > 0.5 but is nearly
in/out symmetric in the inner half of the plasma. In the higher current shot (4-15),
the radial profile is hollow and a measurable difference between AXA and AXJ is
observed, attributed to the narrow emlissive feature between 0.8 < r/a < 1.0. In this
discharge, outboard accumulation is seen in the outer two-thirds of the plasma.
Using both the KLIM and wall box arrays, the up/down and in/out asymmetries
are calculated and compared to modeling using only the centrifugal force. For 017,
the higher current and higher density shot, the mneasured in/out asymmetry profile
agrees rather well with theory outside of r/a ~ 0.3, as shown in Figure 4-1.7, although
inside of this radius, the two diverge and the measured data exhibit a small high-field
side accumulation. The predicted asymmetry profile for 026 is similar to 017, as would
be expected by comparing the rotation and temperature profiles from Figure 4-14,
but, as shown in Figure 4-18, the measured in/out asymnmetry profile is very different
for the lower current shot. Near r/a ~ 0.8, agreeient is close to being within error
bars, but for smaller radii there is substantial disagreement in shape and magnitude
of the asynunetry profile. The measured up/down asyuinetry is weaker in the higher
current shot where better agreement with theory is demonstrated.
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Figure 4-14: Radial electron density (a) ion and electron temperature (b) and rotation
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Figure 4-15: Example midplane AXUV diode profiles demonstrating the difference in
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Figure 4-16: Example midplane AXUV diode profiles demonstrating the difference in
the in/out asymmetry for the 0.7 MA EDA H-mode
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Figure 4-17: Comparison of measured (solid green) and modeled (broken black) radial
asymmetry profiles for the 0.9 MA EDA H-mode
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Figure 4-18: Comparison of mneasured (solid green) and modeled (broken black) radial
asymmetry profiles for the 0.7 MA EDA H-mode showing disagreement in the core
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Figure 4-19: Comparison of mneasured in/out asynmnetries to modeling using only
inertia for steady-state molybdenumi in EDA H-mode plasmas
0.05 intervals from 0.15 < r/la < 0.75 for multiple time points in 7 EDA H-modes. The
unity slope line (black dashed), implying agreement between observation and theory,
acts as an upper bound for the measured asymmetry. Cases of inboard impurity
accumu111lat ion, nlz'cos/ (n2) < 0, are also seen. These trends are consistent with the two
examples discussed above.
4.3.2 Sensitivity to Equilibrium Reconstruction
In order to test the sensitivity of these results to systematic errors in the magnetic
equilibrium, kinetically constrained EFITs were completed for the two EDA H-modes.
Measured electron density and temperature profiles from Thomson scattering and T
from HIREXSR are used, with the ion density calculated from measured Zerg, as-
sumning an average ion, < Z, >= 8. Fast-ion pressure, pfi, calculated from TRANSP
outputs, is included in the pressure profile with pfi = 3(pi + pg)/2, and a boundary
condition of Te = 100 eV is used [126].
Figures 4-20a and 4-20b show the magnetics only (ANALYSIS - black) and ki-
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netic (EFIT02 - red) EFIT reconstructions for the higher current and lower current
shots, respectively. Both find very similar stored energy, V ID, indicating that the
measured kinetic and fast-ion pressure profiles are consistent with the magnetics nea-
surements. In the 0.7 MA H-mode, the pressure profile in the kinetic EFIT is more
peaked on axis, with a higher dp/a$, increasing the Shafranov shift. In Figure 4-21,
the flux surface contours for both EFIT reconstructions for the 0.9 MA (4-21a) and
0.7 MA (4-21b) are plotted for various values of <. The relative difference in the
contours, the separation between the black dashed (ANALYSIS) and red dash-dot
(EFIT02), is larger for the 0.7 MA shot.. The slight upward shift in the mlagnetic
axis results in a minor decrease in the magnitude of the up/down asynnetry.
In Figure 4-22, the emissivity profiles are shown for 0.7 MA shot using the kinetic
EFIT data (4-22a) aind the standard ANALYSIS EFIT (4-22b) to map the midplane
emissivity profiles to minor radius. A noticeable difference in the in/out asymmetry
is seen inside of r/a < 0.5 when using the kinetic EFIT to interpret the AXUV diode
data., with the low-field side abundance seen much farther into the core.
In Figures 4-23 and 4-24, the ncp/(ne) profiles are compared for the two different
EFIT reconstructions. The 7, o and T' profile imapping that goes into the modeled
asymmetry has not been recomputed with the new equilibrium so the predicted asvm-
metry remains unchanged. For the higher current shot (4-23), there are ninor yet
observable changes inl the measured in/out asymmetry profile, the largest of which
occurs for r/a < 0.3. likely due to the chaige in R,. In the lower current case (4-24),
changes in the asymmetry are seen out to 0.4 < r/a < 0.5, where the eissivity
profile changes from peaked to flat. The shape of the m = 0 radiation profile works
to make the lower-current shots nore sensitive to errors in the equilibrium.
Ideally, these results suggests that all asymnetry data should be recomputed
using kinetically-constrained equilibrium reconstructions. Although the capability to
run kinetic EFITs exists, developing this infrastructure to be used on many shots
is outside of the scope of this research. Instead, shot and time slices are excluded
that can be expected to be sensitive to pressure-induced changes in the equilibrium,
such as those with high ,o. In Figure 4-25, the difference between the measured and
154
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Figure 4-20: Comparison of magnetics only (ANA LYSIS-black) and kinetically con-
strained (EFIT02-red) EFIT pressure profiles in the higher current (a) and lower
current (b) EDA H-modes
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Figure 4-21: Comparison of magnetics only (dashed,black) and kinetically constrained
(dash-dot, red) EFIT flux-surface contours in the higher current (a) and lower current
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4-22: Midplane AXUV diode profiles for the 0.7 MA EDA H-mode using a
EFIT (a) and the standard ANALYSIS EFIT (b)
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Figure 4-23: Comparison of measured (solid green) and modeled (broken black) ra-
dial asymmetry profiles for the 0.9 MA EDA H-mode using a kinetic EFIT (a) and
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Figure 4-24: Comparison of measured (solid green) and modeled (broken black) ra-
dial asymmetry profiles for the 0.7 MA EDA H-mode using a kinetic EFIT (a) and
standard ANALYSIS EFIT (b)
modeled asymmetry is at r/a = 0.35 is plotted against 3o. For the EDA H-modes,
this difference increases from close to zero at /3# ~ 0.5 to near 0.15 as 30 approaches
0.8. The L/I-mode plasmas, discussed in Section 4.4, also show a large difference,
but at a much lower #lo. This discrepancy will be shown in Chapter 5 to be due to
poloidal electric fields from magnetically trapped minority ions.
When shots with /3o > 0.65 are removed from the scatter plot comparing measured
asymmetries to modeling based on the centrifugal force, as shown in Figure 4-26,
results show better agreement between theory and experiment. This shows that in
shots with narrow emissivity features at high #3, careful equilibrium reconstruction,
possibly involving multiple iterations to recompute the kinetic profiles, is required
before concluding any disagreement with theory.
4.4 ICRF Heated L/I-mode Plasmas
In plasmas where the auxiliary heating power is below the L-H threshold, the core
electron and ion temperatures increase without a substantial change in electron den-
sity. Significant rotation is also observed due to self-generated flows. The L/I-mode
phlsmas exhibit similar Mach numbers as EDA H-modes, but at lower density and re-
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Figure 4-25: Relationship between the discrepancy between the predicted and m ea-
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Figure 4-26: Comparison of measured and modeled in/out asymmetry
H-mode plasmas (compare with 4-19)






scans in plasma current and ICRF input power in order to study edge fluctuations
and obtain detailed core profiles for traiisport analysis.
Significant radiation due to molybdenum allows asymmetry physics to be studied
using steady-state radiation profiles. Figure 4-27, shows the time-evolution over a
natural Mo injection at t = 0.84 seconds, as shown earlier for an Ohmic (4-8) and
EDA H-mode plasma (4-13). As before. the increase in Mo XXXII brightness (e)
an( radiation (d) does little to change the inl/out asynilnetry (f), making Ez/tot < 1
corrections ininecessary.
4.4.1 Comparison to Theory
The asynmnetry in a single ICR F-heated 1-mode is analyzed in detail prior to present-
ing trends over the entire data set. In Figure 4-28, the kinetic profiles and time scales
are plotted for an I,=1.1 MA, B3=5.6 T plasma heated with 3 MW of ICRH. The
time scales again show that parallel and perpendicular transport are substantially
discoinected over the plasma vohume explored for in/out asymmetries.
The AXA and AXJ emissivity profiles shown in Figure 4-29 are in agreement with
each other, peaked on axis, and reveal an in/out asymmetry that reverses direction
for r/a < 0.4. Inside of this radius, there is large inboard accuinulation which can
be seen by both arrays while outside of r/a ~ 0.4 plasma exhibits accumulation on
the outboard side of the flux surface. Looking closely at the shape of the profiles
in 4-29b shows that equilibrium effects discussed in Section 4.3.2 are unlikely to be
responsible. Radial shifts in the magnetic axis of 5-10 mn cannot eliminate the HFS
abundance in the core.
The neasured and predicted asyinnetry profiles for the I-mode are shown in
Figure 4-30, where a large, systematic disagreement of Ances/(nz) 0.2 is observed
over the entire radial profile, even through the zero crossing at r/a ~ 0.4. Exaniiing
the structure of the radial profile in Figure 4-29, there is no reasonable change in
the Shafranov shift that would eliminate the HFS abundance of impurity density.
III addition, the Jo for the higher current I-mode plasimas is far less then that of
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Figure 4-27: The time-evolving in/out asymmetry in an I-mode plasma over a natural
Mo injection 161
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Figure 4-28: Radial electron density (a) ion and electron temperature (b) and rotation
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Figure 4-29: Example midplane AXUV diode profiles demonstrating both LFS and




reconstructions. This is a demonstration that more than just the centrifugal force is
responsible for parallel impurity transport in the core of Alcator C-Mod plasinas.
In Figure 4-31, the measured in/out asymmetries are compared with modeling at
r/a = 0.05 intervals from 0.15 < r/a < 0.75, for multiple time points in 7 L/I-niode
shots. Similar to H-mode comparisons, the unity slope line appears to be an upper
bound, with most shots having reduced outboard accumulation or even significant
inboard accumulation.
If the I-mode data set is further restricted to examine approximately just the inner
half of the plasma, shown in Figure 4-32, then the measured asymmetries appear to
be reasonably well correlated to the modeling, but at a negative offset of nzcOS/(n1) ~
0.2. Such a result calinot be achlieved by iuncertainties in the iolybdenuim fracti(i or
the Mach number profile since the sense of the asymmetry is reversing. Additionally,
the large difference is observed in all of the AXUV diode arrays as shown in Figure 4-
33, where plots of measured and modeled n2 (O)/n2(0) profiles are displayed at various
minor radii. These all show large disagreeieit with modeling while having an internal
consistency. The large systematic error in the relative calibration necessary to force
agreement in the I-mode plasnas would result in a significant asynnnetry in the
Ohmic and H-mode data set, and thus is an unlikely explanation for the difference
seen in Figure 4-32. Explored in detail in Chapter 5, these I-mode plasmas have a
large ICRH power per unit density, leading to increased magnetic trapping of minority
ions, enhancing poloidal electric field effects on the impurity asymmetry, as discussed
in Section 2.2.3.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, measurements of the poloidal variation of the impurity density were
compared with theoretical modeling that explains the in/out asymmetry as being
driven by the centrifugal force. Ion temperature and toroidal rotation profiles., mea-
sured using x-ray crystal spectroscopy, were used to compute the milagnitulde of the
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Figure 4-30: Comparison of measured (solid green) and miodeled (brokeni black) radial
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Figure 4-31: Comparison of measured in/out asymmetries to modeling using only
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Figure 4-32: Measured and modeled in/out asymmetries in the core of L/I-mode
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Figure 4-33: Measured poloidal variation of emissivity (symbols) compared
ing (dashed green) showing significant disagreement for an 1-mode plasma;
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Figure 4-34: Comparison of measured and modeled in/out asymmetries in Ohmic,
(low Oo) EDA H-mode and L/I-modc plasmas.
symmetric radiation distributions during Mo injections, consistent with theory. Anal-
ysis in ion cyclotron heated plasmas, both EDA H-mode and L/I-mode, revealed that
the centrifugal force represents an upper limit to the measured LFS impurity accu-
mulation and that smaller magnitude LFS or even HFS accumulation is regularly
observed. These results were shown to be sensitive to pressure-induced changes in
the magnetic equilibrium reconstructions, and better agreement for EDA H-modes
was found when excluding discharges with fio > 0.65. Figure 4-34 shows a plot of this
comparison in three operational regimes Ohmic (red) and rf-heated H-mode (blue)
and L/I-mode plasmas (gold).
When including ion-inpurity friction, discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, the
predicted in/out asymmetry does not change substantially, as shown in Figure 4-35.
This implies that existing parallel impurity transport theory is incomplete. One piece
of physics missing from [24] that has been identified as a possible drive for flux surface
variation of impurity density is the presence of a poloidal electric field sustained by
cyclotron heating. The impact of this force is explored in Chapter 5 and is shown to
lead to substantial inboard accumulation, as seen in the L/I-mode plasmas.
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Figure 4-35: Comparison of measured and modeled in/oult asymmetries in Ohmic,
(low #o) EDA H-mnode and L/I-modo plasmas including ion-imnpurity friction, showing




Asymmetry due to the Poloidal
Electric Field
While impurity asymne(tries have been examined in Ohnic andI neutral beami heated
plasmas, they have not been thoroughly investigated in electromagnetic wave heated
discharges. The use of cyclotron heating is predicted to play a role in the parallel
impurity force balance [51] via a poloidally varying electrostatic potential driven by
electronis (ECRII) or ions (ICRII) magnetically trapped on the outboard side. The
high charge of the impurities magnify these small potential variations, and the parti-
eles respond in Boltzmann-like manner, h5/(nz) xp(-cZ</T2). In JET, Ni laser
blow off into plasmas with hydrogen minority ICRH showed a ~ 10 % HFS accu-
iimilation that was argiied to be gnialitatively consistemit with this explanation [86].
But, a thorough demonstration of the impact of cyclotron heating on flux surface
asvnnnetries of impurity density ias not yet beell completed.
In this chapter we extend the parallel transport theory discussed in Chapter 2 to
include effects due to an ion species with an anisotropic pressure tensor, and con-
pare predictions to mlolybdenum asymmetry ncasuremnents on Alcator C-Mod. Using
toroidal field scans to modify the location of the minority resonance layer, experimients
explore the link between ICRH and impurity asymmnetries, and demonstrate quantit.a-
tive agreenment with the extelded Ilieory. When the resonance layer is located on the
low-field side of the magnetic axis, inboard impurity accumulation is observed, while
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during high-field side heating, only outboard accumulation due to the centrifugal force
is seen. Increasing the plasma density is also shown to ameliorate this asynnietry.
This effect is reduced, vet observable when using on-axis in ion cyclotron heated EDA
H-modes.
5.1 Extending Parallel Transport Theory
Existing parallel impurity transport theories solve the coupled continuity and parallel
force balance equations for a collisional high-Z impurity in an equilibrated background
plasna. Experiments oft cieniploy auxiliary heating which can introduce distortions
to the nominally Maxwellian distribution of a main or minority ion species. To
evaluate the inpact this has oi the impurity asynunetry an additional non-thermial
ion species is included in quasi-neutrality when calculating the electrostatic potential
variation on a flux surface. d>. As discissed in [62], a species heated by absorbing
cyclotron waves increases its perpendicular energy, and can be modeled with a bi-
Maxwellian distribution characterized by a temperature anisotropy, TI/T11 > 1. The
parallel force balance equation for a species with an anisotropic but diagonal pressure
tensor and a poloidally varying the electrostatic potential is given by,
I - (V -Pm + n,IZ,,Vb) = 0 (5.1)
(Pp + "- B+ ,n ZV 114 = 0 (5.2)V11pl + B -'V11 'MB
In most cases, TcI/7 < 1 and the effect of the potential is negligible, but it is included
here for completeness. By assuming the temperatures to be constant on a flux surface,
the minmority density variation can be found from (5.2).,
V, (n,) + In (B") - -= 0 (5.3)
n _ /1 W'1 Z,<I
- 1 1 -1 1 exp - '1 (5.4)(nnn)"BT1B1 T1)
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where n,,, is the minority ion density, 7 = T-/'11 - 1 and B is the magnitude of
the magnetic field. By assuming l ~ I and a circular plasima, the relation for the
potential variation in [62] can be recovered from (5.4).
Before adding the effect of the minority into the generalized parallel impurity
pressure balance discussed in Section 2.2, the poloidal variation can be derived for
the case where only self-pressure and the electrostatic potential are included. In this
case each thermalized species has a density variation of,
Zac4i
nla = (nla) exp - - (5.5)
The minority species can be added into quasi-neutrality, Zinl + E ,jj Zjn -nc = 0
and (4b/T can be solved for by Taylor expanding the exponentials, which assumes
the poloidal variation is relatively small. Snunming over j ,/ m excludes the minority
species and accounts for an arbitrary number and concentration of ion species. In
cases of minority heating, Tc/T 11 < 1, and the potential term in 5.4 can be ignored.
Z3 (n1) - (ne) + (n,?) = (ne + Z (nJ) (5.6)
By taking the flux surface average of both sides, assuming all (non-minority) ion
species have the same temperature, T = T, and using Z,5f-Zif Z Zj(nJ)/(n),
(5.6) can be simplified to,
- =-Zin (5.7)
Te, 1 + (Ze55 - Z12g f, Ti B" B"
where f,, = (nI)/(ne). Iserting (5.7) into (5.5) gives the density variation for an
arbitrary, non-minority ion species.
n___ f,nZrnZaTe1 1
=la _ 1 r - ZIT 1) (5.8)
Fo(1hi'a im+r( ensit ve an o u
For > 1, this makes the impurity density have an opposing flux surface variation
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compared to the minority ions with an abundance on the inboard side where the
magnetic field is strongest. The inclusion of impurities via Zeff acts to short-circuit
the potential developed by the minority species, collectively reducing the magnitude
of the poloidal electric field.
The effect of the minority species can be added into quasi-neutrality when inertial
forces are also included. In this case, the density of a thermalized ion species is,
ZIa ce m)o1w2Ia = a (e11) exp + (?2 - (R2)) (5.9)To 2 To
where E x B flow is assumed to be large. making all ion species have the same toroidal
rotation, w. Due to their lighter mass, the density of electrons is determined only
by the potential, ne, (ne) exp (ce/Te). Quasi-neutrality is again used to find the
poloidal potential variation,
f 4 T c ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 - - Z 1 ,
+ Z ii,)<(n-) [Zi ( K41) ) - 1 ( u (R2)) 1
(5.10)
This general expression for the (D canl then be used in (5.9). yielding an accurate.
but cumbersome expression for nez(O)/ (ne). Further simnplification can be made by
assuming hydrogen minority heating in a deuterium plasima, with T T. In this
limit, Zf f< 1 and mj/mi ~ Zj for fully-stripped, non-hydrogenic ions resulting
in,
e5 1 ~f ( 1<41 mio2_
--
_ 1r fm B1 ± Z55 (R 2 - (R 2 )) (5.11)Te 1 + Ze55 Ti B'!M B' 2T )+ZfII
Using (5.11) to find the poloidal imnpurity density variation results in,
nz m11W2 Zm11 Ze55.Te Te 1 -
-1+ R1- (  - (R2 )) -Zf( - 1(nz) 2T mz Ti + Ze55T ' T + Ze55Te B7, B"
(5.12)
III the spirit. of the transport theories derived in Chapter 2, it's useful to explore
the circular, c < 1 limit to gain insight into the strength and orientation of the
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asynimetry. Fourier expanding, nI/(n2) = 1 + ne cos 0 and the m = 1 cosine term
including minority anisotropy, becomes
7-r z m2R2 Zmlj Ze5T e T
n= 2 1 -ffT ZfZ 1. (5.13)R, [2T ' m Z55 T +TJ Zef5Te+Ti TT 1
For trace muolybdenum in a rf-heated C-Mod denterium plasma, Z ~ 32., and Z,55 ~ 1.
When fm 5%, Te Ti, a temperature anisotropy of 2.7 in the minorities will have as
much of an impact on the in/out asymmetry as a toroidal flow of order the thernal
velocity. This will act opposite to the centrifugal force, pushing impurities to the
high-field side. In the low-flow or high Pj/n limit (r; >> 1), the effects of the the
minority anisotropy can be expected to dominate the impurity asymmetry physics.
To include the effect of minorities in a general impurity parallel force balance
equation. the procedure in Filup and Helander [24] is used. which has slightly niodi-
fied notation. A single impurity species with a density of Z2 n- ~ 1 is included, with
no assumption regarding the form of the poloidal variation, in contrast to (5.9). The
main-ion Mach number, A = mio 2R 2/2T, is assumed to be small, making the ni
flux surface variation
nii= nio 1 -y ± M) (5.14)Ti )
where ni() - (nj)/(1 +I±(M?)) is a flux function. For the electrons, ne 'eo( +(14 /Te),
where in this case, n,. = (ne). Inserting, (5.14) into the quasi-neutrality equation
that includes a fast-ion species and assuming TI/T < 1. the the electrostatic potential
can be solved for using,
1 " e T.15)
nL0 (1+ M) + Znz + (n1 ) - -'-" = Ti.0 +'ne-B'1 Bol Ti Te
The parallel gradient of the potential is required for force balance (see (22) in [24]).
which can be found from (5.15),
e(4 To (516)V11 = ni ) - + Zn1, + (n1M ) '" (5.16)T2noi B71 B
1-75
where, 2n.o/T()O = ieo/Te + n.io/Ti, assuming Znfm < 1. The form of the differential
equation from [24] (2.27) does not, change, )ut a new A 2 term is defined, which
accounts for centrifugal force on the impurities and electrostatic potential effects
from main-ions and the newly added inlnority species.
mzR 2  QZm- T T ( 1 Z)APJ2= ~I1w 1 - *n T, -Z~frl e " (5.17)2Tij m7 Z Te + 'Ti ' ' T + Te (B" Br, '
In order to properly include the effect of other impurities in the limit of Zeff - 1
1., a series of coupled 1-D differential equations would need to be solved. Using (5.11)
to find the parallel gradient of the potential., an AP can be found which accounts for
the effect of other impurities on tle potential, but not the friction force.
2 nwR 2  Zmi Ze55Te Te /1 I Z'
2Ti m , Zeg5Te+7i "i + BZTe B" '
For Ze = 1 and f, 0, this collapses to the standard A tern in [24].
5.2 ICRH Resonance Layer Scans in L-Mode Plas-
mas
In order to gain insight into the parallel impurity transport physics driven by ICRH,
the flux-surface variation of the impurity radiation is characterized as the hydrogen
minority, D(H), resonance layer is scanned shot-to-shot. Sufficient molybdenum al-
lows the steady-state radiation asymmetry to be used as an accurate proxy for the
flux surface impurity density variation. The nechanisin thought to contribute to the
high-field side accumulation is a poloidal electric field created by magnetically trapped
minority ions whose non-thernal distribution function is sustained by absorption of
cyclotron waves. For large power per particle, Pr./ne, resonance localization [136]
should increase the perpendicular energy of the minority ions, further trapping them
untili their banana tips are at the D(I) resonance layer. As this layer is scanned from
the LFS to the HFS by changing the toroidal field, the fast ion orbits will change
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from deeply trapped (LFS-heating) to trapped orbits that are nearly passing (HFS-
heating). It Should be expected, qualitatively, that HFS heating would have less
impact on parallel impurity transport, and this is shown empirically. Examining the
dynanic behavior of the impurity asyminetries as the rf power drops to zero further
establishes a clear link between measured in/out asymmetries and ICRH. Using the
extended theory developed in the previous section, quantitative agreement between
measurements and predictions is demonstrated.
5.2.1 Description of ICRH Experiments at 78-80.5 MHz
Upper single null plasnas in the unfavorable VB drift direction are used in order to
avoid H-nmode, thereby obtaining plasmas with high Pf/ne. The heating is provided
by two, two-strap antennas at 80 and 80.5 MHz, and a single four-strap antenna at
78 MHz using heating phasing. A toroidal field of B1 =5.4 T places all frequencies
nominally on-axis aii(l over consecutive discharges, the toroidal field is scanned, at
fixed plasnia shape, from 4.2 T to 6.2 T, moving the resonance layer, R from the
IFS to the LFS, as shown in Figure 5-1. Resonance layer locations are calculated
from the power weighted average of all antennas with diamagnetic corrections ignored.
The time evolution of selected shots used in the toroidal field scan are shown in
Figure 5-2. The ICRH power (c), ~3 MW, is applied from 0.6-1.42 seconds keeping the
same antenna mix. The line-averaged electron dlensity (a) is held fixed at ~ 1.8 x 1021)
mn-3 using cryopumnping. The plasma current is 1.1 MA in discharges with Bt > 4.4 T
(e) and reduced to 1.0 MA in those with smaller toroidal field in an effort to maintain
q95 > 3. For on-axis heating, I-mode plasimas are obtained, while for off-axis heating,
plasmas remain in L-mnode. All plasmas exhibit sawtooth activity and are therefore
presumed to have go < 1.
As shown in Figure 5-2, when the D(IH) resonance location is scanned, the core
electron temperature (b) and toroidal rotation (f) change. The spatial profiles of
plasma properties relevant, for parallel impurity transport are shown in Figure 5-3
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Figure 5-1: EFIT reconstruction of 78-80.5 MHz experiments showing the shot-to-
shot scans of the resonance layer andl including the AXA (*), AXJ (o) tangency radii
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the electron density (a) and temperature (1)), at the peak of the sawtooth cycle, are
imeasured using Thoison scattering with additional Te measurements from ECE.
Line emission from Ar" averaged over 80 are used to calculate the ion temperature
(c) and rotation profiles (d).
The pressure anisotropy of the minority ions is calculated via the TRANSP [137]
suite of codes using spline fits to measured electron density and temperature profiles,
and ion temperature profiles output from THACO. The ICRF modeling in TRANSP
outputs the parallel and perpendicular stored energy., where pi/Pu = Ei/2Eju is
assumed to be equal to T1 /7j. In Figure 5-4 the temperature anisotropy is shown
during the steady-state portion of plasmas with the ICRH resonance layer on the
IIFS (R~0.56) and the LFS (R- 0.76). Much larger temperature anisotropy is seen
during LFS heating, in agreement with resonance localization arguments.
5.2.2 Results
The midplane enissivity profiles for these plasmna are plotted in Figures 5-5 and
5-6 against mnajor radius and normalized minor radius, r/a. Good agreenent is
demonstrated between the AXA and AXJ emissivitv profiles in their region of overlap.
When the resonance is located on the IFS (5-5a and 5-5b), the emissivity on the
outboard side of a flux surface, R > R0, is gTeater than that on the inboard side,
R < R. As the resonance moves on-axis as shown in 5-Ga, the difference shrinks, and
for r/a < 0.3 the inboard emissivity is larger than the outboard. When the resonance
is moved farther to the LFS side (5-6b) the outboard enissivity is below that of the
inboard side up to r/a -~ 0.6.
The steady-state emnissivity neasuremnctls from both the KLIM and wall box
arrays are used to estimate the flux surface variation of the impurity density by
assuming the emissivity is due to molybdenum radiation. As done in Chapter 4, this
assumption can be confirmed by exairm ining changes across a molybdenum injections
as shown in Figure 5-7. In an otherwise stable background plasma, the radiated power
(d) rise is approximately proportional to the rise in Lo XXXII line brightness (e).
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Figure 5-4: The TRANSP-predicted temperature anisotropy of the minority ions for
HFS and LFS ICRH heating
minor radii (f) show little change, indicating the use of steady-state asymmetry data
is reasonable.
The poloidal variation is fitted to the form n,/(n2) = 1 + nc, cos 0+nsi sin 0, and
the resulting profiles of 5 =/(n2) nco,/('n2) are plotted for the selected discharges in
Figure 5-8. Differences in the measured asymmetry profiles are observed during the
toroidal field scan, most notably when the D(H) resonance is on-axis (R,,, ~ 0.68)
or the low-field side (R,,, ~ 0.76) and nc,,/(n) < 0.
Predictions from parallel transport theory which include only inertial forces are
compared to the measurements for the R,.,, ~ 0.56 and R,.,, ~ 0.76 plasmas, where
real flux surface geometry is used, and differences in the background plasma, as shown
in Figure 5-3, are accounted for. Inboard accumulation, nc 0 /(n2) < 0, is allowed in
cases of strong ion-impurity friction, but modeling using experimental profiles shows
this to be negligible for these discharges and is omitted for clarity. The measured
and modeled up/down and in/out asymmetry profiles for the Bt=4.4 T, HFS-heated
plasma are shown in Figure 5-9. Qualitative agreement is found for 0.15 < r/a <
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Figure 5-5: Midplanc emnissivity in HFS-heated plasmas. Profiles from AXA (solid)
and AXJ (dashed) plotted against major radius (left) and AXJ for r/a (right) for
resonance layer location of R ~ 0.56 (a), 0.60 (b)
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Figure 5-6: Midplane emissivity in on-axis and LFS-heated plasmas. Profiles from
AXA (solid) and AXJ (dashed) plotted against major radius (left) and AXJ for r/a
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Figure 5-7: The time-evolving in/out asymmetry over a natural Mo injection
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Figure 5-8: Radial profiles of the in/out asymmetry measured for different locations
of the ICRH resonance layer
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This same comparison is shown for the Bt=6.0 T, LFS heated plasna in Figure 5-10.
While the experimental results agree with inertial-only iodeling at r/a 0.7, a large
discrepancy is observed for 0.30 < r/a < 0.65, where the ICRH power is expected to
be (eposited. Both also exhibit a small up/down asynnetry of nj,/(nz) < 0.1.
In Figure 5-11, neasured asviietries at r/a ~ 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 are plotted for
the full toroidal field scan. Far off-axis, r/a ~ 0.8. the asyiietry is relatively
independent of the resonance layer location and the small variation is likely due to
shot-to-shot changes in ,. Tc and Ti. Near the magnetic axis. r/a ~ 0.2. the sign
of IOS/(ne) is (iriven negative as the resonance layer is moved through this layer.
Further off-axis, nco,/(n12)=0) in the core for both LFS and IIFS heated plasmas..
At mid radius, -/a ~ 0.5, the asymmetry response differs. As the resonance layer
is scanned to the LFS, neos/(Kn) decreases, eveiitially becoming negative, similar to
the response to on-axis heating. As the layer is scanned towards the HFS., nc/(n2)
becomes niore )ositive, even as the resonance layer passes through r/a ~ 0.5. Such
behavior is qualitatively consistent with resonance localization, as differences are
found when the resoiaice layer is at. the samiie minor radius but on different sides of
the magnetic axis.
The (liscrepancy between the measured and modeled in/out asymmetries can also
be linked to the ICRH dynamically. The input power is ramped down to zero over
1.40-1.42 seconds, prior to the start of the current and field ramp down at 1.5 seconds.
and the mlleasired asymmtietry profiles change quickly, moviig much closer to the
IC111-free modeling shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10. Cross-field transport, rp. ~ 30
ins, is marginally slower than the fast-ion slowing (lown time, 20 ins, while the parallel
impurity equilibration tine is faster than both. 1 ills. It is postulated that as the
ICRH is removed, pitch angle scattering reduces TI/T11, and the parallel impurity
equilibrium is modified before the background plasma changes significantly, relaxing
the asymmetry profiles back to their steady-state values.
Figure 5-12 shows the time history of nco,/(n2) (f) at i-/a ~ 0.16 and 0.6 in
the lIFS-heated plasmas along with the background plasmnas parameters. The line-
averaged density (b) remains constant while the (ECE-based) electron (c) and ion
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of z/n)to inertial modeling for plasmia with LFS heating
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r/a of D(H) Resonance Layer
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Figure 5-11: Asymmetry at various r/a over the field scan showing different response
for LFS and HFS heating
temperature (d) drop on the energy confinement time scale when the ICRH power
(a) is removed. The change in rotation (c) lags behind the temperature drop. Note
that the ion temperature and rotation are from line-integrated core views of H-like
Ar, and are used instead of inversions to obtain faster time resolution. Small changes,
nces/(nz) ~ 0.05 occur in the asymmetry over 1.41 < t < 1.44, and impurities move
even further to the low-field side. These small changes lag behind the turn off of
the ICRF power and thus could be due the increase in the Mach number as the
ion temperature drops relative to the rotation. After t ~ 1.435, the asymmetry at
r/a = 0.6 decays on the energy confinement timescale as the plasma begins to slow
down. For the core asymmetry, the modulation by sawteeth is clearly evident, with
the impurities becoming more localized on the outboard side after each sawtooth
crash.
In Figure 5-13, the same plots are shown for the LFS-heated plasma for the in/out
asymmetries at r/a = 0.5 and 0.7. The largest change is observed at r/a = 0.5, just
outside of the resonance layer at r/a = 0.38, where an initial nco,/(nz) ~ -0.15 moves
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quickly to ~ 0.04 over 1.40 to 1.44 seconds. In comparison to the previous example,
changes in the asymnetry profile occurs promptly following changes to the rf power
level. The up/down asyrunetry does not show a prompt response to changes in ICRH
power.
These results show that centrifugal effects cannot explain the ii/out asymnetry
profiles in the LFS-heated plasma and that differences are closely linked to the pres-
eice of ion cyclotron heating. Iii contrast, the IIFS-heat edi plasums do not exhibit
as much sensitivity to the ICRH and are in reasonable agreement with the centrifu-
gal force-based models. These observations are consistenit with the explanation of an
asymmetry driven by ininority-induced poloidal electric fields, and in order to provide
(ilalititative evidence, mneasuirciients are collpared to the extenided parallel impurity
transport theory derived in Section 5.1. The minority temperature anisotropies com-
puted from TRANSP, shown in Figure 5-4, are used calculate r; = TI/T - 1 and
(5.18) is used in the parallel transport code as described in Appendix A. A Zyff = 2.0
is calculated from neoclassical resistivity anl included inl the ilodeliig along wit1 a
minority fraction of 4%, the same used in the TRANSP simulations.
Figure 5-14 compares measured and modeled ne,,/(nI) profiles in the HFS-heated
plaslmlas witI the effect of ICRH11 heating included (b). showing little difference to
modeling using only inertia (a). The agreement between theory and experiment is
slightly improved and the change is consistent with the transient Anco/(nz) ~ 0.05
seen when ICRH is removed.
For the LFS-heated plasma, the saiiie comparisoi is shown iii Figure 5-15 where
substantially better agreement is observed when using the extended theory (b) in
comparison to when ICRH effects are ignored (a). Remaining differences could possi-
bly be explained by uncertainties in the modeling inputs such as the minority fraction
or in the physics omitted from the TRANSP simulation. For example, the detailed
structure in the anisotropy profiles shown in Figure 5-4 and reflected in 5-15 may be
smoothed out when finite orbit effects are taken into account.
The sensitivity of the imipurity asymnetry to the minority fraction is not- mono-
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Figure 5-14: Comparison of A,2/(n2) in HFS heating to modeling using only inertia
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Figure 5-15: Comparison of 52/(n2) in LFS heating to modeling using
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Figure 5-16: TRANSP predicted ICRH-induced asymmetry with different assump-
tions of the minority fraction, f.,, in the LFS-hcated plasma
increase the anisotropy, q7, due to increased power per particle. TRANSP simulations
were completed varying the minority fraction from 1% to 10% in order to estimate
the sensitivity to the assumed f,, (taken as 4% in the data shown in Figure 5-15).
In Figure 5-16, the radial profiles of fm(TL/TII - 1) are plotted for different minority
fractions, with the inset showing its variation with f, at fixed r/a. As derived in the
circular, small inverse aspect ratio limit (5.13), the in/out asymmetry is proportional
to fm,(T 1 /T11 - 1). The feature at r/a ~ 0.25 is shown to grow nearly linearly with
fm, although only a factor of 5 change in asymmetry is predicted for a factor of 10
increase in f,,, indicating there is still an offset due to a reduction of T1 /T' at higher
minority fractions. In contrast, the fm(TI/T - 1) between 0.35 < r/a < 0.65, where
the largest in/out asymmetry is measured, is relatively insensitive to the assumed fm,
exhibiting a quadratic behavior.
It is also worth demonstrating the sensitivity of the modeling to Zeff. As derived in
Section 2.1, inclusion of non-trace impurities results in the reduction of the asymmetry
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Figure 5-17: Comparison of h/ (n,) in LFS heating to extended theory using mea-
sured Zeff = 2 (a) and Zff = 1 (b)
measurement is shown in Figure 5-17 where Zffj = 2 (a) and Zejf = 1 (b) are
assumed. A substantially larger inboard accumulation of impurity density is predicted
if the Zeff contribution is omitted.
The extended theory also predicts the poloidal dependence of the minority density
to vary smoothly like 1/B1 (5.4). For the LFS-heated plasma, Figure 5-15b shows that
at r/a = 0.51, the magnitude of the modeled in/out asymmetry is in good agreement
with measurements, and WB2AX and WB3AX can be used to investigate higher
order poloidal variation. Figure 5-18 shows plots of n,(6)/n,(0) from experimental
data (discrete points), the fitted m = 1 variation (black lines) and the variation
predicted by the extended theory (green line). Besides the small up/down asymmetry
captured by the wall boxes, theory predicts a similarly shaped profile. Within their
poloidal resolution, the wall boxes do not show any poloidally localized peaking,
further validating the 1/B? model.
5.2.3 Description of ICRH Experiments at 70 MHz
Another group of plasmas exhibiting strong in/out asymmetries was observed when
exploring the sensitivity of the H-mode threshold power to the magnetic field at low
densities, hc ~ 0.6x 1020 m -. The threshold has been shown to increase strongly at
low h, [138] resulting in plasmas with a large rf power per particle. This increases
196
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Figure 5-18: Comparison of nz(O)/n.(O) to extended theory for plasma with LFS
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T1 /'j11 and, in C-Mod's case, also elevates the molybdenum content. In order to use
hydrogen minority heating over a wider range of magnetic fields. the experiment used
the J-ANT at 70 MHz to be able to heat inside r/a ~ 0.5 for 4.0 < B, < 5.3. Figure
5-19 shows the variation of the resonance layer with respect to the magnetic geometry.
The time history of the background plasma parameters are shown in Figure 5-20
where the line-averaged density (a) and the progranned ICRH power (b) are kept
constant shot-to-shot. These low-density plasmas do not exhibit the same scaling of
toroidal rotation (f) with stored energy as other regimes on Alcator C-Mod [129] and
are observed to have low core rotation, < 5 kHz. Despite the presence of sawteeth.
no precursor mode is seen on the imagnetics or SXR arrays implying a low rotation
frequency, in agreement with soft x-ray Doppler spectroscopy. A slowly rotating
plasma with substantial off-axis ICRH provides a good test of the extended theory
with only self-pressure and electric fields (5.8).
5.2.4 Results
Figure 5-21 shows the KLIM profiles in the B, = 5.3 T. LFS-heated plasma where
there is good agreement betweel AXA and AXJ, and a substantial, ahmost exclusive
high-field accumulation. The KLIM and wall box data are used to determine the
neos/(n) profiles for each shot shown in Figure 5-20, averaging over the 0.80 < t <
0.85 when all discharges are still in L-mode. Figure 5-22 shows the asymmetry profiles
demonstrating that the inboard accumulation is reduced as the resonance moves to
the high-field side. Unlike plasmas discussed in Section 5.2.2, these discharges do not
exhibit any significant core intrinsic rotation, so when ICRH effects are reduced by
moving to HFS heating, only a small in/out asymnetry, nc/(n2) ~ 0.05 is observed.
This lack of rotation can also be used to demonstrate the density dependence of
the ICRH effects on the asymmetry. At higher density, the rf power per particle is
rediced, and the rate of eiiergy transfer from fast-ions to the background plasimas
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Figure 5-19: iP<ot of the equili)rium and resonmce layer locations for the 70 MHz

















Figure 5-20: Time evolution of relevant plasma parameters for a resonance layer scan
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Figure 5-21: AXA and AXJ profiles from a LFS-heated slowly rotating plasma show-
ing substantial inboard accumulation
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Since this energy is input via ion cyclotron waves, and thus preferentially increases
E_, reducing the high energy tail also reduces t lie pressure anisotropy responsible for
inboard impurity accumulation. Figure 5-23 shows the time evolution of the LFS-
heated plasma across a transition into ELM-free H-mode occurring at t=1.20 seconds.
At this time there is a break in slope in the line-integrated density (b) simultaneous
with the prompt change in deuterium Balmer-o' emission characteristic of the change
in edge recycling. The electron (c) and ion (d) temperatures rise after the transition,
but eventually begin to drop as the density continues to increase, leading to an H-L
backtransition at 1.33. As during the L-node phase, the core rotation (e) is observed
to be small and does not respond according to the usual correlation of rotation with
stored energy. The in/out asynnietries (f) near the resonance layer at I? ~ 0.75
(r/a = 0.3) and farther off-axis at r/a ~ 0.6 are shown to increase toward zero on
the same time scale as the density rise.
While the trend during the H-mode is to reduce the core asynmmetry, the prompt
change in the asymmetry at the L/H transitions is somewhat puzzling. Immediately
following the transition there is a break in slope in the asymmetry, and nLcos/(nZ) at
r/a = 0.3 increases over the next 10 is without any significant change in the core
profiles. This time evolution is similar to changes shown in Figure 5-13 when the
input power is ramped down. The KLIM profiles at t = 1.193 and 1.210, are shown
in Figures 5-24a and 5-24b, respectively. While there is some time evolution of the
asymmetry over the sawtooth, these profiles are from approximately the same phase
in the cycle. The qualitative structure of the radial. profile remains similar. but the
prompt change in the in/out asymmetry is localized to 0.15 < -/a < 0.35, near the
resonance layer.
Based on the fast-ion physics thought to be responsible for the impurity asym-
metry, this would imply a change in their distribution function without a significant
change in local plasma properties. One possibility is that the large banana orbits of
the magnetically trapped minority ions could be sampling other parts of the plasma
that have responded to the H -llode transition. Increased collisional damping or pitch
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Figure 5-24: Comparison of KLIM profiles immediately before (a) and after (b) the
L/H transitions showing a change near the resonance layer.
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inetry. Another explanation lies in the change of the wave propagation across the
H-mode transition since the wave I)ower must propagate through the edge plasma,
the only region to have changed substantially in such a short time. The density
change at the edge would need to reduce the cyclotron wave fields, dropping the rf
power density in the core. A reduction in T1 /T would occur as energy is removed
from the fast-ions via collisions but not replenished as fast as in the L-niode phase.
This is consistent with the observation that the asyrinnetry near the resonance layer
changes promptly. Initial TORIC runs suggest that if this is occurring, it must be in
the SOL profiles [139].
Instead of comparing imleasured and modeled asymmetries as done in Section 5.2.2,
the analysis will be worked in reverse with the measured asvinetry used to estimate
the minority pressure anisotropy from (5.8), which assumes no inertial effects. This
will then be compared to the pi/pj ratio calculated from TRANSP simulations. The
asyninetry just prior to the L/H transition measured in the LFS-heated 70 MHz
plasma is used, averaging over 1.14 < t < 1.18. A Zff = 3.5, calculated from
neoclassical conductivity, is assumed to be flat across the plasma and experimeIital
T. and T profiles are used. A flat minority fraction of 4%4 is also assumed, the same
as for the TRANSP simulat ion. The poloidally varying emissivities at each r/a from
the KLII arrays and the wall boxes, where available, are nornialized to the average
of the AXA and AXJ emissivies on the low-field side to find n-(0)/nz(0). Figure 5-25
shows the measured data against the predictions based on (5.8) for various values of
y - T1 /7 1 - 1.
Values of 7) at various r/a are found via visual inspection, and the resulting radial
)rofile of the temperature anisotropy is plotted in Figure 5-26, with estimated un-
certainties. The calculation from experiment (red dashed line) shows the anisotropy
extending farther into the core plasna, inside the resonance layer, while TRANSP
(black lines) shows TII/' 1I dropping to unity inside of r/a - 0.3. At larger minor
radii, the TRANSP prediction for Ti /TI, is higher then calculated from experimental
asyninnetry data. These two exaiples illustrate the possibility of the impurity densitly












Figure 5-25: Normalized poloidal variation
anisotropies compared to measured variation
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Figure 5-26: Comparison of measured and modeled minority pressure anisotropy
profiles for the 70 MHz, LFS-heated plasma
5.3 On Axis Heating In EDA H-Mode Plasmas
In Chapter 4, comparisons between experiment and modeling using only centrifugal
effects showed disagreement in the core of EDA Hl-iode plasiras. While Sectioii
5.2.4 demonstrates that an increase in plasma density would substantially reduce the
asymmetry, it is worth examining whether ICRH-effects can reduce any discrepancy
in EDA H-modes. TRANSP simulations were performed on the higher current, higher
density (1110201017) and lower current, lower density (1110201026) EDA H-modes.
The measured Zefr = 1.8 - 2.0 from bremsstrahhmg, along with the standard 4%
hydrogen fraction are used in the simulation. In Figure 5-27, the predicted energy
anisotropy is sufficient to change the in/out asymmetry, and affects a slightly wider
range of minor radii for the lower-current shot. The resulting neos/(nt) profile for
shot 017 is shown in Figure 5-28 where the inclusion of minority pressure anisotropy
eliminates the disagreement between measurement and modeling inside of r/a ~0.3.
For 026, shown in Figure 5-29, the core discrepancy is also reduced, but ICRH-effects
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Figure 5-27: The TRANSP-predicted temperature anisotropy of the minority ions for
on-axis ICRH heating in EDA H-mode
0.7. In the next chapter, the effect of ion/impurity friction will be added which
increases the agreement between theory and experiment for both of these plasmas.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, parallel impurity transport theory was extended to include the im-
pact of a poloidal electric field driven by a pressure anisotropy in a fast-ion species.
Experimental measurements of in/out asymmetries in C-Mod plasmas were shown
to be sensitive to ion cyclotron resonance heating using both both 70 and 78-80.5
MHz minority heating schemes. With the resonance layer on the low-field side of the
plasma, substantially larger inboard impurity accumulation is observed in comparison
to high-field side heating which has little impact on the asymmetry. The link between
the in/out asymmetry and ICRH was also demonstrated dynamically, with impurities
being redistributed poloidally as the heating power is removed or as the power density
is reduced during an ELM-free H-mnode. Quantitative comparisons using the extended
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Figure 5-28: Comparison of 5i/(n.) in 0.9 MA EDA H-mode to modeling using only
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Figure 5-29: Comparison of h/(n2) in 0.9 MA EDA H-mode to modeling using only
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ulations to calculate the minority temperature anisotropy. T1 /TiI . The new theory
correctly predicted the region in the plasla, and the approximate magnitude of the
in/out asymmetry only when finite impurity density effects are included via Zrff. In
addition, the predicted 9-dependence within a flux surface was shown to be consistent
with the measurements using the wall boxes. These experiments show conclusively
that ICRH has an important impact on parallel impurity transport, and that a simple
model based on pressure anisotropy can capture the basic physics.
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Chapter 6
Asymmetry due to Ion/Impurity
Friction
Friction between the main ions and the impurities is driven both by the difference in
their dianagnetic flows., due to the I /Z dependence, as well as the difference in their
poloi(al rotation. As discussed in Chapter 2, this force is responsible for determining
the up/down asymnietry al. in cases of substantial friction, an in/out asyrmuetry
with inboard accumulation. In Section 6.1 an example of high-field side impurity
accumulation is shown to follow from assuning that the impurity andi main ion flow
along the magnetic field are equal. Section 6.2 compares the in/out asynnnetries inl
the core of an Ohmic H-mode and ITB, while Section 6.3 documents observations
of inboard accumulation at large minor radii in EDA H-niodes. Both these results
can be explained qualitatively by ion-iipurity friction. Section 6.4 examines the
up/down asyimnetries measured in the Ohmic, EDA H-mode and L/I-modes plasmas
discussed in Chapter 4, and shows that observations disagree with neoclassical parallel
impurity transport theory in the trace limit. Section 6.5 discusses the link between
the up/down asymmetry and poloidal rotation, suggesting future experiments which
seek to validate neoclassical poloidal rotation tieories imust also iniclude impurity
density asymmetry comparisons and vice versa.
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6.1 In/Out Asymmetries due to Friction
The basic form for the inboard accumulation follows directly from assuming that, fric-
tion is large enough to force the parallel flow of a high-Z impurity to be equal to that
of the main ions. From the leading order radlial pressure balance, the perpendicular
flow for any ion species has the form,
B x V0 1 p &1(b
vi - 3 1~eQ+Th)(6.1)
B2 Zcuop 01 8p 11
where v = 11b + vL. Takiing the total flow to be divergence free. V (nv) = 0, and in
steady state, the parallel velocity must, be of the form,
I 1 ap 10<b K (t)B
-i =-- + ----+ (G.2)B Zenp &/Y n i I
where K(v) is an unspecified flux function, where v( = K/nB0. By taking v11i = i
this constrains the poloidal inpurity density variation to be,
Ki pI 1 1 ]pi ~n, - + 2=D' K (6.3)
~Iui eB2 Zn:_ j) ui, okp
For a high-Z impurity, Z > 1. the Qpz/OY term can be dropped, and the impu-
rity density variation, n/ni, is determined by flux functions and the magnetic field
strength, B2.
n1_/i Kz K 1 2  (6.4)
If the neoclassical expression for Ki - ing in the trace limit [24] is inserted into (6.4),
/n / J32 (6.5)B24 n V11( B2)fe V In Ti
In general, Vpi and VTi will have the same sign, and the impurities will accunulate
where the magnetic field is strongest; on the inboard side of a flux surface. The
parallel impurity force balance theory explored in 2.2.2 is derived with more rigor,
but comparing (6.5) with the large gradient (g > 1) limit (2.22), the poloidal n,
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dependence on the magnetic field structure is very similar.
6.2 In/Out Asymmetry in the Core of Ohmic H-
mode and ITB Plasmas
In Alcator C-NIod Ohmic H-mode plasinas with an internal transport barrier (ITB),
enhanced gradients in core electron density and ion tenperature profiles have previ-
ously been observed [140]. This is an ideal situation to explore in/out asyinnetries
driven by ion-iIpurity friction, since asymmetries driveni by ICRIH (all be ignored,
and the centrifugal force is generally reduced since there is no auxiliary heating. Ad-
ditionally, the inertial effects become less important at smaller minor radii where ITB
formation is seen. Rather than look for reductions in the low-field side abundance
that could be caused by either friction or uncertainty in the flow and temperature
profiles, the presence of a systematic, high-field side impurity accumulation would
be straightforward evidence of a friction effect. The ITB also causes the radiation
profiles to become more peaked on axis, and the asymmetry near the core becomes
sensitive to uncertainties in the location of the mag-netic axis as seen in Section 4.3.2.
Again, using Ohmic ITBs is advantageous relative to ITBs ill rf-heated plasnias (Iu
to the smaller /3o which influences the Shafranov shift.
6.2.1 Example of Asymmetry
On 1110105, a series of Ohmic HI-iodes were created to study the transport proper-
ties of the Hi-mode at the onset of the ITB. Scanning the toroidal field down during
the current flattop until an L/H transition is triggered and then ramping it back up
has been a repeatable way to generate internal transport barriers in Ohmic plasmas
on C-Mod [140] [141]. Line-averaged density prior the the L/1 transition, he ~ 1.1
1020 n-3, and plasma current, I, =800 kA, were kept constant while the target dis-
charge was repeated, exhibiting strong shot-to-shot, variations. Some plasmas stayed
in ELM-free H-mode, others formed an ITB briefly during the H-mode, while many
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developed strong ITBs only at the transitions from H-mode to L-mode. These so-
called back-transition ITBs are avoided in this analysis due to their tendency to
destabilize MHD modes and/or snakes, confusing calculations with radiation that is
toroidally asymmetric in the lab frame. The strong inward radial impurity transport
and the lack of reliable spectroscopy for the low, -1 keV, electron temperatures pre-
vents a single impurity from being shown to doninate the radiation. Despite this
obfuscation, results can still be used qualitatively by showing that the appearance of
HFS impurity accumulation is linked to gradients in density and temperature that
drive ion/impurity friction.
In Figure 6-1, the KLIM profiles are shown for a time slice late in the ELM-
free Ohmic Hl-umode phase of shot 1110105002 in which an ITB has developed. The
AXA and AXJ profiles agree very well, are peaked on axis and, when mapped to
r/a, reveal a region of inboard radiation enhancement inside r/a - 0.5. This can
be compared to the KLIM profiles in shot 1110105006 shown in Figure 6-2 for an
Ohmic H-mode without an ITB. The emissivity profile is hollow, but only outboard
peaking is observed, with AXA and AXJ agreeing within expected limits of spatial
resolution. It is worth noting that this result qualitatively supports the work in
Chapter 5, showing that in an I-imode without ICRH, no build-up of impurities on
the high-field of a flux surface is seen.
Time histories during the ELM-free H-mode phase from these two plasmas are
shown in Figure 6-3 for 002 and Figure 6-4 for 006. In the discharge with an ITB,
002. the electron density (b) rises steadily, along with the radiated power (d), while the
core temperature (e) remains relatively constant. The peaking in the AXA emissivity
profile (e), the ratio of the on-axis and off-axis values, rises continuously until the
H/L back-transition at 1.112 seconds. The in/out asymmetry, calculated using both
KLIM and wall box data (f), shows very different temporal behavior at r/a = 0.45
and 0.69. Initially after the L/HI transition, there is substantial uncertainty due to
the low absolute level of radiation. But, after t - 1.05 seconds, the impurities clearly
begin to accumulate on the IFS at mid-radius as the emissive peaking crosses near
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Figure 6-1: Profiles from AXA and AXJ during an Ohmic H-mode with an ITB,
showing a region of HFS accumulation for r/a < 0.5
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Figure 6-2: Profiles from AXA and AXJ during an Ohmic H-mode without an ITB,
showing only LFS impurity accumulation
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is maintained.
In the discharge with an ITB, 006. there is a similar trend in density, temper-
ature and radiated power, but the in/out asymmetry decays to a relatively small,
nceO/(n,) ~ 0.05, low-field side abundance. The radial emissivity profile remains hol-
low for most of the H-mode. but begins to flatten out after 0.87 seconds, as evidenced
by the change in peaking when dBt/dt becomes positive.
6.2.2 Profile Analysis
To gain insight into the possibility of the asynnnetry in the ITB plasina being driven
by ion/impurity friction, the kinetic profiles are examined relative to the neOu/(n2)
profiles. Due to the low-teniperature., He-like Ar is not strongly excited and accu-
rate HIREXSR temperature and rotation profiles are not available, but the high-
collisionality allows T = Ti to be a reasonable approximation.
In Figure 6-5, the radial profiles at two time points during 002 are plotted, one in
the H-mode phase (light blue), the other in the ITB phase (gold). During the H-mode,
the density profile (a) is flat while during the ITB, there is a strong gradient at 0.3 <
-/a < 0.6. In this region. the radiation asymmetry profile (c) is shown to drop below
zero. but then increases back to ne0o./(nZ) ~ 0 as the density gradient weakens. The
temperature profile (b) is similar at both times and. along with n, is used to estimate
the main-ion collisionality (d), vijj/kt,.,. This shows that, during the H-mode, as the
density rises, the core plasma transitions from the banana into the plateau regime,
which has important consequences for the friction-induced asymmetry. As discussed
in Section 2.2.2, the friction force responsible for IFS accumulation goes from being
proportional to Ohm n/0j' - 0.50 in Ti/0 in the banana regime, to 0 lnpi/08@ when
moving to the plateau regime.
Figure 6-6 shows the same radial profiles for two time slices in the H-mode which
had no ITB, 006. The density profile remains relatively flat and the radiation asym-
metry profile remains positive, showing no high-field side accumulation. Similar to
002, the plasma moves into the plateau regime (hu-ilig the Hl-mode, but without an
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Figure 6-4: Time history of the in/out asymmetry during an ELM-free H-mode that
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Figure 6-5: Radial profiles during an Ohnic H-mode with an ITB showing a region
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The correlation between strong gradients in the eiissivity and the impurity accu1-
nulation for 1110105002 and other ITBs during that run might still be explainable by
systematic errors in the equilibrium reconstructions. Future experiments with better
impurity spectroscopy, using kinetically constrained EFITs are required for proper
validation.
6.3 In/Out Asymmetry in the Edge of EDA H-
Modes
In the previous two chapters, the in/out asynmetry in the plasina core was explored
using the KLIM and wall box arrays. Outside of r/a ~ 0.8. the in/out asymmetry is
observed to go fromt strong low-field side accumulation due to the centrifugal force to
strong high-field side accumulation and develop higher-order Fourier components. To
analyze this edge region, AXJ is removed from the 2D asynnetry reconstructions due
to its limited spatial resolution. The up/down and in/out asymmetries are calculated
using Te =J where only the frict ion force is included. The centrifigal force will
likely play a role in parallel force balance, but is excluded in this analysis to highlight
the miagnitude of the in/out asymnmetry driven by friction as well as the region of the
plasma where it plays a role. Thus, sections 6.3.1-6.3.3 provide qualitative evidence
that ion-immpurity friction is important when exantlming the in/out asynnietry at large
minor radii in EDA H-modes.
Figure 6-7 shows time histories of electron density (a) and temperature (b) along
with radiation (c)(d) and relevant line-emission (e)(f)(g) data in plasmas with strong
molybdenum (black), argon (red) and neon (blue) radiation. All plasmas are at
1, = 0.9 MA and Bt-5.4 T with various levels of on-axis ICRII. In shot 1110201007
(black), the total radiation inside the LCFS from resistive bolometry, PAD.F (c) is
well correlated to the imolybdenum timie history (e) measured by McP, and no extrinsic
impurities such as argon (f) or neon (g) were introduced. Section 6.3.1 discusses in/out
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and up/down molybdenum asynmetries averaged over 1.06 < t < 1.16 s., during peak
Mo line emission. In shot 1110105005 (red), significant argon puffing during post-
boronization ICRH conditioning led to colder plasma with reduced radiation, but the
majority of which is due to argon (f). A small molybdenumn injection just after 0.8
seconds, observable on the diode-based radiated power., PR4D,) (d), demonstrates the
the small contribution due to Mo. Section 6.3.2 shows in/out and up/down argon
asymmetries averaged over 1.10 < t < 1.30 s. In shot 1101215012 (blue), strong neon
seeding was intentionally introduced in order study EDA H-modes with a radiative
divertor. Both PRAD,F and PRAD.D are well correlated to the neon line emission (g)
measured by XEUS and a molybdenum injection just after 1.0 seconds indicates its
miinor contribution to the total radiation. Section 6.3.3 shows in/out anid up/down
neon asymmetries averaged over 1.30 < t < 1.40 s.
6.3.1 Radiation Asymmetries due to Molybdenum
In Figure 6-8, the measured radial profiles for the up/down and in/out asymmetry
(black) are shown for r/a > 0.6 using both i = 1 (solid) and m = 2 (dashed)
components to find n(0) from measurements. The modeled asymmnetry, only ion-
imiipurity friction, is also included (green dash-dot). The transition to strong inboard
accumulation is predicted to occur in the same region as the measurements, but error
bars on the modeling are too large to draw any solid conclusions. As will be discussed
Section 6.4, a large accumulation at the bottom of the plasma., in the direction of the
ion VB drift, is predicted from parallel transport theory while measurements show
little to no up/down asynmietry. Note that the theory is calculated for the banana
regime, while the transition into the plateau regime occurs outside of r/a ~ 0.85.
In Figure 6-9, the measured poloidal variation (symbols) along with the fit (black)
and theory prediction (green) are shown at two minor radii. In 6-9a, the nz(O)/nz(0)
profile is plotted at r/a = 0.84, near the region where the measured asymmetry goes
from LFS to HFS accumulation. At this layer, theory predicts a strong up/down
asymnetry, but AXA and all the wall boxes show the radiation is nearly poloidally
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Figure 6-7: Time history of EDA HI-modes demonstrating radiated power dominated
by different impurities; molybdenum (black), argon (red) and neon (blue).
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Figure 6-8: Measured asymmetry profiles (black) for an EDA H-mode plasma with
strong Mo radiation compared to modeling only including friction (green)
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measurements of inboard accumulation are found independently by )both WB2AX
(blue) and WB4AX (purple). The higher order Fourier components are apparent in
both the experimental and theoretical profiles.
6.3.2 Radiation Asymmetries due to Argon
A similar analysis has been completed for the EDA H-mode with strong Ar radiation
where Figure 6-10 compares the measured an(d modeled radial asymmietry profiles.
While initially predicting a similar up/down asymmetry for 0.6 < r/a < 0.7, the two
diverge for larger minor radii, and show significant, anj,/(ni) 0.2, disagreement
at i/a ~ 0.9. In this region, the inboard accumulation of argon due to ion-impurity
friction is predicted to be at a level that is similar to experiment.
In Figure 6-11, the mneasureImenlts and ,,(O)/nr.(0) profiles are plotted along withIi
theory prediction at r/a = 0.79 (6-11a) and r/a = 0.88 (6-11b). At both radii, a much
stronger up/down asynunetry is once again predicted but not observed. Uncertainty
inl the emissivity due to the lower levels of radiation in this shot prevents m = 2
poloidal variation from being reliably constrainled by the wall box measurements.
The measured inboard accumulation at large r/a is similar for both molybdenum
and argon, raising the possibility of a systematic error in the analysis. In 6-12. the
up/down and in/out asymmetry profiles are shown for an Ohmic plasma with sub-
stantial argon seeding (1110105027). For the outer half of the plasma, near synimnetry
in the radiation is demonstrated with the absolute magnitude of both nes/(n2) aind
n11,s/(n.) measured to be less then 10%. The absence of ne.)/(nZ) -0.2 as seen in
the EDA H-modes indicates the relative calibration of the pinhole cameras are not to
blame.
6.3.3 Radiation Asymmetries due to Neon
In Figure 6-13, the radial profiles for the up/down and in/out asymmetry profiles
are shown for a plasma with1i significant neon ra(iat ionf. Boti i 1 and m - 2
components are used, and friction-based asymmetry modeling assuming a dominant
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Figure 6-9: Poloidal variation in the impurity density for an EDA H-mode with strong


































Figure 6-10: Measured asymmetry profiles








(black) for an EDA H-mode plasma with
only including friction (green)
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neon impurity predicts a much smaller level of inboard accumulation. Due to higher
temperatures, the plasma is in the bananma regime out to r/a ~ 0.9 and so the
modeling should be valid in this regime. In Figure 6-14, the n,(O)/n2(0) plots show
the n = 2 structure is consistent between all the wall box and KLIM profiles. By
comparing Figure 6-91) (molybdenum) and Figure 6-14b (neon), there are striking
similarities in the poloidal structure and even in the residual to the fit profile. This
raises the possibility that low-Z intrinsics, such as fluorine and boron, might be playing
a role in the AXUV diode-based asyninetry at large minor radii, even in so-called
iolybdenum dominated plasmas.
6.3.4 Discussion
For these EDA IH-modes, the measured in/out asymmetry at large major radii was
approximately the same, h/ (n2) -0.2. independent of the impurity thought to dom-
inait the emnissivity. Many of the assumuptions that go into the asymmetry modeling
may be violated in this region of anm H-mode plasma. At this proximity to the separa-
trix., a poloidally localized impurity source could leave its footprint in the edge plasma,
and lower-Z impurities, while fully stripped in the core, can contribute to the radia-
fion. Ai additioial source of friction due to neutral particles will likely impact the
asynmmetry physics, and, if the neutrals are poloidally asynmnmetric, could contribute
via charge-exchange to the radiation asymminetry. Lastly, while these imeasurenments
are not at the steep-gradient layer of the edge transport barrier, the equilibrium re-
constructions used do not take into account any bootstrap current generated in the
pedestal region. Since the global 30 values for these discharges are very different, 0.45,
0.65 and 0.85 for the Ar. Mo and Ne shots, respectively, pressure-induced changes inl
the equilibrium are unlikely to be exclusively responsible for observed 5/(nz).
Detailed investigation and validation of parallel impurity transport in this region
of plasma, is outside of the capability of the current techniques, tools and theory, and
so will be left as future work. The results from this section will be very useful when
scoping out the design ald placement of any future pinhole canmeras., or expalding
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Figure 6-13: Measured asymmetry profiles (black) for an EDA H-mode plasma with
strong Ne radiation compared to modeling only including friction (green)
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6.4 Up/Down Asymmetry in the Core of EDA H-
mode plasmas
The H-mode and 1-imode plasmas discussed in earlier chapters showed significant
in/out asymnietries that have been demonstrated to be driven, primarily. by the
centrifugal force and the poloidal variation of the electrostatic potential. In these
plasmas, a small, 52/(n2) < 0.1, up/down asymetry is also observed. As discussed
in Section 2.2.4, comprehensive parallel impurity transport theory for the banana
regime [24] predicts the up/down asymmetry is driveii by ioi/inipirity friction but,
also depends on the toroidal rotation. This can be thought of qualitatively as friction
smearing an in/out asymmetry driven by centrifugal force, causing a minor accunu-
lation in the direction of the parallel flow.
For the higher current, higher density lH-mode (11102011017) discussed in Chapters
4 and 5, the poloidal impurity variation and radial asynnetry profiles are calculated
including ion-impurity friction, ICRH effects and the centrifugal force. In this case.
the assumption of T, = T is miade to reduce the uncertainty in the tenperature
profile going into the friction calculation since the difference between the density and
temperature scale lengths are required. Figure 6-15 shows that between 0.5 < r/a <
0.8, there is substantial disagreement between the predicted up/down asymmetry
and the measurement. Because of the flat density and peaked temperature profile,
nin/ (nz) < 0 is predicted over the core plasma, while i/(n) > 0 is observed. As
indicated by the scatter plots in Chapter 4 (compare 4-34 and 4-35), the inclusion of
the friction does not substantially change the modeled in/out asyinet ry. As shown
in Figure 6-15. including friction marginally improves agreement between theory and
experiment for neos/(ri ). Note that kinetic EFIT recoiistrutioins discussed in Section
4.3.2 are used. Plots of ni(O)/n,(0), shown in Figure 6-16, show that both the KLIM
aMid wall box measurements (symbols) do not indicate any up/down asymmetry near
the magnitude suggested by modeling (green dashed).
The samne calculations are repeated for the lower currett, lower density HI-mode

















Figure 6-15: Profiles of experimental up/down and in/out asyrunetry in the 0.9 MA
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Figure 6-16: Poloidal variation of measured and modeled asymmetries at various r/a
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measured and modeled up/down radial asymmetry profiles are in opposite directions,
supported by the n,(O)/n,(0) profile data, shown in 6-18. After including all physics
thought to relevant in driving the in/out asymmetry, a discrepancy of only ncos/(n) ~
0.05 for 0.3 < r/a < 0.6 remains.
If just the in/out asymmetry profiles were ineasured, then results like those shown
in 6-15 and 6-17 would indicate that existing neoclassical parallel impurity transport
[24] when extended to include ICR H-effects as done in Section 5.1 does a good job in
reproducing ex)erimnents and is likely complete. But., with such large discrepancies in
the up/down asymmetry such coneisions must be approached cautiously. The ion-
impurity friction effects which drive the up/down asynnetry also influence the in/out.
If changes to theory or tie inclusion of new plIysics is required to match measured
and modeled nin/(na) profiles. this may alter the presently observed agreement in
nlcos/(n?.).
6.4.1 Trends in Measured Up/Down Asymmetries
The collection of discharges discussed in Chapter 4 can be used to try and identify
what is responsible for the disagreenent in the up/down asymmetry data. In Figure
6-19, the ineasuirenmeit and modeling r(esuilt s are comipare(l over 0.50 < r/a < 0.85 for
Ohmic (6-19a). EDA H-iode (6-19b) and L/I-mode (6-19c). In general, the measured
asymmetries are much smaller and in the opposite direction relative to modeling. The
large error bars are driven by the dependence of the banana regime friction on the
difference between the density and temperature gradient scale lengths (2.20). For
each of the plots in 6-19, the minimum ani imediiai error bars are plotted along with
an example of disagreement between theory and experiment that is outside the error
bars. These data show that systematic errors in the relative calibration between
the wall boxes cannot be the cause of the discrepancy. If so, then the scattered
data would organize to a line parallel to the imity-slope line (black-dashed) but be
vertically offset.
In Section 2.2.2, two theories were presented tfhat predict the up/dowin asyiimetry
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Figure 6-17: Profiles of experimrental up/down and in/out asymmetry in the 0.7 MA
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Figure 6-18: Poloidal variation of measured and
for the results shown in Figure 6-17; AXA (o),
and \VB4AX (z)
Imodeled asymmetries at various r/a
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Figure 6-19: Comparison between measured up/down asymmetries with predictions
from inodeling including both inertial and friction forces for Ohmic (a) EDA H-node
(b) and L/I-mnode (c) plasmas
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Figure 6-20: Comparison of the Brau (2.13) and Fiil6p and Helander (A.19) models
for up/down asynnetry, neither matching experiment.
r/qf sin 0), with r1qf given in (2.13). For the trace, circular-low aspect limit in [24],
n, = 2eg(1 + (1 +y)M)/(1 + (1 +y) 2g 2 ), with g (2.20) and g-y (2.21) driven by radial
gradients. As a consistency check, the measurements are compared to modeling
using these simplified forms rather than the 1-D parallel transport code outlined in
Appendix A. Data in Figure 6-19 were calculated using ion temperature profiles, but
to reduce scatter, the temperature gradient terms for the circular limit comparison are
calculated using spline fits to the T profiles. The data set is also restricted to EDA H-
modes where the Te = T assumption is most accurate. A comparison of measurements
to n, and r/qf for 0.55 < r/a < 0.85 is shown in Figure 6-20, where both trends overlap
and predict substantial impurity accumilation in the direction of the ion VB drift
direction. As the modeled asymmetry increases in magnitude, measurements show the
plasma becoming more up/down symmetric, yet small, nrI,sin/(nz) < 0.1 accumulation
opposite to the ion VB drift direction is observed in plasmas where n, and i/qf are
predicted to be near zero.
To gain insight into what could be driving the up/down asymmetry, the measured
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Figure 6-21: Weak correlation of the measured up/down asymmetry with collisional-
ity, v,, with the full data set (gray) and binned and averaged data (red).
confinement regimes are used, but filtered to include only measurements with an un-
certainty in the up/down asymmetry below 0.04. In Figures 6-21 to 6-24, the full
data set is shown in gray with binned and averaged data shown in red. While some-
what limited due to uncertainties, the parametric dependencies of the measurements
are shown to be inconsistent with nodeling, suggesting an unaccounted for physical
mechanism could be at work.
In Figure 6-21, the measured up/down asymmetry is plotted against- the v, =
Vii/otri/C3/ 2 , where v, > 1 indicates a transition from the banana to the plateau
regime. As the collisionality increases and approaches v, ~ 1, the weak impurity
accumulation opposite the ion VB drift direction decreases and impurity density is
measured to be more up/down symmetric. The larger asymmetries are well into the
banana regime, confirming that comparisons between measurements and modeling
shown earlier in Figure 6-19 were completed for the correct collisionality.
In Figure 6-22, the measured up/down asymmetry is plotted against the nor-
malized electron temperature scale length, Ro/ LTe, calculated from fits to measured
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Figure 6-22: Weak correlation of the measured up/down asymmetry with the electron
temperature gradient scale length, LT. = VTe/Te, with the full data set (gray) and
binned and averaged data (red).
gradient scale decreases, the up/down asymnctry moves from a small abundance op-
posite to the ion VB drift, becoming more up/down symmetric. Although T, profiles
are being used, the direction of the trend in the asymmetry is consistent with theory
which predicts stronger accumulation in the ion VB drift direction as the ion temper-
ature gradient increases. A stronger trend is observed when plotting the measured
up/down asymmetry against the ion-ion collision time, ri, shown in Figure 6-23,
where the buildup of impurities away from the ion VB drift direction increases along
with rij. This is opposite to expectations, as the asymmetries should increase like
1/-ri according to (2.20).
The parallel impurity transport modeling indicates that strong accumulation of
impurities in the direction of the ion VB drift should be seen in C-Mod plasmas. The-
ory predicts this can only occur in the banana regime, only when the ion temperature
gradients are stronger than the density gradient. In the Fil6p and Helander notation
[24], the asymmetry is driven by the g parameter, noi 1/(n2) ~ 2eg, which can switch
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Figure 6-23: Correlation of the measured up/down asymmetry with the ion-ion col-
lision time, -i, with the full data set (gray) and binned and averaged data (red).
historical observations for EDA H-modes, where the electron density profiles are flat
inside the pedestal, but temperature profiles are peaked on axis. In most cases, the
observed asymnuetries are in the opposite sense, nI,,/(n) > 0, with trends indicat-
ing the largest positive values seen when the up/down asymmetry is predicted to be
weaker. This indicates that another physical process may be at work to accumulate
impurities away from the ion VB drift direction when ion-impurity friction is weak.
This mechanism must also be large enough to balance or circumvent the ion-impurity
friction in cases where predicted impurity asymmetries are large, n8 /(nz) -0.3,
while observations show them to be relatively small, jn,/ (nt)| < 0.05.
One possibility is that turbulent cross-field transport is starting to become large
enough to alter parallel transport. This hypothesis motivated by comparing the mag-
nitude of the up/down asymmetry with a gyro-Bohm type diffusion coefficient [142],
P*,OT/eBt, as shown in Figure 6-24. Here, nin/(n) is shown to increase and saturate
at ~5%. Previous results in Chapters 4 and 5 showed that in the regions explored by
the wall boxes, 0.50 < r/a < 0.85, the parallel diffisive time-scale was much faster
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Figure 6-24: Correlation of the measured up/down asymmetry with gyro-Bohm dif-
fusivity, psoT,/eBt, with the full data set (gray) and binned and averaged data (red).
tended to include ICRH effects, is demonstrated to be relatively accurate in describing
the in/out asymmetry. This restricts any contribution to the asymmetry from tur-
bulence to particle flux that is up/down asymmetric but remains relatively in/out
symmetric. The impurity transport in this region of C-Mod plasmas is explored in
[28], demonstrating flux-surface averaged, turbulent-driven radial convection on the
order of 10 m/s. Drawing an analogy to the VB drift, the poloidally localized anomna-
lous radial transport could be much larger than the measured flux surface average,
resulting in much smaller perpendicular time scales then expected. The influence
of turbulence on polodial rotation is also a possible mechanism [143]. This would
influence the ion-impurity friction directly and thus have little impact on the in/out
asymmetry. Establishing the existence of anomalous parallel transport would have im-
portant consequences for theory and simulation of impurity transport. Rather than
draw firm conclusions using the limited data shown here, subsequent experiments
on up/down asymmetries should work to simultaneously characterize the radial and
poloidal transport and look for connections. This is discussed further in Appendix D
for argon x-ray emission asymmetries observed in Ohmic plasmas.
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6.5 Link Between the Up/Down Asymmetry and
Poloidal Rotation
The friction is dependent upon the relative velocity between the ions and impuri-
ties, and in order to investigate the discrepancy between the measured and modeled
up/down asymmetries, it is worth looking closer into the neoclassical prediction for
impurity poloidal rotation. In the first order velocity equation,
V =+ +B (6.6)
(04b Z1n ON n+
the field aligned flow term., K(, ( i)/niB, is found by solving the parallel force balance
equation to find u =a Ka/(n). This is accomplished by solving the same parallel
transport equation being used to find the impurity density variation, and cones from
the n,; (0) = ni(2r) constraint. The u- profiles that are output from the code described
in Appendix A are therefore self-consistent with the predicted poloidal asymmetry.
The toroidal velocity imeasured by IIREXSR has been assumed to be due entirely
to solid-body rotation, a, which is equivalent to assuming uZB, < wR. The diagnostic
does have the ability to resolve poloidal rotation by comparing line-integrated velocity
for chords at the same poloidal tangency radius above and below the midplane, but
(ue to uncertainties in equilibrium reconstructions, the accuracy of the measurement
is a few km/s, close to the expected poloidal flow speeds. Outside of isolated cases
during so-called mode-conversion flow-drive [144], measurements of vo on C-Mod are
limited by the noise floor of HIREXSR, estimated to be ~1-2 kn/s. Using u profiles
computed from force balance. the expected poloidal flow. vO uBo, and the toroidal
flow, o, = uzBt + w?, can be checked against the assumptions used in analyzing the
rotation data. If tv predicted from force balance is large. ~ 10 kni/s, but not observed
experiientally, it, has the samiie impact as a disagreemlient in 'n2(O) for validation of
parallel impurity transport theory. If modeling shows to' is below the HIREXSR limit
yet zuzBt ~ wR, then the experimental data has been interpreted incorrectly.
Poloidal rotation analysis for argon is shown for the previously analyzed 0.9 MA
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EDA H-mode shot (1110201017) in Figure 6-25 where spline fits to experimental T,
data (a), rather than miea-sured Ti, are used in calculating u, (b) due to the sensitivity
to LT'. Error bars for v. are estimated by solving for it. for T i 0 r. The vq (c)
profile is calculated for the outboard nidplane., where positive velocity means flow
away from the ion VB drift direction, and demonstrates the poloidal flow is below the
estimated observational limit of HIREXSR. Two toroidal flow (d) profiles are plotted:
the UzBt +uuR profile (black), which is the velocity that HIREXSR actually measures,
and the solid-body rotation., wR (red), calculated by subtracting off the predicted
?I2Bt component. Inside of r/a ~ 0.5. differences in the two profiles are shown to
be outside of error bars, with the wR 10-15% larger than what is, in practice, found
from ILREXSR analysis by assuming u,:Bt 0. Since o is used to find the inl/out
asymmetry, this result indicates that predicted outboard accumulation for the core
of 1110201017 should be increased. It is difficult to assign any systematic error since,
like the up/down asymmetry, the actual v8 could end up being the opposite sign. At
the very least, the mcertainty in the predicted in/out, asymmetry should be increased
to reflect the absence of accurate poloidal rotation data.
The same analysis is performed for the 0.7 MA EDA H-mode (1110201026) and
shown in Figure 6-26. The magnitude of the poloidal flow remains below 0.5 knm/s.
and the impact on the toroidal flow is negligible within stated uncertainty. Checking
other shots from the Ohmic, EDA 11-mode and L/I-mode data set shows that, in most
cases, changes in the w profile are ninor, and results shown in Figure 6-25 represent
more of an extreme case.
In the spatial region of largest poloidal flow, substantial disagreement. between
theory and experiment is seen in the upl/own asymnetry. One aspect omitted fron
rotation and asymnietry analysis is the impact of impurities on the main ion poloidal
flow. Throughout this research, uv has been calculated assuming the trace impurity
limit, fixing it at the conventional neoclassical prediction,
fe I OT
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Figure 6-25: Poloidal rotation and modification to toroidal velocity predicted by
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Figure 6-26: Poloidal rotation and modification to toroidal velocity predicted by
theory for the 0.7 MA EDA H-mode
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while theory predicts ui to be modified for n.Z 2 /nj ~ 1. Since the gy term in Fiil6p
and Helander [24].,
mnZ 2 (B')
gy = U, (6.8)
Tii B .VO
depends on ui, the ion-impurity friction has a predicted dependence on the mlagnitlde
of n, that is not currently captured by the modeling. Previously. for asynnletries
driven by the centrifugal force and ICRH effects, the effect of background impurities
could be included via Zjff. For friction-based asymnnetries, a separate force balanlce
for the background impurities needs to be solved, and their effect on the main ion
vo included. Thus, even when obscrving a trace-impurity, if Zeff 2. a trace-linit
theory would be invalid. Note that if the background impurity is sufficiently high
then inipurity-inpurity friction needs to included as well.
An alternate interpretation of the trends in Section 6.4.1 would be that small
changes in the backgrounld plasma parameters such as LT, v, and p, are responsible
for changes in the itailn loni poloidal flow. Ilie sensitivity of the asynnuetry physics to
main ion poloidal rotation can be studied by artificially changing the magnitude of the
gr, term. Although a weak constraint on the impurity poloidal rotat ion is provided
by HIREXSR, no measurement of the main ion flow is available. Figure 6-27 shows
the effect changes in ni on the up/down and in/out asymmetries as well as for the
poloidal rotation. This is comipleted for the 0.9 MA EDA HI-mode (017) where the
asyinietry is due to molybdenum, but the poloidal rotation is estimate from Arli+
emission. For each nh/uNC the parallel transport code is run for umolybdellinm to
find the ne,/(ne) (a) and us 7 /(n2) (b) profiles, and run again for argon to find v9 ,
(c), plotted for the outboard midplane. The up/down asyinetry is shown to change
Monotonically with U/UVC inl this range, while the ii/out asymmetry increases and
then decreases. This is due. iinerically, to the non-linear dependence of /(n:)
on -y (A.18) and the fact that - is negative. Physically. this could be interpreted as
poloidal flow becoming so strong that is smears out any asymnetries driven by the
centrifugal force.
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Figure 6-27: Change in the molybdenum asymmetry profiles and the argon poloidal
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Figure 6-28: Estimate of argon poloidal rotation from HIREXSR by comparing chords
above and below the midplane
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poloidal flow are sensitive to the main ion poloidal rotation. The best agreement is
found for ui/ui,NC = 10. where the modeled inl/out and up/down asynnnetries are
both in reasonable agreement with measurement. But, forcing u /uNi,c = 10 results
in vo,, for argon of 3-4 km/s at r/a ~ 0.3. speeds which should be observable on
HIREXSR. Figure 6-28 shows an estimate of the argon poloidal rotation by comparing
line-integrated velocity (left) and temperature (right) data against poloidal tangency
ralii. The inclusion of the temperature. which is expected to be up/down symmetric,
increases confidence that the flux-surface mapping has been computed properly. The
difference in the velocity profiles show that poloidal rotation is neasured to be in
the 1-2 km/s range for r/a < 0.5. in disagreement with predictions when using
UJ/uiNC >a 10
Previous experimental tests of poloidal impurity rotation [145] [146] [147] show
that agreement between theory an(1 experinemlt has not yet been consistently denon-
strated in the core of collisionless tokamak plasmas. Comparisons with the best
agreement was for carbon on NSTX [148] and MAST [149], showing good agree-
ment between measured v1 profiles for C'+ and those predicted by NCLASS and, for
NSTX, GTC-NEO. Since bot i hese experiments exhibit nearly sonic mnain ion flows.
and Zegf - 1 ~ 1 due to carbon, the influence of a non-trace., i/(n,) ~1 impurity
would likely have an impact the neoclassical. prediction for vo.,. The link established
between poloidal rotation and the density variation of an impurity shows that a much
more stringent test would be to simultaneously demonstrate that both measured flows
and up/down asymmetries agree with theory. The most widely used method to find
'o,- is charge-exchange recombination spect roscopy using mi(plane neutral beais, a
technique that is unable to meet this challenge.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, mneasuremnents of in/out and up/down asymmetries thought to be
driven by ion/imnpurity friction were comipared (Imalitatively and qualititatively with
parallel impurity transport modeling. Section 6.2-6.3 showed how in Olnic ITBs and
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in the edge of EDA H-modes., radiation enhancement on the inboard side of a flux sur-
face was observed, consistent withii friction dominating the in/out asymmetry physics.
Uncertainties in experimental data and the absence of flow and ion temperature pro-
files prevented convincing quantitative comparisons to theory, but data collected will
be useful in designing future experiments and diagnostics to study asymmetry physics
in ITBs or the H-mode pedestal.
In Section 6.4 the up/down asymmetries measured in Ohmic, EDA H-node and
L/I-mode plasna were compared with modeling in the trace impurity limit. Signif-
icant disagreement between experiment and theory was demonstrated. In the mod-
eling, large impurity buildup, 5z/(ni) up to 0.3., in the direction of the VB drift
direction is predicted, while modest acconulatioll. hz/(nv) K 0.1, was regularly ob-
served in the opposite direction. Two hypotheses were presented that could be the
cause of the discrepancy. The magnitude of the up/down asymmetry did not scale
with background plasma parameters as expected but instead was observed to increase
as a gyro-Bohm like parameter, p.oT/cB,. This indicated tle possibility of turbu-
lence influencing the parallel transport, although in order to be consistent with in/out
asyimetry measurcments, severe restrictions on the nature of the turbulence are im-
posed. In Section 6.5, the sensitivity of the up/down asymmetry to assumptions of
the 11ain ion poloidal rotation, voi, demlonstrated the tight connection between the
impurity poloidal rotation, vo, and the up/down asymmetry. Artificial changes to
the main ion flow in the modeling allowed agreement with measured up/down and
in/out asyillnetries in an EDA H-mode, but required a poloidal rotation for argon
that is not observed by HIR EXSR. Motivation for changes in voj are motivated by
including the impact of a non-trace impurity on the main ion flow, which has not






The previous three chapters have shown how experiments conducted on Alcator C-
Mod have led to a better understanding of parallel impurity transport. In this chapter
we discuss the implications and results of this knowledge and how it impacts the
tokamak community. The rigor exhibited in previous chapters is somewhat relaxed
and the tone of the following sections is meant to indicate that these topics are open
for further discussion. To begin with, the major accoImplislneit's of' this research are
briefly summarized.
1. Demonstrating a large i/(n) ~ 0.3 in/out asymmetry due to intrinsic
rotation
Previously, buildup of impurities on the LFS of a flux surface due to the cen-
trifugal force has only been observed in neutral beam-heated phismnas where sig-
nificant external torque drives toroidal flow above the impurity thermal speed.
Chapter 4 shows that self-generated flows in C-Mod plasmas are sufficient to
develop a strong in/out asyimmetry in the molybdenum density. In Section 7.2,
this results is discussed in the context of tungsten asymmetries on ITER and
Section 7.4 investigates the inpact of poloidal asyminmetries oi radial inmpurity
transport.
2. Establishing the impact of fast ion pressure anisotropy on parallel
impurity transport
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In Chapter 5. existing parallel transport theory was extended to include effects
fron particle (listribut ions exhibiting a pressure anisotropy like that expected
during ion cyclotroni minority heating. Measurements on C-Mod conclusivelv
show a link between ICRH and inboard accuniulation of impurities, and es-
timates using the extended theory agree well with experilnental results. The
strength of the fast ion contribution to the poloidal asyimnetry calls into ques-
tion prior in/out asymmetry validation efforts that used neutral beam heating,
and this is discussed in Section 7.1. The sensitivity of the impurity asynunetry
to small poloidal potential variations also demonstrates its effectiveness a novel
diagnostic tool, as explored in Section 7.5.
3. Defining a more rigorous experimental test of ion/impurity friction,
linking asymmetries and poloidal rotation
Measuremnents of up/down asyninnetries driven by ion/inpurity friction are
shown to disagree with theory in the trace impurity limit, nIZ 2 /n, < 1 in
Chapter 6. While more work remains to study the coupled parallel transport
in the non-trace limit, the coupling between friction-driven asymmetries and
poloidal rotation is demnonstrated. Thus, to fully validate parallel inipurity
transport theory, the flux surface asyrunwtries and v'Oz nmust be correctly pre-
dicted. While measured up/down asymnmetries are found to be small, <10%,
Section 7.3 shows how even these levels could impact future Doppler tonogra-
phy diagnostics if left unaccounted for.
7.1 Fast Ion Anisotropy in Neutral Beam Heated
Plasmas
In Section 5.1, the derivation of the poloidally varying electrostatic potential (5.10)
did not assume that ion cyclotron heating was used to develop the pressure anisotropy.
As Chang points out [64], perpendicular neutral beam in jection will create an isotropy
with p_ > pii by launching particles into trapped orbits. Beanis aligned toroidally will
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also develop an anisotropy (both p1l > pi and p1l < p are possible) [150][151][152],
and when used for fueling will break the minority assumption, (u rnm)/ (ne) < 1, used to
derive (5.11). According to this model, if the fast ions have TI/T,, < 1, the addition
of an anisotropic species in parallel force balance would act to increase the outboard
accumulation, adding to the centrifugal force. The addition of finite orbit effects and
differences in beam energy and injection geometry: on-axis. off-axis, co- and counter-
current, can create an interesting zoology of fast ion distributions [153] making it not
entirely straightforward to model the the effect on parallel impurity transport. It is
also clear that contours of constant fast ion pressure are generally not equivalent to
flux surface contours [154][155][156].
Important consequences follow from the Possibility of a poloidal electric field due
to a fast ion density asymmetry in a neutral beam-heated plasma. If T11 > T this
effect could reconcile experimental inconsistencies pointed out, in Section 2.4.2. JET
observed differences in in/out asynnetries between co- and counter-current beam
injection. Similar to the core asymnmetry scaling shown in I-mode on C-Mod, asym-
mctries measured in Ni and Fe for JET co-current NBI plasmas scaled with Mach
number. but were less than for counter-current even reversing at low velocities as
shown in Figure 7-1 fromi [83] (which was also shown in Chapter 2). This is a clear
indication that even for neutral-beam heated plasnas, the centrifugal force is not the
entire story. Additionally., the optinized shear plasmas JET used to validate cen-
trifugal force models [87] had 6 MW of ion cyclotron minority heating and observed
outboard accumulation of low-Z impurities prior to Ni injection. Both have the effect
of reducing the outboard accumulation of a high-Z impurity., and so if measurements
were observed to be consistent with theory based on cCtrifugal force, then some un-
accounted for effect must be offsetting the reduction expected from minority heating
and Ze55.
Also mentioned in Section 2.4.2 is the inconsistency between Ar and Kr asyni-
metries in ASDEX-U bearm heated plasnias. Published data show a much larger
asymnnmetry for Kr than for Ar, mnore then a factor of 1-0 higher. despite the amass scal-






Fig. 4 Relative inlout modulation of the soft
X-ray emissivity perturbation after metal
injection in beam heated plasmas. 0 Ni,
ctr.-inj.; [] Ni, co-inj.; @ Fe, co-inj. The
straight lines represent the prediction of
eq.(1) for different v4lues of Zeff in D plasma.
Figure 7-1: Initial measurements of in/out asyinnetry for Ni and Fe injection into
ELM-free H-modes (from [83])
If the fast ion distribution driven by beam heating caused inboard charge accunmula-
tion, then the asynunetry thought to be due exclusively to inertia would be enhanced.
Since the electrostatic force depends on the absolite charge and not the charge to
nass ratio, this would lead to a result like ASDEX-U where the higher-Z inipurity
(Kr) has a larger in/out asymmetry than would be expected from exanmining that of
the lower-Z iilu)Irity (Ar).
These observations indicate that prior experimnental results of in/out asymmetries
in beaml-heated plasmijas shomild be re-evaluated in the context of the extended parallel
transport theory presented in Section 5.1. Care must he taken to determine sinall
poloidal potential variations, <I/, 2, driven by any non-thermal population
since these variations will be mnultiplied by Z when included into parallel iiplirity
momentum balance.
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7.2 Estimates of Tungsten Asymmetries on ITER
Currently envisioned designs for ITER and beyond will use tungsten as a divertor
plasna facing material [157], and gases suih as nitrogen, neon, argon and krypton for
radiative mantles and divertors [1581. The results of molybdenun asymmetry studies
on C-Mod can be used to estimate the behavior high-Z impurities on ITER. While the
details of the kinetic profiles that will be achieved are a matter of some debate, the
ITPA Integrated Operational Scenarios (IOS) teams have recently published estimates
using transport iodeling tools benchmarked against current, experineit s. Using Hie
circular, in = 1 expansion (5.13), a rough idea of the in/out asymmetry can be found.
Detailed flux-surface geometry unnecessary for this level of precision.
7.2.1 Centrifugal Force
Using existing transport modeling tools [159], IOS has published expected steady-
state kinetic profiles on ITER where neutral beam heating is used to drive the
toroidal rotation. In Figure 7-2. the impurity Mach number and Sb/(n-) profiles
are shown over the minor radius, assuming vi =- v for simplicity. As with nolyb-
dlenumn, T-dependent average ionization curves are used to find the impurity charge.
The TOPICS-based simulation shows tungsten which would result in 52/(n2) close
to unity, much higher then has been observe(d on present experiments. TRANSP
predictions are approximately a factor of two lower.
Intrinsic Rotation
In a large. high-density tokamak like ITER, the impact of beam-heating on core
rotation will be lessened due to reduced penetration of low-energy, - 100 keV., beams
or the reduced torque of high energy, ~ 1 MeV. beams. The observation of centrifugal
effects on beam-heated plasmas is consistent with the concept of a tokanak driven
by external momentum input. In contrast, this research demonstrates for the first
tiie that these inertial effects can be accessed by en tirely self-generated flows, lie so-
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Figure 7-2: Expected asymmetry of tungsten on ITER due to centrifugal force (data
from [159])
of rotation on Alcator C-Mod reveal that in/out asymmetries in molybdenmn density
should have beeni expected. the cioncept that the centrifugal force cani play a role inl
transport in a plasia with no external niomentuin input is somewhat novel.
The origin of the intrinsic rotation is still not completely understood, but it has
been observed on many tokamaks, enough to expect it will be present in ITER. This
was not included ini any of the IOS simulations mentioned above. Initial cross-machine
scaling of the intrinsic rotation [160 showed some scaling of Mach number with 3 ,v,
as shown in Figure 7-3, although this did not unify the data set as well as other
parameters. What is clear from these attempts is that main-ion Mach numbers, M.
of 0.2-0.3 are commonly seen in other experiments, not just Alcator C-Mod. With
asymmetries driven by the centrifugal force scaling like MI~2i/nmi, even modest flows
cn-ii lead to large asymmetries of heavy impuritics, naking the intrinsic rotation an
important unknown in predicting parallel impurity transport for ITER.
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Figure 7-3: Main ion mach number due to intrinsic rotation (from [160])
7.2.2 Cyclotron Heating
The use of ~20 MW of ion cyclotron heating is also planned for ITER, increasing
the relevance of the C-Mod's experience with impurity asymmetries due to combined
inertial and electrostatic forces. Benchmarking results of several full-wave codes for
ITER used PTRANSP to determine the minority temperature anisotropy [161] for
various planned heating schemes, with two of the cases shown in Figure 7-4. In 7-
4a, results are plotted for a 2% aHe minority in a DT H-mode at full field. In this
instance, the heating is localized to the core, resulting in 52/(n2 ) ~ -0.1. In 7-4b,
the results are plotted for 20% H minority heating in a 4He H-mode at 2.7 T, a
planned half-field, non-nuclear commissioning phase. In this instance, the heating
is sufficiently off axis and the minority density large enough to expect a situation of
almost complete HFS accumulation of tungsten. Comparing this with the asymmetry
due to centrifugal force just discussed, it is clear that tungsten will have a complicated
spatial distribution.
The planned heating for ITER will also inclide electron cyclotron heating, which is
also predicted to contribute to poloidal impurity asymmetries. By trapping electrons
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Figure 7-4: Expected asymmetry of tungsten on ITER due
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on the outboard side. a negative charge build-up will occur, creating a low-field side
impurity accumulation. This should motivate explorations of the impact of ECR.H
on impurity asymnuetries, since this effect has not been documented experimentally.
7.3 Impact of Asymmetry on Doppler Tomogra-
phy
The HIREXSR diagnostic on C-Mlod and the planned imaging x-ray crystal spec-
trometer for ITER view the plasma only fron the outboard side, and cannot resolve
any in/out asymmetries. For the He-like Ar emission, HlREXSR. views above and
below the imdplane and so can resolve n = I up/down asymmetries. Current plans
for the ITER x-ray crystal spectrometer [162] do not have a full poloidal view for
all lines. The moment technique used in Doppler tomography calculates profiles of
emnissivity weighted flow and temperature, and must divide by the emissivity to get
the local temperature and flow profiles [37]. It is not straightforward to see how an
unresolved or unaccounted for poloidal asymmetry in the emissivity could impact the
output of such inversions.
To gain insight into this problem, symmetric and both up/down and in/out asym-
imetric emissivity profiles are used to compute synthetic line-integrated spectra as-
suming flow, v = w(t)R;, and temperature profiles, T (0), can be expressed by
flux-functions. From these spectra, m1omeit profiles are calculated and inverted as-
suming symmetric emissivity to find w and TL which can then he compared to the
assumed profiles. No photon noise is included in order to demonstrate the systematic
error caused by the asymmetry. Two extreme sets of viewing geometries are assuinel,
as shown in Figure 7-5. One has the crystal near the plasma (7-5a) and views the
plasma at an angle, while the other places the crystal at infinity (7-5b) and views
with parallel sight lines. Like HIREXSR, both views have a small toroidal angle to
gain sensitivity to toroidal rotation.
Although not shown, both views are relatively insensitive to in/out asymmetries,
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Figure 7-5: Viewing geometries used to
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Figure 7-6: Assumed radial emissivity profiles and n = 1 up/down variation
even above the levels seen on C-Mod. Such a result is consistent with a LFS viewing
geometry averaging over the in/out asymmetry. A larger sensitivity is found for the
up/down asymmetry, explored using E (0, 9) = se(V)) +s i (0) sin 9, as shown in Figure
7-6. The in = 1 profile is based on C-Mod results deimoistrating < 10% asynunetry
for most of the core but increasing near the edge.
The reconstruction results are shown in Figure 7-7 and, despite the weak asym-
metry, more significant changes in the profile are observed than for a larger in/out
asymmetry. Inside of r/a ~ 0.3, when the m = 0 emissivity profile begins to hollow
out, substantial differences in all three reconstructed profiles are predicted. These
deviations are view-dependent, with the parallel viewing geometry being more robust
in determining the magnitude of the profiles. However, neither viewing geometry
satisfactorily captures the gradient scale length and using these data would result in
systematic errors in impurity transport, E x B shear and Xj.
These results should not be considered an exhaustive test of the influence of asym-
metries on soft x-ray Doppler tomography. Many shapes of in = 0 and in = 1 pro-
files could combine to exacerbate or reduce errors in w and T, as could higher order
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Figure 7-7: Reconstructed emissivity (a), rotation (b) and temperature (c) profiles
with symmetric (solid) and asymmetric (broken) input emissivity profiles for a plasma
with an up/down asyrmnetry. The red green traces correspond to different views
shown in Figure 7-6
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poloidal variations. Rather, these tests inform basic diagnostic design decisions show-
ing that full poloidal coverage is extremely important when viewing from the LFS,
and that the exact paths of such views makes little difference.
7.4 Influence of Asymmetry on Anomalous Trans-
port
Recent work studying the effect of poloidal asyininetries on anonalous radial impurity
transport [35] [163] has shown that high-field side accunmnulation of impurities can lead
to a reduction or even a reversal of the impurity density zero flux gradient scale length.
L-. The C-Mod measurements demonstrate asymmetries between -0.25 < h/(n) <
0.30, suggesting the effect of asymmetries on turbulent cross-field transport might be
important.
The poloidal variation of the impurity density in [163] is assumed to be of the
form,
fIP (0,56. n) [fit cos 2 (7.1)
where an evenly distributed inl)uriti(es would be described by fo = 1 and f,, = 0 for
n - 0. For each n at various 6, the zero flux gradient scale length can be computed
and the final result found from a weighted average of the f,, and L
a En fni--a
- ~(7.2)
In Figure 7-8, calculations of L.,, for Ni asynmnietries in JET-like phsmnas are shown
for variations in 6 and n, while elsewhere in [1631 a weak Z-scaling is denonstrated.
For large n at 6 = 7r, the peaking factor can be driven negative, implying a hollow
impurity density profile.
For the high-field side heated plasma discussed in Section 5.2.2, modeling using
the extended iipurity transport theory matclied experiment reasonably well of i/a
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Figure 4. Peaking factor for nickel as a function of n (a) and 8 (b). (a) symmetric impurity density
(solid, red), up-down asymmetry (dashed, blue), and in-out asymmetry (dashed-dotted, green).
(b) symmetric impurity density (solid, red), n = I (dashed, blue), n = 2 (dashed-dotted, green),
and n = 3 (dotted, black).
Figure 7-8: Change in peaking factor caused by impurity asymmetries for various 6
and n (from [163])
of (7.1), and the result is shown in Figure 7-9, where fo = 1.0, fi = 0.494, fa = 0.040
and fb = 0.044. Most of the asymmetry can be described by a n = 1, 6 = 7r term (fi),
but significant residual needs to be accounted for by including n ~ 5 terms, (fa, fb),
for 6 above and below 7r. Based on results shown in Figure 7-8, at large r, even small
values of fa, impact the calculated impurity peaking when 7r/2 < 6 < 37r/2.
The weighted average of a/L2 is estimated using the calculations for Ni for the
(fU, 6, i) found for the C-Mod plasma. A peaking factor of ~ 0.55 for a symmetric
impurity distribution is reduced to ~ 0.43 wlen including poloidal asymmetries.
While modest, a ~20% reduction is sufficient to motivate further study into this
topical area. More recent modeling results indicate an enhancement of the impact of
asymmetries when including E x B drift [164]. Experiments should be completed to
measure both radial and parallel impurity transport simultaneously, and calculations
of a/L,, made for molybdenum in C-Mod plasmas.
Although somewhat counter intuitive, it can be argued that it is easier to measure
the poloidal variation of the high-Z impurity than the radial impurity density profile.
This is due to the necessity of accurate electron density and temperature profiles, as
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Figure 7-9: Experimentally-validated modeling of n,(6)/nz(0) decomposed into the
form based on (7.1)
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then use it to constrain a 1-D impurity transport simulation. In contrast, the poloidal
variation of the imIurity emission should be able to be imeasured using tomography
tools comnm-on to most tokaiaks. It is suggested that future investigations into high-Z
impurity transport include a characterization of the poloidal impurity density profile.
Radial transport can be caused by a variety of mechanisms, but if large poloidal
asymmetries are observed along with these changes, then it is an indication that
parallel transport may be playing a role.
7.5 Utility of Poloidal Impurity Asymmetry Mea-
surements
The results of Chapter 5 have denionstrated that the poloidal electric field can have a
large impact on the flux-surface variation of high-Z impurities. This electric field, and
what drives it, have implications beyond impurity transport, allowing the asymmetry
data to be of wider use to the tokamak community. Several topics are discussed,
showing the broad range of impact an asymmetry measurement can have. All of
these topics are exploiting sensitivity to the same basic physics, but have different
implications to different areas of research.
The Asymmetry as a Measurement of Eq x Be Drift
The sensitivity of the parallel transport of high-Z impurities to the poloidal electric
field suggests measurements of n'(9) can be used as a general diagnostic technique
to infer E0 . The radial force balance equation is often used in a similar manner to
determine the radial electric field [165]
Er = -- - v,oB + vz,, Bo (7.3)Zenz dr
where nr. Byz /O r and ozo and ve are all neasured. Iii this case the poloidal electric
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Figure 7-10: Experiientally-validated modeling of the poloidal potential variation
(left axis) and the resulting Eo x BO drift velocity.
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Instead of radial pressure gradients and vz being measured to find E, the parallel
gradients, On,/08, and toroidal rotation, wz, can be measured to calculate E.
The presence of a poloidal electric field could impact cross-field transport by im-
parting a radial EO x B, drift. Using the modeling for the LFS-heated plasIma in
Section 5.2.2 that includes both centrifugal force and ICRH effects results in drift
velocity at r/a = 0.45 that varies over the flux surface. In Figure 7-10 this is shown
to have the form Vd sin 0 with Vd ~ 3.5 m/s. To have an impact on radial transport,
an up/down asymnietry is necessary for the drift to survive the flux surface average.
In the C-Mod experiments, the largest observed is n.j/(nz) ~ 0.1 in the core plasma,
indicating that any radial convection due to this effect is weak, < 1 im/s.
Neoclassical theories have shown that a poloidal potential variation of c>/[e ~(
can impact transport by causing electrostatic trapping, complementing the magnetic
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trapping inherent to the tokamak. It was shown that radial electron transport can, in
somne cases, be enhanced by a factor of two as cp/Te rises to- 4e [166]. The bootstrap
current can also be influenced by this modification to trapping. Enhancement or
reductions of the bootstrap current on the order of 20-30% are predicted depending
on the sense of the asymmetry and impurity content [167]. For the C-Mod case
described above, the potential variation. e(,(O) - #(0))/Te is plotted in Figure 7-10,
where it is demonstrated to be much smaller than necessary to impact neoclassical
transport.
These results demonstrate that high-Z impurity asymmetries can be used as a sen-
sitive tool for measuring very small changes in the poloidal electric field and resulting
E x BO drift. Large asynnetries, iz/(n2) ~ 1, would act as a indicator of when
neoclassical poloidal electric fiel effects need to be included in transport iiodeling.
The Asymmetry as a Novel Fast Ion Diagnostic
The link between the ICRII and the poloidal impurity variation can be explained
reasonably well using an anisotropic pressure tensor for the minority ions. While it is
not assuined that the siiple model derived in Section 5. 1 is complete, it is sufficient to
demonstrate that the impurity asynnetry contains data relevant to fast ion physics.
With more development it is conceivable that, measuring impurity asynnnetries could
become a simple, routine way to probe the fast ion anisotropy as shown in Section
5.2.4.
A brief survey of fast ion diagnostic literature suggests that a robust measurement
of the total pressure anisotropy would be a useful addition to existing tools. The
use of the impurity asynnetry is a relatively inexpensive diagnostic requiring at a
mnininuun a well-calibrate(l horizontally viewing pinhole camera. Feedback control
using the asymmetry-based pressure anisotropy seenis a possibility with the Abel
inversion necessary for a horizontal view easily conputed in real-time, and parallel
equilibration time scales are only a few milliseconds. Ideally., existing bolometry
and soft x-ray tomography tools coninion to most tokaimaks could be used for the
asymmetry measurements, but the inversion algorithms might need adjustment. After
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all, such a large ini/out asynnetry has likely been a feature of C-Mod plasmas for
years but has reimained undiagnosed despite the presence of a c(omJoprehensive SXR
tonlography diagnostic.
The Asymmetry as an Equilibrium Constraint
With sufficient ion cyclotron or neutral beam heating, the plasma pressure due to
fast ions cal grow to be as large as the thernal plasma pressure, influencing the
e(uilibriumn reconstruction. In the case of cyclotron heating, this pressure is also
anisotropic, which requires either a nodified version of EFIT [156] or a 3D equilibriun
code such as VMEC [168]. The details of the pressure profile. and specifically the
anisotropy, can have subtle but iimlport ant inpacts on tokainak plasmlas.
The inpurity density asynunetry could be used as a constraint for equilibrium
reconstruction. or at least, be used to identify cases where the anisotropy is significant
and a more advanced reconstruction technique is required. The use of the asymmuetry
is not limited to cyclotron heating either. Strong toroidal rotation, flow speeds ap-
proaching the main-ion thermal velocity. adds al additional source of pressure that
affects the nagnetic equilibrium [155]. The in/out asymnietry of the imnpurities is
once again a leading indicator of when this effect needs to be included. Additionally,
the possibility of significant radiation asymmetries should prevent the use of soft x-
ray emissivity contours froim being used as a constraint in equilibriun reconstructions
[169][170][171].
The Asymmetry as a Turbulence Diagnostic
After expounding oil the sensitivity of the poloidal impurity equilibrium on small
changes in the electrostatic potential, it seems natural to ask the question: can the
asynnetry be used as a measure for potential fluctuations thought, to be linked to
turbulent plasnia transport? The answer is imost likely no because of the small spatial
structures and short time scales involved in drift-wave turbulence. Since core parallel
iipurity e(quilibration is ~ 100 ps or more comipared to typical electrostatic flictu-
ations frequencies above 100 kHz, time-evolving parallel impurity transport theory
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would need to be derived. At low enough frequency and small enough wave nunber,
the Boltzinann-like response of the impurities should allow for some insight into tur-
bulence dynamics. It would be interesting to see where this resolution limit lies and
what type of diagnostic layout would allow for observation of such structure.
7.6 Future Work
While this work represents a relatively thorough exploration of high-Z parallel impu-
rity transport in tokamaks, there are topics which still remain to be conpleted and
would benefit from future exploration.
In Chapter 5, the use of ion cyclotron heating was shown empirically to affect the
poloidal variation of impurity density and initial estimates to model the magnitude
of the effect were in good agreement. Much more comprehensive codes can couple
wave propagation and damping to a Fokker-Planck equation evolving the fast ion
distribution function. The GNET code [172]. developed for use in stellerators, is a 5-
D, finite-orbit-width code that solves for the minority ion distribution function in all
3 spatial dimnlsions and 2 velocity space dimensions. This can lbe used to determine
more accurate n, (0) distributions and check for quantitative agreement with theories.
Collaborations with S. Murakami to use GNET to model Alcator C-Mod plasmas are
currently underway.
Electron cyclotron heating is also predicted to have a similar but opposite effect to
ion cyclotron heating, causing high-Z impurity accumulation oi the outboard side of
the plasma due to trapped electrons. While C-Mod does not currently have an ECRH
program., it represents the ideal testbed for any ITER system due to the similar range
of toroidal field and electron density, making future deployment of ECRH not entirely
surprising. Similar studies as completed in Chapter 5 using ECRH would be a natural
experinment to complete. Collaborations with ASDEX-U which employs ECRH and
studies tungsten transport, could also be an efficient research pathway in the near
termi.
As discussed in Section 7.1, this research has suggested more work remains to be
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done in validating impurity asymmetries in beam-heated plasimas. With multiple,
stecrable high power beams and state of the art fast ion diagnostics, DIII-D is an
ideal facility for such experiments. JET has recently been modified to test the ITER-
like wall [173] and has recently begun operation with tungsten PFCs in the divertor.
Based on the C-Mod experience with molybdenum, a comprehensive study of high-
Z impurity asynnnetries in beam heated plasnias could likely be completed without
dedicated run time.
An exciting avenue of future work is to study the radial transport of molybdenum
taking into account the poloidal asymmetry and determine empirically what role, if
any, the latter has oi the former. Wbile the wall box diagnostic system has been
retired, the AXA and AXJ arrays in the KLIM enclosure remain and can provide
ai accurate measure of the core in/out asyminetry. A miniproposal. MP 650., has
already been approved to study differences in radial and parallel impurity transport
in minority and mode-conversion heated plasnas and collaborations with T. Fiil6p
to model Mo oi C-Mod have recently begun.
While this research has shown that parallel transport can be explained reasonably
well by neoclassical theory, the impact of plasma turbulence cannot be ruled out
as discussed in Section 6.4.1 and Appendix D. There has been no study of parallel
transport coupled with non-linear gyro-kinetic codes to see how one can influence the
other.
There are other regimes still described by the current theories that remain to be
validated. The poloidal variation of low-Z impurities in the non-trace limit in the
pedestal region is a topic of open inivestigations on Alcator C-Mod. The asymmetries
that have been previously observed on C-Mod by Pedersen [77] and served as moti-
vation for this research were not explored here, and part of the Future Work section
of his thesis remains relevant. Marr [78] initially explored this regime for boron in
1-node plasmas, work that is being expanded upon by Churchill [1.7,41. In C-Mod
plasmas where low-Z impurity seeding is used to form radiative mantles and diver-
tors, significant, 1-2%, amIounts of N2 and Ne are present ini the pedestal region [175].
As part of an effort to better understand the interaction of these impurities with the
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H-mode pedestal. exploration of low-Z impurity asymmetries in the steep-gradient
region of Alcator C-Mod H-modes and 1-modes is planned for the near future.
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Appendix A
Verification of Asymmetry Code
The theories sunmiarized in Chapter 2 are compared to each other in the circular limit.
where the poloidally varying terms are expanded using a low-order Fourier expansion.
Experiments use shaped plasmas where parallel derivatives cannot be comlputed ana-
lytically and the ID inhomogeneous linear differential equation for n., (ei) / (n,) must
be solved numerically. In this Appendix, the specifies of this procedure are described
and compared to theory in the appropriate limits.
The code is based on the work of Fiilip and Helander for a trace, n ,Z 2 /u < 1
high-Z impurity in the collisional [58] and collisionless [24] main ion regimes with
the following additions. First, the published work in the collisional regine does not
include the effect of centrifugal force. As the form of the differential equation is the
same for both regimes, it is straightforward to add. For the high-Z impurity, the
toroidal rotation is assumed to be due to ExB flow, and including it does not change
V'- v 11 which drives the ion-impurity friction. Second, the effects of a minority
species with an alisotropic pressure tensor are iiiclided as detailed in Section 5.1.
Lastly, the ion and impurity toroidal rotation are assumed to be equal in [24] when
there should actually be a difference due to in the diamagnetic flow. Including this
will imake the nmain-ion toroidal rotation slightly larger, increasing the electrostatic
potential enhancement, at, the LFS.
The EFIT code is used to recomistruct. the mnagnetic equilibrium by solving tihe



















Figure A-1: Geometry used in calculating the solution to the 1-D parallel impurity
transport equation
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field is represented by
B = I (() V) + VY x Vo (A.1)
where V = R( and I1 (1/) is determined by EFIT. The standard (ANALYSIS) EFIT
reconstruction solves for 33 points evenly spaced in poloidal flux between the magnetic
axis and the last closed flux surface or 0 < &' < 1. At each C', value, the (R,Z) points
which describe the shape of the flux surface are provided. The poloidal angle, 0, is
definied rehtive to the mlagnetic axis as shown in Figure A-la.
r = 1? - Rax )2 + (Z - ZlX) 2  (A.2)
Z - ZI
0= arctan ( " (A.3)(R -Rax
with Rax inid Zax the location of the magnetic axis. The poloidal field, B, and
the toroidal field, Bt, are known at each location along the flux surface. Note that
even though the poloidal angle is defined in the naive, geometrical sense, the circular
approximation is not being used and the flux surface shaping is kept in the B - VO
term. This differs from the notation of [58] and [24]. From Figures A-lb and A-ic,
B - VO can be derived to be
B.V = BVcos6 (A.4)
sin 0 - mn(0) cos 0B - VO =- B, (A.-5)
r m(O) 2 +±1
with i.(0) = (Z/1dR, the instantaneous slope along the flux surface. For a circular
plasna, this reduces to B,/r as expected. As described in Section 2.2.4. the 1-D
inhomogeneous nonlinear differential equation for the parallel force balance on a flux
surface is of the form
an(1 + a n) X (0) n + KY (9) (A.6)
where n - nz/ (n) a_ = Z 2 (f;) /(T/Tc + n, /nc) and K, is determined using the
periodic boundary condition, n(O) = n(27r). This can be reduced to a simpler linear
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differential equation with the restriction that a. < 1.
, =- X (0)'n + KZY (0) (A.7)
00
Ilie largest imtpact of a finite impurity density is to reduce the miiagnitude of the
asymmetry by including it in quasi-neutrality. This effect is kept in via Zef5 terms
in X (0), which also account for other background impurities. This limit ignores
the impact on the ion-impurity friction that arises due to impurities modifying the
main-ion flow as well as the possiblity of impurity-impurity friction.
The solution to (A.7) can be determined by using an integrating factor, exp (p1) =
exp (f0 X (0) d1) rediicing (A.7) to
8ao [exp (Ip (0)) n (0)] = -KY (0) exp (p (0)) (A.8)
Integrating and applying the periodic boundary condition allows n (0) to be expressed
as
n () 1 -a 0
= ( exp (-p (0)) 1 - Y (0) exp (t (0)) d6 (A.9)
n(0) y (
where a = exp (-p (27r)) and 3 ='f Y (0) exp (p (0)) dO. The poloidally varying
X function is determined separately for each main-ion collisionality regime, [ji -
vij/w.i, where the ion-ion collisionality is vbj = 3#//4rii and the ion transit frequency
is Wtr,i = Vth.i/qR,. The low-collisionality or banana-regime is vii < 1, and the high-
collisionality or Pfirsch-Schlniter regime is Dii > 1. The Y(0) term is the same for
both
Y (0) = Z B2  (A.10)
TFiiTi B- . V6
where B 2 = B+ + B and B- VO is from (A.5). For both collisionalities X(0) is broken
into 4 parts, X 1, X 2, X 3 and X. where X and X4 arc independent of Di4.
X.3 = -,, ~n 1 - (A. 11)
' 2T w2 f m Z5T + T 00
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T___ 1_ /' 4 (-y) OB
X, =- Zfn "e (I)-'(i)O (A.12)Ze55fTe + T B"l B-("-+') 0
with f,. being the minority ion fraction, n Ij/, 7= (TL/1T - 1) is the mnmority's
temperature anisotropy and (...) is the standard flux surface average. The main ion
toroidal rotation, wi, will always be slightly larger in the co-current direction relative
to the impurity rotation due to diamagnetic flow but to quantitatively include this in
the theory is beyond the scope of this work. In all cases, o = w- is assuned unless
otherwise specified for purposes of exploring sensitivity to this assiumption. For main
ions in the banana regime,
mif Z2 ('!1 Tj 1Xi= - 2 ... (A.13)
rii(e n7i 2 7-i B -VO
feimIZ2 T,' B2
X2-e (B 2  ' =B 2 (A.14)X2 3rite (B 2) Ti B -VO
where fc = I - 1.46 (r)/Io is the circulating fraction taken from [391 and prime
denotes derivative with respect to t'. The Xi term is related to the g term and X 2 is
related to the product of - and g from the Fii6p and Helander papers. For simplicity,
the trace-limit expression for - is used in X 2 which avoids the need for velocity-space
integrals in the main ion solution which would be niceded to correct the ion-impurity
friction for a, ~ 1. For main ions in the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime,
m1IZ 2 , n'
X1 = n B V (A.15)
riie 5.iB96V
2.8mruI1Z2 T! J32X2 = -.tn Z2' (A. 16)
rii(e (B2) I'l --. '
The primary difference in the collisionalities is the weighting of the gradient scale
length terns. For low Di plasmas, the ion-impurity friction is proportional to the
difference between the density and temperature scale lengths. In practice, for r/a <
0.9, the kinetic profile scale lengths are of similar magnitude with L, is less than L,
so the X 1 from (A.13) is usually near zero. In contrast, these two terms add together
for high collisionality plasmas making them more likely to impact force balance as Vi
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is increased.
Solutions to (A.7) can be compared to analytic predictions in order to verify the
code. For weak ion-impurity friction, a. = 0 and no minority effects, there exists an
exact solution for the poloidal density variation with respect to major radius, R. for
the trace impurity limit [56][29].
n (0) _m2 (R (0)2 R (0)2) m- T (
=(0 Lx ( - Z (A.17)n1 (0) 2T_ m1Z T, + T1
In Section 5.1, analytical solutions were derived for n2 /(n 2 ) sustained by a poloidal
electric field due an1 anisotropic miiinority species (5.8), and the combination of the
centrifugal force and an anisotropic species (5.12). For cases with combined inertial
and ion-inipurity friction forces Fil6p and Helander have expanded n in a Fourier
series, in the e < 1 circular cross-section, limit to find the leading order In = 1 terms
with n=1 + nc cos 0 + n, sin 0 [24].
r- (1 + aj) J - (1 + 7 ) g22- (A.18)R() (1+ae)2 +(1+7y) 2 g2
r (1+ a+ ) +(1+ /)2I
n = 2g+ (A.g)
Ro (1 + a + (1 + )2 g2
where equations for g, - and A can be found in [24] and [58] for low and high colli-
sionality, respectively, and are also listed in Chapter 2. Fractional error is determined
from (A.18) and (A.19) via standard error propagation assuming uncorrelated error
in the input kinetic profiles, ni, Te, T and w, and assumed to be the same for the
in/out and up/down asyumnetries derived from solutions using (A.7). In the limit of
g > 1, or very large gradients, an approximate solution to order g- 2 is found to be
[58][31].,
= (A.20)
I - ((1 + 7b2)- 2) 1 + -/b2
where b2 = B 2 /(B 2 ). In this limit, impurity density is accumulated where the mag-
netic field is strongest, at the inboard side.
To verify the code against these analytical solutions, we use experimental EFIT
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Shot- 1100908026 Time- 0.640 1p - 0.59 Shot- 1101014018 Time- 1.000 Ip - 0.57
(a) (b)
Figure A-2: EFIT reconstructions of C-Mod plasmas used for verification of the
parallel transport code
reconstructions with arbitrary kinetic profiles, selected to highlight different physics.
Two equilibria are used; one from shot 1100908026, a near-circular, Ohinic, low-3
plasma (0, = 0.25,3.4 = 0.5) and one from shot 1101014018 an ICRF-heated EDA
H-mode shaped plasma (3, 0.8. 0, = 1.0). Both are at the same current, 600
kA, and toroidal field, 5.4 T and their respective flux surface geometry are shown in
Figure A-2. The ev = 0, Zeff - 1 limits are assumed throughout.
The input profiles, shown in Figure A-3, are similar to typical C-Mod shots and are
converted into the coefficients used in Fiil6p and Helander, assuming a imolybdenumi
impurity. The M, g and -}g profiles are shown in Figure A-4a and Figure A-4b for
low and high collisionality, respectively. Note that yg is used in the code to avoid a
divide by zero error for flat profiles. Although the density and temperature profiles
define a plasma that is deep into the banana regime for most of the volume, for
the purposes of verification we can arbitrarily define the collisionality to be used in
calculating the poloidal impurity density profiles.
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Figure A-4: Fiil6p and Helander asyinnetry parameters calculated from kinctic pro-
files for collisionless (a) and collisional (b) main-ions
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BANANA
force only (A. 17) by artificially setting g = 0 in the code. The poloidal variation is
plotted for the shaped plasma at r/a ~ 0.5 in Figure A-5a and the radial profiles of the
asymnmetry are shown in Figure A-5b. The radial asymmetry profiles are calculated
from n (0) /n (0) by defining [n- (0) -n (r)J/[n, (0)+n (7r)] to be the in/out asynunetry
and [nz (r/2) - n (37r/2)]/[nz (7r/2) + n (37r/2)] to be the up/down asymmetry. In the
M= 1 circular limit, these coefficients equal ne and n, respectively. The code output,
shown as the black solid line. matches the analytical result, red dash-dot line, very
well and the m- 1 expansion, blue dashed line, has only a slight difference assumed
to be due to shaping.
Next, the ion-impurity friction effects are added and the asymnmetries are examined
farther off axis at r/a ~ 0.9. Again Figure A-6a shows the poloidal variatioi and
the radial profiles are shown in Figure A-6b. In this case, the asymnmetry is not near
either the strong rotation or strong ion-impurity friction, dotted green line, limits.
The results are in good agreement with the in = 1 expansion, and by running the
same case u sing the circular equilibrium, shown in Figure A-7, agreenient between
the code and the ni = 1 expansion is improved. This highlights that realistic plasma
shaping has a small, but obscrvable imnpact on the poloidal variation.
In Figure A-8, the combined effects of the centrifugal force, minority anisotropy
and ion-impurity friction are included in the analysis. Minority effects are artificially
included by defining a Gaussian shaped T1 /T11 profile at mid radius, which would
result in the asymmetry profile shown in light blue. At r-/a ~ 0.5, the solution
calculated by the 1-D simulation agrees very well with the analytical result, purple
dash-dot. that combines centrifugal and minority effects.
Moving to the Pfirsch-Schlhiter case shown in Figures A-9a and A-9b, agreement
between output of the code and the i = 1 expansion is again observed. The radial
profiles show that the asynnetry sImootlily transitions from benig dominated by the
centrifugal force to being driven by ion-impurity friction and begins to approach the
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Figure A-6: Comparison of code against banana-regime theory for a shaped plasma
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Calibration of AXUV Pinhole
Cameras
The pinhole camenr is the iost basic optical systei, composed simply of an aper-
ture and a detector. Ihroughlput and field of view are determined exclusively by the
separation and orientation of these two elements. In C-Mod, these cameras view volu-
netric radiation and toniographic techniques are used to deterinile the local radiation
power density from line-integrated brightness profiles. This research makes quanti-
tative conclusions based on the poloidal distribution of the radiation, so accurate
spatial and relative intensity calibrations are very important. The calibration scheme
mirrors the thought, process used in GENPOS described in Appendix C. First, the
location of the detector with respect to the aperture coordinate system is determined,
and then this aperture coordinate system is found relative to that of the tokamak.
B.1 Benchtop Laser Alignment
The C-Mod pinhole caieras are designed to have the normal of the detector array in
the same plane as that of the aperture. Thus there are only three degrees of freedom
that locate it relative to the aperture; xo, y, and (1 as sketched in Figure B-1. The
center of the detector array is used as its fiducial, and the origin of the ,ryz coordinate
system is at the aperture, with i being the normal of the aperture. The goal of the
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laser calibration is to imeasure the distance between two points, A1 - A 2 , outside of
the enclosure using rays that go through the aperture and impact the array a distance
of 6 1 - 62 apart.
Since the diode array is manufactured from a single piece of silicon, the channel-
to-channel spacing is known to within i5 pm according to the manufacturer [176],
allowing o. to be measured accurately by shining a laser through the aperture and
determining when the response peaks for a given channel. Using Figure B-1, the
relationship between the desired degrees of freedom, xr, y, and a, the calibration
measurements, Ai, 6o. and the calibration setup, A 1 , d 1 can be shown to be,
xr0 ±61sina d
- 0 +6i(Sa = -A (B.1)Y,,+ og Cosa a, AI -,Ai
where it should be noted that values of x, are negative since they are behind the
aperture. The setup parameter, dI can be found very accurately, but AI has a
relatively large systematic uncertainty. Instead, the difference between channels is
used.
Yo + 61 cOS a yo + 6 2cos 'A 2 - A1 = -di ( (B.2)
x.,,+ 61Sinla xo+ 62 Sina0
Such a measurement does not uniquely place the detector behind the aperture if
a j 0, as multiple ,: and a values can account. for the same data. In the next,
section, the benchtop etendue calibration is used to further constrain the position.
The layout of calibration setup is shown in Figure B-2 for the K-LIM enclosure
and B-3 for a wall box. A precision protractor is used to align the translation stage
and the diagnostic enclosure via a common fiducial, the vertically mounted bar seen
in both photos. This allows the direction of motion of the translation stage to be
mounted perpendlicular to j in the aperture coordinate system to < 0.2 degrees. The
distamice between the aperture and the translation stage is micasured using an inside
micrometer and is known to < 0.01 inches.
The laser is defocused in order to fully illuminate the aperture and a -1 kHz
square wave is used to pulse the laser. When moved along the translation stage, the




Figure B-1: Sketch showing how the variables
bration (6j, Ai and di) can be used to find x,
measured in the benchtop laser cali-








Figure B-2: Picture of the
in the KLIM enclosure
benchtop laser calibration setup for one of the AXA array
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Figure B-3: Picture of the benchtop laser calibration setup for one of the wall box
enclosures
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with the aperture. This process works to convolve the aperture with the detector.
Approximately 10-15 measurements are na-de for each channel, with the resolution
of translation stage being 0.01 inches. The process is is then repeated for multiple
channels in each array. Voltages are measured by the data acquisition system used
for plasma operations. The results of the calibration are shown in Figures B-15 to
B-19 in Section BA. In the top half of each figure are the RMS voltage response for
multiple channels plotted against stage position. Note the confusing notation of the
x-axis where x - . 0 is stage distance from the center of fiducial channel, and does not
have anything to do with distances in the xyz aperture coordinate systeni.
B.2 Benchtop Etendue Calibration
The etendue or throughput, U, in a pinhole camera is a function of the size, position
and orientation of the detector and aperture. Since the area of the diodes, AaO. are
constant across the AXUV-22EL array, the relative change in U across the array is
only a function of X0 , y, and a. Using the notation shown in Figure B-4, the etendue
of a channel located 6 from the center of the detector is,
AdtAap cos'' cos(
Ui = -- (B.3)
where Aa,, is the area of the aperture, xi = x, + 6s sin a and yj = y, + 6 i cos a. The
distance r. and the angle cosines, and # can be expressed as functions of the
detector position. (xi, yi),
7'2 x2 +Y2
cos # = sin 0 =(B.4)
lii Xi
cos@ = sill (av cos 0 + cos a sin 0 = sll ( - cos a-
r'i r'i
although in practice the etendues are calculated using (C.20).
In order to accurately determine the relative etendue for an array, a correction
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Figure B-4: Sketch showing the relationship between the calibration variables (xz, y0
and cv) and those used to calculated the etendue (@,#,r 2 )
must be made for the finite aperture thickness, t, which acts to vignette channels
off the optical axis. Figure B-5 shows a sketch magnifying this effect which can be
used to calculate the useful width, w', as a function of position behind the aperture
(xi, yi), where zi = 0 is assumed. The height of the detector is assumed to be close
to the height of the aperture, making vignetting in that direction negligible.
Similar triangles with angle 4 can be used to determine 6w = w -w' for IyI > w/2.
|xii-t _ttan -il - (B.5)|yI| - w /2 6m
Assuming x > w > t, (B.5) reduces to w' =w - t lyj/xl which allows the functional
area of the aperture, A, to be calculated relative to the full area, Aa ,
Ao Aa 1 - (B.6)
wxi
This effect can also be calculated by following rays between the aperture and






Figure B-5: Sketch exaggerating the finite aperture thickness effect which reduces the
effective width of the aperture
that requires extremely fine gridding of the aperture. Figure B-6 plots etendue curves
for the AXA (blue) and AXJ (black) arrays calculated using multiple techniques.
The solid lines are found assuming an infinitely thin aperture, while the dashed lines
include the correction for a 0.010 inch aperture using B.6. The solid symbols are the
etendues calculated using GENPOS for very fine aperture and detector gridding. The
analytical estimation provides accurate results with substantially less computational
cost than the ray-tracing solution, and so it is used in practice.
To find the relative, channel-to-channel response of the diodes in each camera,
a Labsphere URS-600 Uniform Radiance Standard is used to expose the array to
a flat-field light source. The emitted power, -25 kW/m 2, is sufficiently large that
calibrations can be performed with the apertures and amplifier gains used for plasma
operations. The URS-600 has a 1.5 inch diameter aperture which doesn't allow the
entire array to be calibrated simultaneously. If the Labsphere output is placed directly
at the aperture, then the full 27r steradians surrounding the camera is indeed filled
and all channels view light, but the source is non-uniform. This can be seen in Figure
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Figure B-6: Calculation of etendues for the AXA
thick and thin apertures.
n AP = [60, 10]
nDET =[10, 5]
15 20
(blue) and AXJ (black) arrays for
window can be used as a flat-field.
Instead, a composite response curve is found, as shown in Figure B-8, by rotating
the pinhole camera at the aperture while keeping the light source stationary. This
exposes each detector in the pinhole camera to the same portion of the Labsphere, and
the relative voltage response proportional to the etendue. The wall box and KLIM
enclosures are placed ~ 15 cm from the aperture to reduce scattered visible light,
allowing ~ 3 channels to be exposed simultaneously. The enclosure is rotated until
all the channels have been exposed to the Labsphere. The relative response data are
shown as the symbols in the bottom plots of Figures B-15 to B-19. Figure B-9 shows
the summary of the combination of laser and Labsphere calibrations to measure the
etendue of pinhole cameras.
The channel-to-channel etendue curves are all that is needed for an individual
array to be used to look at in/out asymmetries. Combining the analysis from multiple
arrays is necessary to explore the ip/dowi asymmetries, and a camera-to- canera
calibration is required. Quoted variation in detector efficiency from IRD as well as
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I I
Figure B-7: Image of the Labsphere URS-600 showing internal non-uniformity
inaccuracies in the manufacturing of the apertures are expected to lead to a variation
in the absolute brightness between arrays. Each camera is exposed to Labsphere
during a single ~30 minute use of the source, and the measured intensity compared
to one another, as shown in Figure B-10. The WB4AX and WB2AX measurements
measure the same brightness as one another, as due the AXA and WB3AX cameras,
although the latter measure the brightness to be ~ 10% lower then the former. The
measurements define etendue "fudge-factors" used to calibrate out these differences.
If these results are applied to AXJ, then a systematic difference is measured be-
tween the AXA and AXJ brightness profiles, indicating an unphysical result of a
steady-state, toroidal radiation asymmetry. If the arrays are exposed to visible light
directly, bypassing the aperture, no difference in sensitivity is observed. The 15-20%
error in the size of the aperture necessary to explain the AXA/AXJ difference in
Figure B-10 is not found, either. It is thought that a small amount of internal reflec-
tions is causing this discrepancy, leading to AXJ measuring the labsphere to have an
increased brightness. If this is the case, such an effect would not be seen in SXR and
VUV plasma radiation where reflectivity is orders of magnitude below that of visible










Figure B-8: Image of the Labsphiere setup to calibrate AXA (a) with sketches (b) ,(c)
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Figure B-10: Results of the relative calibration of the KLIM and wall box arrays
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in-situ, empirical result that AXA and AXJ measure consistent brightness profiles
when using etendues calculated froim geometry. The construction of the wall boxes
makes them less susceptible to scattered light, and the calibration results shown in
Figure B-10 have been used throughout this research.
B.3 In-Vessel Positional Calibration
The benchtop calibrations accurately measure the position and orientation of the
detector relative to the aperture, but when the enclosure is placed in the tokainak,
the orientation of the aperture relative to the tokamak coordinate system must, be
found. A person without the Germanic heritage and Wisconsin upbringing of the
author is necessary to go inside C-Mod to perform these calibrations. Figure B-11
shows an example of one of the many wonderful students and staff that assisted
in in-vessel calibrations between 2007-2011. The degradation of the pleasant smile
was observed to grow no)nlinearly with duration of calibration. Sustained weekend
calibrations often required the purcliase of food and drink following the renoval of the
setup from the tokamak, an effort that proved useful in maintaining the availability
of t he apparatus.
In Alcator C-Mod, the inner wall is the known fiducial position, with the cylindri-
cal surface being niachined to be I? 44.06 [em], aid the nmidplane, Z - 0.0, defilned
by the tile geometry. An inside micrometer is used to find the minimum distance
from the aperture to the inner wall, Rap - Rwal.. Its vertical offset is found relative to
the inner wall midplane by using a conventional self-leveling laser to draw a line from
the aperture to the inner wall, and then measuring the distance of this spot off the
mnidplane. An estimate of the' toroidal location of the arrays is made, but an accurate
measurement this position is uiimportant since toroidal symnuetry is assumned.
For horizontally viewing cameras, the goal is to find the tangency radius, RT, of
each channel to be used in the Abel inversions. Since the x0 , y, and a are known
from the benchitop calibrations, the tangency radii of all the channels is fixed by a
single RT measurement, although iii practice, the RT of 3-4 channels are neasured
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Figure B-11: Example of critical calibration components deployed in-vessel
to increase the accuracy. Similar to the benchtop calibration, the defocused laser is
scanned across the aperture using the translation stage, and positions on the stage
recorded and the diode response measured.
Figure B-12 shows a sketch of the calibration layout, while pictures in Figure B-13
show the actual setup with the alignment variables labeled. The toroidal angle, 0, be-
tween the N of the calibration stage and that of the aperture is found by trilateration.
The distances between the aperture and fiducial markings on the stage, am and bm,
are measured by an inside micrometer. Their horizontal projection, a = )a, - h2
and b = /6E - h2 , respectively, are used to find 0, and require the measurement of
the vertical offset between the fiducial plane and the laser line, h. The translation
stage is aligned along a major radius, allowing stage positions, x; to be related to
major radii, Ri = Ri,ai + xO + xi, where x, is the distance between xi = 0 and the
inner wall.
As shown B-12, in the value of 0 can be found using sin 0 = d/Rp, with a, b and
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c used to find d, accounting for the width of the stage, w.
)2 - b2 + (2) 1/2
d (( 4c2 +
Once & R, ,, and 6are known, then RT,i can be found using law of sines and law
of cosines.
Rap Risin9&
Rr, i =a~si 1/2 (B.8)
T R 1,+ R? - 2RRj cos 0) (
The detailed results of this calibration are shown in Figures B-20 to B-24 in Section
B.4. In the top half of each figure are the RAIS voltage response for multiple channels
plotted against major radius. The bottom plot of each shows the calculated tangency
radii for tliese chaniels and the curve fit to the data. The listed 7 value corresponds
to one of the rotation angles discussed in Section C.2.3 used to connect an aperture
coordinate system to that of the tolaunak. In Figure B-14, the RT curves for all of the
pinhole cameras are shown. The reversal of AXJ is due to its viewing in a toroidal
different direction then all of the other arrays.
B.4 Benchtop and In-vessel Calibration Results
The detailed on the benclitop (Figures B-15 to B-19) and in-vessel (Figures B-20 to
B-24) calibration measurements are plotted below.
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.m
Figure B-12: Sketch of how the in-vessel calibration can be used to find a channel's
tangency radius, Rr,
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Figure B-13: Top (a) and side (b) views of the in-vessel
alignment variables (h, am, bm and x) labeled









































Figure B-15: Results of the AXA benchtop laser (top) and Labsphere calibrations
(bottom) used to find x0 , y, and a
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Figure B-16: Results of the AXJ benchtop laser (top)
(bottom) used to find x, y, and a
and Labsphere calibrations
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Figure B-17: Results of the WB2AX benchtop laser (top) and Labsphere calibrations
(bottom) used to find x 0, y, and ay
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Figure B-18: Results of the WB3AX benchtop laser (top) and Labsphere calibrations
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FY1 1 Bench Laser Calib of WB4AX
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Figure B-19: Results of the WB4AX benchtop laser (top) and Labsphere calibrations
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Figure B-21: Results of the AXJ in-vessel laser calibrations to find RT
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The GENPOS Approach to
Ray-Tracing
C.1 The 'Pinhole Camera'
The simplest camera possible is the pinhole camera, where a detector views a source
of radiation through an aperture without the aid of filters, lenses or mirrors (see
Figure C-1). The spectral sensitivity of the instrument is linited by the aperture
diffraction (A < d,,) and the quantum efficiency, Q(A) = of
the detector. The aperture and a small area element of the detector, dA, define
a viewing cone (dashed lines) with solid angle, QdA. through a vohunetric emission
source withIi spectral eissivity, e (r. t, A), with units of power per unit volume per
unit wavelength. A volume element, dV' within this viewing cone will enit only a
small fraction, dQ/47r of its radiation, EAdV', through the aperture onto dA (solid
lines). M\ost radiation sensors give response proportional to either the total energy
or the rate of energy deposited ont o the total detector area Adct.
1
dEdct = Q (A) FA (r, t. A) dVdtdAdQ (C.1)
Ilie differenttial solid aigle elemeit can be expressed as dA/lr--rdA| 2 and the inte-
gration over dV' must be restricted to the vohume V', which is, itself, a function of
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-o
Figure C-1: Sketch of the relevant, terms in the imaging of a volumetric source of
radiation through ain aperture. Vectors locating the volune element. aperture and
detector element are labeled on a separate sketch.
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rA, r,, and d(,. Thus, if the problenm wer approaced colpletely analytically, the
integration must first be performed over dV' and then (IA.
Le (1fI-- dfA dA dV Q) (rA) , A) (C.2)
Expressions for V' are dependent on source/aperture/detector geonietry and no exact
generalizations will be attempted here. The resulting integral equation is oppressive,
yet coiputationally tractable, but major simplifications can be made if F, is a weak
function of r.
C.1.1 The Line Integral Approximation
In most radiometric systems, there is the following ordering of length scales.
r - rdAI > |r, - rdA| > da, Adt (C.3)
This ordering represents, a. point detector at a noderate distance behind a finite
sized aperture. Note that the Adc, is the area of a single detector element not the
full detector size in the case of multichannel detcctor such as a photodiode array or
CCD. In this limit, easily integratable expressions for V' and fr-ral4 1 can be found.
and it will be shown that if the spatial variation length of EA is not too small. hen
the (C.2) will reduce to a 1-D integral of eA along the line of sight. If the detector
size is small relative to |rdA-rapl and dap is not < v'Aae then the detector can be
modeled as a point. This point and the aperture define a viewing cone through
the volumetric source characterized by eA(r. t, A). This arrangement is shown in
Figure C-2. The volume element at a distance .s from the detector is an annulus
with dV = 27rpdpds. Each point in this vohune clement has the same value of
Ir-rA = p2 . IInserting these expression into (C.2) gives




Figure C-2: Sketch of the setup under the line integral approximation. The volume
element, dV, can be expressed as an aniular volume element. 27pdpdR. Each point
on this element has anl equal value of jr - rdAl = R 2 + p2
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Functions of t and A remain unspecified, but the integration over dA can be done
trivially since there are now no detector dependencies. Integration is done for s > 0
since EA will go to zero outside of the emitting volume and the integral will not diverge.
The integration limit for p is from 0 to a (s), the radius of the cone at a distance s from
the detector. This cone is defined by the detector/aperture pair with a = sd, 1/2f,
where f is the distance between the aperture and detector. The emissivity is Taylor
expanded about p = 0.
Cx, t. A) = A (s, p, t, A)
8
= E (s, 0. t. A) + pt (s, p, t, A) lpO (C.5)Op
- (s. t, A) 1 + )
This expansion introduces the derivative scale length. L. of the spectral emissivity. If
Le > a(s) then cx (r, t, A) = F, (s. t. A) can be used when integrating over p. Inserting
this simplification in (C.4) and performing the integration gives,
Eae, -A II In 1 di A ds Q (A) t (s, 1, A) (C.6)4 n -4- [2/ kt d1, .If
The In terim can be expanded about I since dap < f and the aperture area can be
inserted into the equation.
Edt -- dt I dA Q (A) dse(s, t, A) (C.7)
The energy absorbed by the detector is now in ternis of' macroscopic characteristics
and the integral of FA along the line of sight, significantly simplified from (C.2).
Besides the ordering of scale lengths in (C.3) the main assumption is that, the E does
not change significantly in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight, L, > a(s).
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C.2 Parameterizing a Generic Tokamak View
From the results of the line integral ap)roxination, it is clear that emissivity inte-
grated along a an arbitrary line of sight will be necessary in analyzing experimental
data. The view is defined by the detector and aperture locations and can be expressed
by the set of parametric equations for a line in 3D Cartesian space as shown in Figure
C-3. The parameter. 1, can vary from (-oc-,+oc) to define the full line, while for
0 < I < 1 the region betweell points 1 and 2 is described. Note that 1 s. the effect
of which will be discussed in the Section C.2.4.
x = 1 + l (X2 - 1 1 )
y - y1 + / (Y2 - Y1) (C.8)
= 1 + 1 (z 2 -1zi)
This set of equations can also be expressed in cylindrical coordinates which are more
natural for tokanak geometry using Xj = Ri cos 0,. y = R sin 0, and defining 02-01 =Q.
= R (1 -21) + 12 (R2 + R 2) -21(1 - 1)R1R 2 cos
sin 01 + i sin02 - sin 0)
tani 0 = (C.9)
C(oS 01 + I (oS02 - COS 0)
Z = Z 1 + l (Z2 - Z1 )
For most radiometry problenis encountered in diagnosing tokainak plasnias. the as-
sulption of axisynnetry imeans that the enissivity is independent of polar (toroidal)
angle, making the parametric equation for 0 unnecessary to find EA (1). If the 2-D emis-
sivity, EA(R, Z), is then known, cither uiiimerically or analytically, hen (C.9) can be














The cylindrical pranietric equations caii be expressed in terms that are more physi-
cally relevant for tokamak applications. For any multichannel pinhole, the location of
the aperture will be a common point., so it is useful to define this location as (R1 ,Z1 ).
In the limit of tomography at a fixed toroidal location, another important parameter
is the angle, v, the view makes with a constant Z plane. In the limit of toniography
on constant Z plane., the radius of closest approach, defined as the tangency radius.,
RT, is Useful. It will be shown that this set of parameters, (t 1 ,ZiT,), can fully
describe an arbitrary view as well as be much less cumbersome than (R 1 ,Z1,R 2 ,Z2 ,o).
The apparent reduction in the number of free parameters comes from the assumption
of an angle in defining the tangency radius. To form (C.9) in terms of these new
variables let R 2 = Rr and have RT be normal to the projection in the polar plane of
the line connecting 1 and 2, 1 (see Figure C-4). The angle ' is defined as the angle
between 12 and its projection into a constant Z plane. Equations (C.9) for R 2 and
Z can be rewritten using ?2 = cos = ITR/R and Z 2 = Zi - tan @/R? - R1 T,
R2 =R2 +( ( - 2 _ { 2i-R)
Z =Z1-l R - R2 tan (C.10)
Note that solving for the I in dRl/dl 0 results in / = I which is conisistent with the
way the equation is defined. These equations can be easily inverted to give 1 values
for given R or Z points.
R - R2
l= 1±k 1- R Ry
1 T
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x
Figure C-4: A line in 3D space with the necessary tokauak coordinates labeled.
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If 1z in (C.11) is inserted into the equation for R 2 in (C.10), the result can be reor-
ganized into the form of hyperbola.
R2  (Z - Zo)2  (C.12)
R ( R tan 2
The parameter Z, which locates the origin (0, Z,) of the lyperbola, is
Z, = Z1 - tan R2 - R 2  (C.13)
and is a function of all four relevant parameters that define a view. For two views to
have the same Z, point, then both 6 and R would have to be the same, which for
detectors which share an apertire is possible but unlikely unless the aperture normal
is radial. This means that most detector arrays that share an aperture will have a
unique set of hyperbola.
The parameters Rr and t/. used to describe are conceptual and not those that
would be easily found from an in-situ calibration or engineering schematic of a detec-
tor. Values for RT aid @i must be able to be found from the full set of five parameters.
Figure C-5 shows their geometrical relationship and uses the variables 71, a and 3 as
placeholders in the derivation. Law of cosines for 6 defines 71, giving the following
relation for $.
Z, -Z2tanvi) = Z 1 Z 2  (C.14)
R? + R - 211?2 cos
This equation reflects the arbitrary sign convention that positive i is a declination
from a constant Z plane. To determine RT, law of sines is used to show
sin I sin 6 sin a
ft 2  (C.15)
The value of ij can be determined from law of cosines on 4, and either a or 3 can be
expressed in terms of RT. Solving for RT then gives,
R21 IR 1 - cos2 4














Figure C-5: A line in 3D space with the necessary cylindrical labels (R 1. R 2 , Zl, Z2
an(d 0) and the reduced set of tokamak labels (R 1 . T, Z1 . ii').
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Equations (C.14) and (C.16) can be used to form tokamak parameters from values
defined by calibrations or design.
C.2.2 Aperture Coordinates
In addition to the line-integrated emilissivity, the etendue, U ~ AdctAap/]2, is the other
important component of (C.7). For multichannel detectors U will vary smoothly., but
for an arbitrary detector aperture combination, it (an be algebraically messy. In this
section, an expression for U will be formed for a location on a planar detector that
has an arbitrary position and orientation relative to an aperture. The ordering in
(C.3) is still assumed so that the detector can be well modeled by a single point. As
will be discussed in the next section, a location in these aperture coordinates can be
expressed in the tokamak coordinates. and the detector aperture pair can be used as
points 1 and 2 in (C.14) (C.16).
Figure C-6 shows the layout of the relevant coordinate systems. An aperture is
centered in the y -: plane with a normal in the . direction. The detector plane with
normal. n, is positioned and orientated relative to the xyz coordinate system by xo,
xi an( x 2. From these three vectors the unit normal can be expressed as,
(x 2 - xo) x (x 1 - xo)
(x 2 - xo) x (x1 - xo)|
The constraint (x2-xo)-(xr-xo)=O is used to create the Cartesian coordinate system
n((. This miiakes xO a reference point on the detector plane with j and ( aligned
with a multichannel layout system such as rows and colunns of pixels on a CCD. An
arbitrary point, P, on the detector is located in the ( - ( plane by the vector x'=('
( + (' ( where,
(x 2 - xo)( = (C. 18)|(x2 - xO)|
(xi - xo)(e (C. 19)| (x1 - xo)|I












Figure C-6: An aperture is centered in the y - z planie with a normal in the ,i
direction. A letector plane with normal h is positioned and orientated relative to the
Xyz coordinate system by xO, xi and x 2 with the added constraint that these points
form the Cartesian system n(. An arbitrary point, P, on the detector is located in
the ( - ( plane by the vector x'.
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then be expressed as.
Adset A,
U =2 (C'.20)|x1|
The doinimant, term in U is the I /|x1 2. The mupltiplies on Adet an Aa represent tie
misalignment of the area normals with the line connecting them. These terms vary
like cosine of this angular deviation and thus do not substantially affect the order of
magnitude of the etendue for well aligned imaging systems. Although they can be
ignored when estimating throughput for design purposes, these teris are imperative
when tonmographically inverting the results of a, multichannel system.
C.2.3 Connecting the Aperture to the Tokamak
In Section C.2.2 an aperture coordinate systei :r;yz was defined so that .- was the
aperture normal. A generic three angle rotation sequence is necessary to express x
in the tokanak XYZ coordinat es from which (?2- 0 Z2 ) can be determined. Figure
C-7 illustrates the transformations where, in places the z-axes have been olitted and
Zi is assuimed to be zero for the sake of clarity. First, a rotation, (, is imade about
x, then a rotation, -0 about y' and lastly, a rotation, y about z". This sequence can
be done analytically uising three rotation natrices,
1 0 0[ 0 cos a - sll a (C.21)
0 sinl a cos 1
cos 3 0 - sin BI
R [ = 0 1 0 (C.22)
sill 3 0 cos 3
cos( - Sill -' 0










y x" z" z" R S
y'"
Figure C-7: Transformation from the xyz aperture coordinates to XYZ coordinates.
First, a rotation, a, about x. Next. a rotation, -3 about y'. Lastly. a rotation. y
about z".
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It is worth noting that this transformation is not unique and other parameterizations
maybe be optimal for specific viewing geometries. In purely toroidal or poloidal
imaging, 3 = 0 and 7 = 0, respectively. These matrices and the location of the
pinhole are used( to transform x to X.
X 0 x
Y = Ra + R 11311 y (C.24)
The tokainak coordinates can be obtained from the X by using,
y('5 -+ = (C.25)
Z2 = Z
Alternatively, two points in the aperture coordinate system ean also be used to form
a set of tokamak coordinates. A point xi can be transformed into Xi using the rota-
tion matrices and the aperture position via (C.24). Similar to (C.25) the cylindrical
c(ordinates can be defined.
I? = X2 + Yi2
0 = arcsin ( < 2(C.26)
V/X2 + y2
and from there the tokamak coordinates can be found from (C.14) and (C.16) with
#= 02 - 01. It is impIortaiIt to note that if the line of sight is defined in this
manner, 1 < 0 will correspond to moving from 2 towards 1, which for (C.25) is the
detector -+ plasma direction. The identities of 1 and 2 can be switched by having
(R 2 , Z 2 ) -+ (R 1 , Zi) and tan 1/ -+ - tan r'.
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C.2.4 Discussion
The derived paranetric equations (C.10) can be used to turn a known 2D emissivity,
c) (R, Z), into an eissivity along the line of sight, ef,\ (1). The parameter, 1, is unit-less
and describes the location relative to points 1 and 2. To forn tOhe integral necessary
in (C.7) a relationship between I and the absolute distance along the line, s must be
found. From the initial parametrization it is known that A/ - 1 between 1 and 2
and their corresponding physical space separation, y, is shown in Figure C-5. Thus
a differential increase, ds, along the aith in space is proportional to a differential
increase, dl in the parameter 1.
= - R) (1 + tan 2 )dl (C.27)
This allows, the integration over ds in (C.7) to be expressed as an integral in dl,
Edd - RP) (1 + ta 2 ) j dt dA Q (A) dI e (1, t., A) ((.28)
Ed = A(RO - R4) (1 + tan2 ) j dt dA Q (A) dl, (R (1) , Z (1) . t. A)
(C.29)
where U is defined by (C.20).
C.3 Beyond the Line Integral Approximation
The results of Section C.2 can now be expanded to describe views which are not
accurately described by the line integral approximation. Such deviations occur when
the size of the detector or aperture becones comparable to their separation. Instead
of returning to (C.2) the detector and aperture can be broken into in and n respective
sub-pixels, as shown in [igure (1-8. For sufficiently large values of rn and n, each ij







Figure C-8: When the line-integral approximation breaks down, the detector and
aperture are split into m. and i sub-units creating m. x n views per detector. Each
has a corresponding tokamak position vector (RI, Z1, R,, <')ij and etendue, Uj.
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energy deposited on the detector becomes,
Ede- >1 j l,/,j (IS EA (s, I, A) (C.30)
Ct A)t1d A.
where each ij defines a different line integral. If regularly space grids in y - z and
- ( are used then generating the i x ni sets of tolainak coordinates can be easily
automated. If the (R, Z) space which is to be analyzed is then broken into p different
pixels indexed by k, then the energy deposited onto the detector becomes,
Ee it( Adet~~a, dt dA Q (A) Lk (i. )e A,A (t. A)
k(C 3 31-
where Lk (i, j) is the le11gth of tlC view (lefinied by q in pixel k.
As an example. (C.31) can be simplified by assuming that the power deposited onto
the detector, Pde, is the measured quantity, and that Q (A) = 1 for all wavelengths.
This represents the conditions for an ideal boloneter, a diagnostic commiion to most
tokanaks. For each ij view., the path length in pixel k, Lk, is proportional to an
interval in the pa.ramileter I as shown in (C.27). These values, Alk, are deterlniiIned
using (C.11) by finding the intersection between the line of sight and the defined
boundaries of pixel k. The etendue information can be folded into the Lk, creating
volume weighting, Vk, for each pixel.
V- A ((R - R) (1 +A ani) Al (ij) . (C.32)
The power deposited on the detector is then,
Pdt (t) = ( VkEk (t) (C.33)
where E. = f dAFAk with units of power per unit volume. The Vk. terms can be
determiiiied for arbitrarily small iieslhig of the detector and aperture. and while this
process quickly becomes computationally intensive as m and n are increased, the
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values need only be computed once and can be stored for subsequent use. A set
detectors viewing the (R, Z) space broken into k pixels can be represented by the
matrix equation,
p = V - (C.34)
where P is a vector of length h, V is an I x k matrix ands is vector of length k.
This method allows the erissivity to be determined from views that are neither on
a constant Z or 0 plane, and that trace hyperbolic paths through the (R, Z) plane.




Argon Up/Down Asymmetries in
Ohmic Plasmas
In Section 6.4, one of the hypothesis for the disagreement between modeled up/down
asynmietries and those nieasured using the AXUV diode arrays was that turbulent
cross-field transport was beginning to compete with parallel neoclassical transport.
Up/down asynnetries in highly-ionized Ar enission have also been observed oin C-
Mod [75], and the HIREXSR diagnostic enables more comprehensive experiments
to be completed than previously done using the 5 chord IREX diagnostic [177].
Recent ieasureinents show that neoclassical processes are unlikely to explain the Ar
emiissivity asynnetry. A threshold-type behavior is observed for r/a > 0.85, with the
enissivity transitioning from a small asynnnetry, fi/(n,) < 0.2, to a large asymmetry,
5/l(nz) ~ 0.6 - 0.8., in plasmas where Bt,5c/I ~ 4. This phenomenology has sim-
ilarities to the rotation reversal recently explored on Alcator C-Mod [131][178][179],
thought to be linked to chianges in the Ohmic confinement regime.
D.1 Origin of the Ar Line Emission
The 1s 1s2s transition in He-like Ar, the z-line in Gabriel notation [180], is used in
these investigations. Although the 1s2s state of He-like Ar is considered a inetastable
state, the transition probability is ~ 10( 1/s, allowing it still to be considered a
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Figure D-1: Photon emission coefficients ((-v)), for the 1s2-1s2s transition in He-like
Ar
probe of local plasma conditions. As discussed in prior work [75], this excited state
can be populated by three different mechanisms, excitation from the ground state of
Aru1+, inner-shell ionization of Ar15 +, and recombination from Ar17+. Both excitation
and inner-shell ionization occur at high electron temperatures, Te ~ 1 keV, while
recombination from H-like Ar dominates at low temperatures. Figure D-1 shows the
Te dependent < ov > from all three charge states.
In Ohmic plasmas, the enhanced radial diffusion from the hotter core provides
a source of H-like Ar at large minor radii where T is far below the temperature
required for excitation or ionization. As will be shown, the Doppler broadening of
the z-line demonstrates that the temperature of the impurity ion is closer to that of
the local electron temperature, rather than the ion temperature in the core where the
Ari7 + ion was created. This rules out ballistic or non-local transport, indicating that
the H-like argon ion has had time to collisionally equilibrate with the background
plasma, meaning the radial transport is likely diffusive. When the 2s excited state is
populated only by recombination, it becomes a useful measure of the radially outward
component of the impurity flux. As diagramimed in Figure D-2, the photons measured






















Figure D-2: Diagram of how the 1s2s excited state is populated via recombination
2s state or through cascades from higher n numbers. The total radial impurity flux,
rAi, is the sum of the flux of all charge states, and so there must be a balancing
inward transport of lower-ionization states in order to maintain steady-state.
D.2 Overview of Experiments
Prior up/down asymmetry experiments using the 5-chord spectrometers required sev-
eral repeated discharges to scan the instrument over the poloidal cross-section to mea-
sure the full profile. With the addition of the HIREXSR spectrometer, a single time
slice is all that is needed to gather an equivalent amount of data. In addition, the in-
creased spectral resolution enables the local ion temperature and flow to be measured.
In order to study the effect of ion-impurity friction on parallel impurity transport, the
up/down asyrmmetry of soft x-ray emission from highly ionized Ar is measured over a
large fraction of the Ohmic operating space of Alcator C-Mod. Impurity force balance
along the field equilibrates on a time scale, ~ 1 ms, much shorter than the duration
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The I,, Bt and ne operating space used in analyzing trends in the
asymmetry
of the C-Mod current flattop, ~1 s, allowing multiple data points to be collected per
discharge. The electron density was scanned during the shot, and the plasma current
and toroidal field were scanned shot-to-shot. Figure D-3 shows the operating space
covered during the 1110204 run day dedicated to these experiments. Additionally,
ohmic portions of plasmas from 1110218 were used for comparisons with the VB drift
direction reversed. A typical plasma shape for 1110204 is shown in Figure D-4, along
with the spatial coverage of HIREXSR. The normal configuration of the spectrometer
was modified to enable these experiments. A cover was placed over the He-like argon
viewing crystal to reduce its effective size, increasing spatial resolution and decreasing
the instrumental broadening. The vertical alignment of the instrument was adjusted























































Figure D-5: Brightness profiles showing strong up/down asynimetry in
T plasma at ne ~ 0.5 x 1020 m-
a 0.6 MA, 5.4
D.3 Examples of the Up/Down Asymmetry
Measured line-brightnesses are plotted against poloidal tangency radius for two shots,
the first shows an example of strongly up/down asymmetric radiation, Figure D-5,
and second shows a nearly up/down symmetric radiation, Figure D-6. The dashed
lines are the BRCHK profiles, representing the line-integrated brightness from the
eiissivity profiles calculated from these measurements.
Line-integrated spectra from the symmetric discharge are shown in Figure D-
7, demonstrating that not only the brightness, but also line-width, and thus ion-
temperature, is up/down symmetric. For the core view, D-7a, the width of the z-line
at A ~ 3.994 is much wider than either of the views at r/a ~ 0.9 shown in D-7b.
Additionally, the n = 2 satellite transitions between 3.980 < A < 3.992 that are
populated by inner-shell ionization and dielectronic recombination, and are only seen
in the core plasna. Both of these observations are typical of this data set, and support


























Figure D-6: Brightness profiles showing weak or negligible up/down
1.0 MA, 5.4 T plasma at ii ~ 0.6 x 102 m-
BRCHK





recombination from H-like Ar that has diffused out from core.
The emissivity profiles for the asymmetric and symmetric plasmas are shown in
Figures D-8a and D-8b, respectively. In the top panel of each plot, the m = 0 (solid)
and m = 1 (dashed) profiles are plotted against minor radius, while the lower panel
shows the ratio of the n = 1/rn = 0, a measure of the up/down density asynetry.
Plotted error bars are only due to propagation of photon noise and do not account
for any systematic calibration error. The grey highlighted region is an estinate of
the flat-field calibration uncertainty, showing that up/down asymmetries of ±15%
should be considered nominally symmetric. In Figure D-8a, the calculated up/down
asymmetry is well outside of this shaded region and for r/a > 0.8, the profile moves
from being nominally synunetric to having hA/(n2) ~ 1. This is in agreement with
previous observations in [75] that showed the asymmetry rising to ~ 0.8 over the last
10% of the plasma.
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Figure D-7: Spectra for the core and chords at r/a = 0.9 for the up/down symmetric
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Figure D-8: Emissivity profiles calculated from data shown in Figures D-5 D-6, show-
ing a strong (a) and weak (b) up/down asymmetry
direction is reversed. Figures D-9 and D-10 show the brightness and emissivity profiles
in forward and reversed field, respectively. This is for Olunic plasmas with matched
I, = 0.8 MA and Bt = 5.4 T and similar electron density, ne = 0.4 - 0.6 x 1020
m1-3. Both discharges were lower single niull plasimlas. The miagnitude of the up/down
asymmetry is comparable, each showing 52/(n2) ~ 0.4-0.5 in the outer region of the
plasma. No dedicated up/down asymmetry experiments were run in reversed field,
and so differences in alignment and spatial resolution may be responsible for the
noticeable shape differences between the two asynmnetry profiles.
D.4 Scaling of the Up/Down Asymmetry
The emissivity profiles for multiple time points in 17 discharges are used to determine
the scaling of the up/down asynnnetry with global plasia paramneters over a large




















Figure D-9: Comparison of brightness profiles













in similar discharges (0.8 MA, 5.4 T
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Figure D-10: Comparison of emissivity profiles in similar discharges in reversed (a)
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radial location of r/a = 0.92 is used to characterize the edge asymmetry layer, which
in prior work was unable to be reproduced by parallel neoclassical transport theory.
In Figure D-11a, the up/down asymmetry data for B, = 5.4 T plasmas are plotted
against line-averaged density ne, for various plasma currents, I,. The differences
are shown to be substantially reduced when plotting the up/down asymmetry versus
'e/I., as shown in Figure D-11a. In this plot, the asymnietry is shown to have a
threshold type behavior, increasing from near synnetry to a 52/ (n,) ~ 0.6 between
0.6 < le/ Ip < 0.8.
The same plot is shown in Figure D-12, now including data from all toroidal fields.
The Bt=3.3 points (green) exhibit a similar type of threshold behlavior as the 5.4 T
shots (blue), although at a higher value of ne/I,, while the high field shots (red) do
not. The measured asyriiiuetry is shown to decay back towards zero for larger values
of ne/I,, although with relatively large error bars.
In Figure D-13, the asynnietry is plotted against neutral pressure, Pnent, ieasured
a rationiatic gauge at G-PORT, and the decay of the asymmetry at large ie/,
is shown to occur for pA.ue > 0.2 mTorr. As the inain-chamilber pressure increases,
the neutral density in the edge of plasma will also go up, increasing the rate of
charge-exchange recoibination. Similar to radiative or dielectronic recombination,
this process will populate the 2s excited state in Ar+, and could influence the
up/down argon density asymmetry if the neutral density is not poloidally symmetric.
Prior neasuremnents of both Lvman-av emnissivity aud neutral pressure show pest
should be higher in the direction of the X-point [181]. Thus, the data in Figure D-13
suggest charge-exchange recoimbination adjusts the argon emission towards symiimetry.
or possibly an abundance in the direction of the X-point. as the neutral pressure
increases. Note that pet > 0.2 mTorr is also where H-mode confinement began to
show sensitivity to edge neutral pressure [175].
In Figure D-14, the asyimnetry is plotted against Bthe/I,, restricting the data
set for vahies of main-chamber pressure below pueut = 0.2 mnTorr. This is shown to
unify the data for all toroidal field strengths and illustrates the up/down asymmiietry
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Figure D-11: At fixed toroidal field, up/down asymmetry scales differently with den-
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Figure D-13: The up/down symmetry is decreased at large values of main-chamber
neutral pressure, pneut
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Asymmetry at r/a=0.92 for PNEUT < 0.2 [mTorr]
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Btn./1
Figure D-14: Up/down
pnei < 0.2 mTorr
asymmetry plotted against Bene/I, for time points where
5/(n2) - 0.6.
This behavior seems to have more in common with the rotation reversal phe-
nomenon then with parallel neoclassical transport. In the former, core toroidal ro-
tation is shown to abruptly change from co- to counter-current direct flow with very
small changes in electron density [131]. For a wide range of currents and densities,
the rotation reversal was shown to occur at neBto/Ip = 2.8, a similar scaling as
demonstrated for the up/down asymmetry. For B, = 5.4, this puts the threshold at
e/I, ~_ 1.0, which, when comparing to data in Figure D-11b, is just after the argon
emission has become strongly asymmetric.
The threshold behavior in relation to the rotation reversal can also be seen dy-
namically in a single discharge. Figure D-15 shows the time history of electron density
(a) and temperature (b) in a Bt = 5.4 T and I, = 1.0 MA plasma from the 1110204
run day. The core rotation (c) undergoes a reversal at t _ 1.23, while the up/down






Although the asymmetry data are averaged over 60 ins (3 frames). and thus cannot
capture the details of the transition. they clearly show a change from a synnnetric par-
allel equilibrium to one with a large up/down asynunetry just before the core rotation
reversal. This is consistent with the trends shown in Figure D-14. In Figure D-16,
the radial emissivity and asymmetry profiles are shown for time slices surrounding
the transition, as highlighted in Figure D-15. Outside of r/a ~ 0.8, the asyninetry
profile increases, reaching towards 5/(n_) ~1 near the edge of the plasma.
D.5 The Ar Up/Down Asymmetry due by Strong
Radial Transport
The previous section denonstrated that the strong up/down asymunetry in Ar 7 '
emission is unlikely to be explained by parallel impurity transport theory. Rather than
show a smooth increase with q%2 i-. as indicated by theory [50] [24]. the asymmetry at
r/a = 0.92 exhibits a transit ion betweenl a weak and strong asyninetry at BttE/Ip
4. While the qualitative characteristics of this asymnetry are similar to up/down
asymmetries explored on other tokanaks (see Section 2.4.1), there is an important
difference in the origin of the line emission for the C-Mod case. Earlier experiments
viewed resonance transitions from low-Z impurity ions [50] or broadband emission
using bolonmetry [82]. As discussed in Section D. 1, the Ar'u 1s2s excited state is
populated by recombination from H-like Ar ions at low temperatures. These ions Imist
be transported from the core of the plasnia, and so the very existence of neasurable
emission at large minor radii is tied to anomalous impurity transport. If this transport
is shown to be strong enough to make r_ < T11 and the radial flux is up/down
asymmetric, then the emission asymmetry could be explained by plasma turbulence.
The strongest argument for the argon asynimetry being driven by neoclassical
transport is that it reverses sense with the VB drift direction. Alcator C-Mod is
designed to be run withb fixed liehcity and must reverse the direction of the plasma
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Figure D-15: Time history demonstrating the prompt change in the up/down asym-
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FIG. 2. The spatial distribution of the scattered power
(ke =9 cm -1) along a vertical chord through plasma center.
Curve a lp,BT parallel; curve b Ip,BT antiparallel. Note the
large asymmetry which inverts with current reversal.
Figure D- 17: Evidence of up/down asymmetry of density fluctuations measured in
TEXT (from [34])
the current direction has been shown to reverse observed up/down asymmnetries ill
fluctuation amplitude in laser scattering experiments [34]. In Figure D-17, results
from anl Ohmic plasma in the TEXT tokanak are shown, demonstrating this asyrn-
metry is present in the spatial region 0.8 < r/a < 1.0 explored for argon emission on
Alcator C-Mod.
The capability to measure such an up/down asymmetry of fluctuations was not
available for the 1110204 plasmas, although changes were observed in the density
fluctuation amplitude measured by the 0-mode reflectometer [127] at the outboard
midplane. Similar changes in density fluctuation have been characterized across the
rotation reversal [131]. This reversal has been linked to the transition between the
linear Ohmic confinement regime (LOC) and the saturated Ohmic confinement regime
(SOC) [178] postulated to be a changeover betweeii trapped electron nmode (TEM) and
ion temperature gradient (ITG) dominated turbulence [179][182]. In this paradigm,
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for the up/down asynnlietry to be driven by poloidally asynnnetric radial particle
flux. TEM turbulence would need to be up/down symmetric, while ITG is up/down
asynnnetric. Such a hypothesis is highly speculative and requires further experimental
and analytical scrutiny before reaching any conclusions.
D.5.1 H-like Ar Continuity Equation for Edge Plasma
Since C-Mod cannot break the degeneracy of the VB drift and I, directions, the
trivial experiment to test the connection betweeni the asynnetry and turbulence
cannot, be performed. Instead, estimates of argon transport can be used to show that
the h/(n) ~ 1 ip/down asvmnietry occurs in regions of the plasmia where T and
T11 become the sane order of magnitude. In order to calculate the radial transport
time scale from observed emissivity profiles. the continuity equation for H-like Ar is
simplified for use inl the cold outer regions where the asyrunietry is observed. The full
continuity equation includes ionization and recombination to and from neighboring
charge states,
+ V - F = nie [IHnHe - (Run,, + IH'1) + RfnfI + no (C n5 - CnH) (D.1)
where the subscript f refers to the density of fully-stripped argon, H to hydrogen-like
argon, and He to helimn-like argon. The isoclect ronic subscripts are used for clarity,
but this equation can be generalized to any charge state of any ion. The ionization, I,
and reconbination, R, rates are known functions of electron temperature, while no) is
the neutral density and C refers to the charge-exchange recombination rate. The time
derivative is eliminated by observing the steady-state, and effects from fully-stripped
argon, n5, can be avoided by limiting the core T to prevent its production. In the
outer layer of the phisma where the 52/(nm) starts to rise toward unity, ionization
processes begin to turn off due to the low temperatures, and recombination rises as
shown in Figure D-18 for RH, IH and IHe.. These rates are plotted in units of 1/s,
assuming a local electron tesit of 1020 m-3, and indicate that. tinescales of -1 nis.
oni order of the parallel transport time scale, are possible.
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Figure D-18: Ionization and recombination rates into (]He) and out of (RH, H) the
H-like argon charge state for ne = 1020 11-3
For 7e < 1 keV, the strong loss term from the Hl-like charge state reduces the
continuity equation to,
V -Fl = -nu ('neRH + noC1 ) (D.2)
describing the chIage in tle radial flux (ue to recombination. The ineasured z-line
einssivity can be used to estimate n1u,
C, u = (nieLq (Te) + nLc (T)) (D.3)
where LR is known from atomic physics modeling and ne, Te, and T are known. Mea-
surements of neutral density, no, and atomic physics data for excitation via charge-
exchange, Lc, are currently unavailable for these plasnas.
Figure D-19 shows the relative strength of both R 11 and Cj against temperature
(7' - rI assuned), for various neutral denisity fractions. The electroi recombinatiol
term likely represents a lower limit, with no/ne ~ 10- to 10-" being reasonable
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Figure D- 19: Recombination rates at n, = 1021) mn- for H-like argon due to electron
impact (solid) and charge-exchange processes (dashed)
estimates for the neutral density so close to the edge of the plasma. iMore data are
required to quantitatively estilate the perpendicular transport time scale from (D.2),
but there is a reasonable expectation that H-like Ar recombination times are below
I ins at large minor radii. In order to have a flat z-line einissivity profile, as shown
in Section D.4. T < Tus(c in order to transport H-like argon across the field before
it has a chance to recombine.
D.6 Future Experiments
The original experiments on 1110204 assumned that the up/down asymmnetry could
)e explained by neoclassical parallel transport, while the results and analysis shows
that this is unlikely to be the explaniation. New experiments should be planned with
more comprehensive diagnostic coverage, targeting the asymmetry transition region
shown in Figure D-1-4. The neutral density should be imeasured, and, if possible, any
poloidal variation in the neutral density captured by available diagnostics. Previous
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measurements on Alcator-C showed that some high-n transitions in He-like Ar were
more strongly populated by charg( exchange than others. If HIREXSR, can be re-
configured to measure up/down asymmetry of these lines, simultaneous information
on the up/down asymmetry due to both the recombination processes discussed in
Section D.5 can be measured. In Section 4.1, the AXA and AXJ AXUV diode arrays
were able to measure the parallel equilil)ration time after a laser blow-off injection.
Calcium injections, regularly used to characterize radial impurity transport, could be
used to measure T1  since Ca has a mass similar to argon. The measured T11 could
then be compared to calculated T. Lastly. C-Mod's suite of turbulence diagnostics
should be included. Specifically, the phase-contrast imaging diagnostic [127] has the
ability to mask tlie detector, allowing flucituations from t he top and bottomi half of the
plasma to be viewed on separate shots [183]. Normally, this is used to investigate the
propagation direction of the fluctuations, but this technique could be useful in seeing.
if the up/down argon asymmetry is correlated to any up/down density fluctuation
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